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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of how and why firms in the 
brewing industry sponsor sports events. The thesis attempts to describe, explore and starts to 
explain the different objectives that brewing companies have with their brands’ sports 
sponsorship, the selection of what sports the brands should sponsor, the evaluation methods 
connected to the brewing brands’ sports sponsorship involvement, as well as the perceived 
advantages and disadvantages of sports sponsorship. To be able to reach the purpose of this 
thesis, qualitative case studies on two Swedish corporate brands and two Finnish product 
brands have been conducted, namely, Åbro and Herrljunga Cider, as well as Lapin Kulta and 
KOFF. The study shows that the most common objectives for brewing brands sponsoring 
sports are to build and support a positive brand image, position the brand, create or increase 
the visibility of the brand, as well as reach a specific target market. Moreover, results show 
that the possible image association potential is the most significant sports selection criterion, 
and that the evaluation of sports sponsorship is perceived as difficult and primarily conducted 
through media coverage measurements. Finally, the research reveals that the advantages of 
sports sponsorship are several, whereas only one major disadvantage, the risk for badwill, is 
perceived.  



 

Sammanfattning 
 
Syftet med denna studie är att få en bättre förståelse för hur och varför företag i 
bryggeribranschen sponsrar sportevenemang. Uppsatsen försöker att beskriva, undersöka, och 
börjar förklara målen som bryggeriföretag har med sina varumärkens sportsponsring, valet av 
vilka sporter som varumärkena ska sponsra, utvärderingsmetoderna kopplade till 
bryggerivarumärkens sportsponsringsengagemang, samt fördelar och nackdelar som uppfattas 
med sportsponsring. För att nå syftet med denna uppsats har kvalitativa fallstudier på två 
svenska företagsvarumärken och två finska produktvarumärken genomförts, närmare bestämt 
Åbro och Herrljunga Cider, samt Lapin Kulta och KOFF. Studien visar att de vanligaste 
målen med bryggerivarumärkens sportsponsring är att bygga och stödja en positiv 
varumärkesimage, positionera varumärket, skapa eller öka varumärkets visibilitet, samt att nå 
en specifik målmarknad. Dessutom visar resultaten att den möjliga imageassociationen är det 
mest betydelsefulla kriteriet för val av sport, att utvärdering av sportsponsring uppfattas som 
problematiskt och främst utförs genom mätning av mediatäckning. Slutligen avslöjar 
undersökningen att det finns många fördelar med sportsponsring, medan endast en stor 
nackdel, risken för badwill, kan urskiljas. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

In this first chapter, a description of the background to the research area is presented. A 
discussion thereafter follows concerning alcohol companies sponsoring sports. Then the 
research purpose relevant to this thesis is stated together with the research questions. Finally, 
the demarcations of this study are presented followed by an outline of the thesis. 
 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
 
The increased globalization has made the marketing mix an essential factor for companies to 
become successful or even to stay in business (Hollensen, 2003). The marketing mix consists 
of four components: product, place, price, and promotion. The latter, the promotion element, 
is often recognized as the tool marketers use to communicate with their specific target 
market(s). (Jobber, 2001) According to Vignali (1997), promotion was formerly comprised of 
advertising, public relations, and sales promotion. However, as sponsorship has increased in 
importance, it is today included as an element of the promotion mix (Ibid). 
 
It is important to keep the elements in the promotion mix apart, since they differ considerably. 
One difference between sponsorship and advertising is for example that sponsorship is an 
indirect promotional tool, viewed as bringing benefits to the society, while advertising by 
contrast is a more direct and forceful communication tool, perceived as beneficial to the 
company itself. (Meenaghan, 2001b) Lardinoit and Derbaix (2001) further claim that there is 
an increased belief that sponsorship is becoming a substitute for traditional advertising. 
 
In the past, firms viewed sponsorship as an obligation towards the community. Sponsorship 
was associated with charitable donations and public relation opportunities. (Gwinner, 1997) 
Today, however, companies perceive sponsorship as a marketing communication tool, 
intended to increase the brand and service image of the company (Madrigal, 2001). The 
definition of sponsorship, as perceived by Meenaghan (1983), is “the provision of assistance 
either financial or in-kind to an activity by a commercial organization for the purpose of 
achieving commercial objectives”. 
 
According to O’Sullivan and Murphy (1998), the growth of commercial sponsorship has 
faced the fastest development in marketing communication during the two last decades. The 
significant growth of perceived sponsorship effectiveness has therefore resulted in increased 
investments in sponsorship activities among companies all around the world (Meenaghan, 
2001a). The worldwide sponsorship expenditure has risen from US$2 billion in 1984 to 
US$23.16 billion in 1999 (Meenaghan, 2001b). According to Meenaghan (1991), the 
noteworthy growth is a result of for example escalating costs of media advertising, new 
opportunities because of increased leisure activities, greater media coverage of sponsored 
events, as well as governmental policies regarding the advertising of alcohol and tobacco 
brands. Alcohol and tobacco companies were, because of the restrictions, the first companies 
obliged to use sponsorship as a new promotion tool (Ibid).  
 
The activities included in sponsorship today are primarily musical events, festivals, arts, and 
sports (Gwinner, 1997). However, the sponsoring of sports dominates the sponsorship 
activities, and in 1999 sports sponsorship amounted to about 67 percent of the total 
sponsorship spending of companies (Mullin, Hardy & Sutton, 2000). 

1
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1.1.1 Sports Sponsorship 
 
One definition of sports sponsorship is: “the consumer (in most cases a business) is 
exchanging money or product for the right to associate its name or product with a sporting 
event” (Shank, 1999, p. 15). This is the definition adopted throughout this thesis, and 
therefore this is what is meant when the term sports sponsorship is mentioned from now on. 
 
Sports sponsorship appeared initially in the ancient Rome, when Roman patriarchs sponsored 
gladiator games. However, modern sports sponsorship developed in the 1950s in the United 
States, when two companies sponsored President Eisenhower’s physical fitness program. 
(Shannon, 1999) Around that time, firms engaged in sports sponsorship to satisfy the interests 
of the executives, and it was common that sponsors socialized with the sponsored, as well as 
conducted more extensive client entertainment activities than today. (Stotlar, 2001) 
 
When sports first emerged in Europe, it was self-supporting. The athletes and sports clubs 
sold lottery and match tickets to finance their activities. Later on, local and national 
governments begun to support sports by taxes, as they realized that sport is a healthy way for 
individuals to spend their time, as well as that it can have an enormous socio-economic 
importance. A research conducted in 1974, concerning the commercialization of sports, 
concluded that sports would not survive without financing by industries and businesses. (Jiffer 
& Roos, 1999) Consequently, and as a result of improved expertise and knowledge in the 
area, sports sponsorship in Europe continued to develop and became more professional in the 
1980s. Sports sponsorship is no longer a charity activity, but has rather become an activity of 
give and take to benefit both parties. The most common sponsorship activity in which 
companies engage, has been, and still is sports. (Ibid) However, some authorities believe that 
sports nowadays are too dependent on sponsors (Stotlar, 2001).  
 
Even though it is supported by other authors that sports sponsorships are over-commercialized  
(Cheng & Stotlar, 1999), the sports business has become one of the most important and 
growing industries worldwide (Shank, 1999). Some relatively new international sponsorship 
trends that have been identified by Jiffer and Roos (1999) are that companies increasingly 
sponsor lifestyle and extreme sports, as well as buy sports stadiums and arenas to increase the 
awareness of the company. Yet, the sports that most frequently involve in sponsorship 
agreements are professional football, tennis, basketball, and golf (Stotlar, 2001), and the most 
popular sports for corporations to sponsor are supposed to be motorsports and football 
(Bennett, 1999). Shank (1999) further argues that the largest part of sponsorship expenditures 
in 1997 was spent on motorsports and golf. As an example, the American tobacco company 
Phillip Morris, spends some US$150 million into motorsport every year in practically all the 
major competitions, including Formula One. Moreover, Ferrari is presumed to gain some 
US$63 million in sponsorship from Marlboro, who also supposedly pays half of Michael 
Schumacher's US$25million contract. (www.globalf1.net) 
 
In the globalized world of today, it can be preferable to use sports sponsorship, as the 
universal language of sport, especially of the most popular sports, can reach a global 
audience, as well as go beyond cultural and language barriers. Consequently, sports 
sponsorship is an exclusive medium for promoting homogeneous messages worldwide. 
(O’Sullivan & Murphy, 1998) Sports sponsorship is also attractive, since it can reach 
customers in a less cluttered environment, than for example traditional advertising. Therefore, 
the usage of sports sponsorship makes it possible to expose promotional messages in a more 
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effective way. (Stotlar, 2001) Bennett (1999) additionally suggests that sports sponsorship is a 
popular marketing tool, as it provides extensive press and television coverage, transcends 
cultural barriers, creates high visibility, and provides opportunities to reach both narrow as 
well as broader target audiences. Sports sponsorship is considered preferable to traditional 
advertising, since it is regarded to involve an element of patronage, which implies that many 
individuals believe that firms are helping athletes to improve their performance through their 
engagement in sports sponsorship (Quester & Farrelly, 1998). 
 
McDaniel and Mason (1999) argues that sports for a long time has been viewed as an 
effective vehicle through which companies and products, including alcohol and tobacco, can 
be promoted. Everyone does however not agree that these companies are suitable for 
sponsoring sports events (Stotlar, 2001). The controversy regarding the advertising of beer 
has, according to Stotlar (2001), not been as well documented and publicized as that 
surrounding tobacco. Nevertheless, many main sport governing bodies that are drug-testing 
athletes, for example the World Cup, the International Olympic Committee (IOC), and the 
National Association of Collegiate Athletics (NCAA), consider the issue of regulating the 
promotion of certain alcoholic beverages. This is because the sports business and associated 
media concerns are seen as much more financially dependent on the income from the brewing 
industry, than on the income from tobacco promotion. (McDaniel & Mason, 1999) According 
to the authors, as much as eleven percent of all expenditures regarding sponsorship consist of 
alcohol sponsorship (Ibid).  
 
One of the main reasons for alcohol and tobacco sponsorship restrictions is the argument that 
these products reach underage audiences. These considerations are, nevertheless, complicated 
by the implications of free commercial speech, which also has to be considered. Some argue 
that alcohol and tobacco are legal products and should therefore have the same rights to be 
promoted as other products. (McDaniel & Mason, 1999) Many people, however, still consider 
it ambiguous to associate alcohol with healthy sports (Stotlar, 2001). According to McDaniel 
and Mason (1999), the increased public opinion regarding the use of sports sponsorship by 
alcohol companies, will probably lead to extended legislation and consequently the sport-
alcohol combination will be subject of augmented concern. Furthermore, Cornwell and 
Maignan (1998) are in accordance with the previous authors, as they believe that alcohol 
products will face an increased attention in the future. 
 
 
1.2 PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
 
Legislations and restrictions concerning advertising of tobacco and alcohol products have 
forced many firms to find alternative ways of generating a positive association with their 
brands in the minds of the customers, and as a result, sponsorship appeared as a significant 
brand-building tool for these firms (Quester & Farrelly, 1998). McDaniel and Mason (1999) 
are in accordance with Quester and Farrelly (1998) and further claim that since spirits have 
been subject to legislative regulations, brewing firms have dramatically increased the use of 
sports sponsorship in their promotion. 
 
The sponsorship of sports is nowadays widespread among brewing firms. Young male 
customers are for instance considered a vital market sector for lager and beer producers, 
nevertheless, most brewing firms have difficulties in reaching these customers with traditional 
advertising. As a consequence, sports sponsorship has become an important and especially 
useful promotional tool for these firms, as it successfully reaches this specific target market. 
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Furthermore, some sports such as rugby football and its audiences are perceived to be possible 
to associate with drinking. (Meerabeau, Gillett, Kennedy, Adeoba, Byass & Tabi, 1991)  
 
According to Stotlar (2001), one issue of great importance when regarding sports sponsorship 
involvements is the correspondence between the sponsorship arrangement and the objectives 
of the company. Thus, it is essential that the corporate objectives of the sponsorship are 
clearly defined (Ibid). Sponsorship objectives should additionally meet the standard 
requirements for objective-setting, which implies that they can be quantified, motivational, 
realistic, consistent, arranged in hierarchal form (if there are several), and contribute to reach 
the overall communication objective of the company (Meenaghan, 1983). Most researchers 
stress that it is important for companies to set clear objectives when getting involved in 
sponsorship (Meenaghan, 1983; Mullin, Hardy & Sutton, 2000; Pope, 1998; Shank, 1999; 
Stotlar, 2001). However, despite research emphasis on companies’ sponsorship objectives, 
few researchers are considering the sports sponsorship objectives in particular, and none is 
focusing on alcohol companies’ objectives when sponsoring sports. 
 
Another important issue that the sponsor has to consider is the selection of what specific 
sports activity to sponsor. The firm can choose to sponsor a sport, a team, an athlete, or an 
event. This choice is often based on the “fit” between the organization or its products and the 
event or individual sponsored. (Shank, 1999) According to Meenaghan (1983) and Stotlar 
(2001), most sponsors employ stated sponsorship criteria to facilitate the process of 
sponsorship selection. The selection of the sports sponsorship activity is vital since well-
directed sponsorship tends to enhance the perception of the company, whereas badly thought-
out sponsorship may have no effects or result in a negative outcome for the firm. Many 
individuals for example believe that it is immoral that alcohol firms engage in sports 
sponsorship. (McDonald, 1991) 
 
An additional issue that has received much attention in research, is how to evaluate the 
sponsorship involvement (Bennett, 1999; Cornwell & Maignan, 1998; Shanklin & Kuzma, 
1992; McCook, Turko & Riley, 1998; Meenaghan, 1983; Parker, 1991). According to 
Shanklin and Kuzma (1992), the weakest part of sponsorship programs is often the evaluation. 
It is quite complicated to measure the effects of sponsorship, and as a consequence, many 
firms do not know how to verify that their sponsorship objectives are achieved. There are for 
example only about 60 percent of the sponsors that make some sort of formal attempt to 
determine the effectiveness of their sponsorship programs. (Ibid) The reasons for the poor 
evaluation of sponsorship are, according to Bennett (1999), costs and uncertainty aspects, 
technical research difficulties, absence of meaningful criteria, and lack of clear initial 
objectives. Meenaghan (1983) is nevertheless of the opinion that all kind of promotion, 
including sponsorship, has to be measurable, since it is a justification for continued usage. 
 
When engaging in sports sponsorship activities, firms experience a lot of advantages but also 
disadvantages (Jiffer & Roos, 1999). Shank (1999) is of the opinion that sponsorship provides 
many benefits for both the sponsor and the sponsored, and consequently, a win-win 
partnership can be created through the sponsorship. Several advantages with sponsorship have 
been identified by Jiffer and Roos (1999), among others that sponsorship creates awareness of 
the sponsoring firm among customers, creates and transfers an image association between the 
sponsor and the sponsored, as well as that promotion through sponsorship is difficult to avoid 
for the target audience. This, due to the fact that customers watching sports events cannot 
avoid the promotional message just by changing channels, in the same way as when they are 
exposed to traditional television advertising (Ibid). Taranto (1998) further suggests that sports 
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sponsorship is more successful in eliminating media noise compared to other types of 
promotion, which also is beneficial for the sponsoring firm. 
 
There is nevertheless a growing consensus among researchers that companies using 
sponsorship as a promotional tool are increasingly confronted with disadvantages (McDonald, 
1991; Lee, Sandler & Shani, 1997; Jiffer & Roos, 1999). Negative attitudes towards alcohol 
companies sponsoring sports, is one of them, since many individuals believe that these firms 
should not be associated with sports (McDaniel & Mason, 1999). Another disadvantage with 
sponsorship is recognized by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who argues that sponsorship involves a 
badwill risk, because of for example unfavorable behavior by individuals involved in the 
sponsored activity. Furthermore, ill-designed sponsorship may have no effect at all, or at 
worse a negative effect for the sponsor, which has been the case for some alcohol and tobacco 
firms sponsoring sports (McDonald, 1991). 
 
Sports sponsorship is a growing marketing tool among corporations worldwide (Shannon, 
1999). However, most of the research published up to date originates exclusively from the 
U.S., as well as from the continental European market (Cornwell & Maignan, 1998), and no 
Scandinavian studies regarding the subject were found during our investigation. Therefore, 
and while Hultman and Lindgren (2001) recommend that more sports sponsorship research 
needs to be conducted within the same line of industry, we feel that it would be interesting 
and worthwhile to investigate alcohol firms sponsoring sports. In addition, the increased focus 
surrounding the alcohol and sports association emphasizes our research topic. 
 
 
1.3 PURPOSE 
 
As the topic remains to be further investigated in depth, the purpose of this thesis is to gain a 
better understanding of how and why alcohol companies sponsor sports events. However, in 
light of the fact that most sports sponsorship by alcohol companies is actually done by 
brewing firms, we shall further narrow down the scope of our research. The new purpose for 
our study will thus read as follows:  
 
The purpose of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of how and why firms in the 
brewing industry sponsor sports events. 
  
Four research questions have been outlined below. Addressing them will help us gain the 
understanding necessary to accomplish the stated purpose.  
 

1. How can the brewing companies’ objectives in sponsoring sports be described? 

2. How do firms in the brewing industry select a specific sport for sponsoring? 

3. How do brewing companies evaluate their sponsorship of sports? 

4. How do brewing companies perceive the advantages and disadvantages involved in 
sports sponsorship? 

 
1.4 DEMARCATIONS 
 
Due to time limitations, it is beyond the scope of our study to cover all the aspects of the 
research purpose. We have therefore limited our research to view the stated research questions 
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from the sponsoring companies’ perspective. Our limitations also preclude us from examining 
different industries, hence we will focus our study on the brewing industry. 
 
 
1.5 OUTLINE OF THESIS 
 
After presenting the first chapter, we will now make a brief description of the content in the 
following chapters of this thesis. A graphical outline of the thesis is presented in figure 1.1 
below. 

- Chapter two presents previous research and theories relevant for the purpose of our thesis. 

- Chapter three provides a conceptualization of the research questions and presents an 
emerged frame of reference. 

- Chapter four consists of a description of the methodology employed throughout the thesis. 

- Chapter five presents the empirical data collected from the case studies.  

- Chapter six provides within- and cross-case analysis of the gathered information from the 
data collected in chapter five.  

- Chapter seven finally presents the findings and conclusions of the thesis, as well as 
provides implications for management, theory, and further research. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1 Outline of the Thesis 
 
 
1.6 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter has presented the background and problem discussion to the topic of research, 
and has defined the purpose of the study. Specific research questions have been outlined to be 
addressed. In the next chapter, we will review previous research in the area of our research. 

Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
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METHODOLOGY 
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EMPIRICAL DATA 
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ANALYSIS 

Chapter 7  
FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS 
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 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Having presented a background to the research area and research problem in our 
previous chapter, it is now convenient to present a review of past literature. The literature 
review presented in this chapter consists of the following: First, previous studies concerning 
objectives with sponsorship are described. Then, selected relevant theories of what sports to 
sponsor are brought up. This is followed by previous research related to sponsorship 
evaluation and finally the literature regarding advantages and disadvantages of sponsorship. 
 
After our fairly extensive literature review, we found that relatively little research has been 
conducted within the area of sports sponsorship. Nevertheless, several authors (Bennett, 
1999; Mullin et al, 2000; Stotlar, 2001; Jiffer & Roos, 1999; Clark, 1995) conclude that 
sports sponsorship makes up the greatest part of sponsorship activities. Consequently, we 
have included some sponsorship theories to complement to the sports sponsorship theories 
reviewed in this chapter. 
 
 
2.1 OBJECTIVES WITH SPONSORSHIP 
 
As sponsorship is a part of the promotional mix, the sponsorship objectives should be 
connected to the objectives of the promotional planning process. The promotional objectives 
assist to accomplish the marketing goals, which in turn should originate from the 
organizational objectives. Sponsorship objectives can be divided into two categories, namely 
direct or indirect sponsorship objectives. Direct sponsorship objectives pay attention to sales 
increase and have a short-term influence on customer behavior. Indirect sponsorship 
objectives are, on the other hand, objectives that finally result in the desired goal of increasing 
sales, such as for example to meet competition, build relations, create awareness, improve the 
image, as well as to get in touch with new target markets. (Shank, 1999)  
 
A common objective for sponsors is to create a close association between the brand or the 
company and the event sponsored (Quester & Farrelly, 1998). According to Gwinner (1997), 
firms that engage in sponsorship activities can have a mixture of objectives, of which the two 
most essential are to establish, strengthen, or change the brand image, as well as to increase 
the awareness of the brand. Through exposing the brand to as many potential customers as 
possible, brand awareness is accomplished. (Ibid) Other corporate objectives for sponsors can 
be to respond to unfavorable publicity; associate a brand or product with a specific market 
segment; offer involvement in the community; build goodwill among opinion formers, 
employees, and decision makers; strengthen or change perceptions of a brand or a product; as 
well as increase product sales by indirect means. (Polonsky & Speed, 2001) 

2.1.1 Objectives for Corporations involved in Sponsorship of Sports 
 
According to Shank (1999), firms can through sponsorship reach their corporate-, marketing-, 
media-, as well as personal objectives. Sandler and Shani (1993), as referred to by Pope 
(1998), propose that a company’s sponsorship objectives can be divided into three broad 
categories. The leading category is corporate objectives, which focuses on enhancing the 
corporate image, followed by the marketing objectives, handling the brand promotion and 
increases in sales, and finally the media objectives, covering issues such as cost effectiveness 
and reaching target markets. Pope (1998) has added to Sandler and Shani’s (1993)

2
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sponsorship objectives by including personal objectives as a category, which together with the 
other categories is presented in table 2.1 below. 
 
Table 2.1 Aggregated Objectives for Corporations involved in Sponsorship of Sport 

Corporate Objectives Marketing Objectives Media Objectives Personal Objectives 

Public awareness Business relations Generate visibility Management interest 
Corporate image Reach target market Generate publicity  
Public perception Brand positioning Enhance ad campaign  
Community involvement Increase sales Avoid clutter  
Financial relations Sampling Target specificity  
Client entertainment    
Government relations    
Employee relations    
Compete with other companies    
Source: Adapted from Pope, 1998, p. 2-3 

 
Other researchers (Mullin et al., 2000; Shank, 1999; Bennett, 1999; Meenaghan, 1983) have 
also described objectives for corporations involving in sponsorship, and these will therefore 
be presented side by side below.  
 
Public awareness – This objective is primarily used to increase awareness of a company or its 
products, in other words, its aim is to generate exposure (Mullin et al., 2000). This is further 
strengthened by Meenaghan (1983), who states that sports sponsorship has been widely 
employed to increase a company’s public awareness. According to Shank (1999), creating 
awareness of the firm’s products and services or company name is one of the most central 
sponsorship objectives. Based on the marketing and promotion strategy, sponsors have to 
determine which level to target, that is to say whether to target the company name or a 
specific product. Sponsorship is a useful tool for new companies to create awareness during a 
short time period, and it creates a higher level of awareness as well as results in associations 
of a more extensive scope of features with the promoted brand than advertising. (Ibid)  
 
Corporate image – To maintain and build image is one of the most important objectives of 
sports sponsorship. The opportunity for sponsors is to associate the company or its brands 
with the positive images produced by the exclusive characteristics of the sporting event. 
Before deciding upon an event, it is important to conduct an analysis of the unique features of 
the event, as well as of the product or brand. (Shank, 1999) According to Meenaghan (1983), 
the creation of a corporate image often involves the desire to affect the public in a general 
way, but can also involve interactions with specific groups among the different publics of the 
firm. Furthermore, Bennett (1999) claims that many sponsors’ primary aim is to distribute the 
corporate image to the target audience.  
 
Public perception – By connecting itself to a specific sport or event, a company can benefit 
from image association or image transfer. The choice of the sponsored activity can help 
improve a company’s image, as well as reinforce or change the consumer’s perception of the 
company and its products. (Mullin, Hardy, & Sutton, 2000) In addition, Meenaghan (1983) 
states that sponsorship can help a firm to reach a desirable image, which in turn can change or 
improve the public perceptions of the firm, its services, and its products. 
 
Community involvement – To position the firm, as a concerned and interested citizen in the 
community, is another objective companies may have with their sports sponsorship 
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involvement. Through sponsorship, the firm shows its consciousness for local concerns in 
order to influence potential customers, as well as local social and governmental agencies. 
(Mullin et al., 2000) Shank (1999) further argues that it is important to build relationships 
with the community, and claims that a number of sponsors believe that it is significant to 
return something to the community when sponsoring a sports event. This objective is also 
mentioned by Meenaghan (1983), who states that many companies involve in the community 
by sponsoring local or national activities. 
 
Client entertainment – Hospitality is used by firms to encourage their clients to increase the 
product utilization and consumption, but also to renew or sign new agreements. It is moreover 
used to reward the company’s personnel. The firm gains unique opportunities that most often 
are unavailable in the marketplace, such as hard-to-obtain tickets in prime locations for sports 
events that subsequently are distributed among their clients. Hospitality is very common in 
European sponsorship programs and makes up as much as 25 percent of the corporate-partner 
expenditures. (Mullin et al., 2000) In the competitive environment of today, it is essential for 
marketers of sports to build long-term relationships with consumers by for example offering 
luxury boxes at arenas or stadiums. (Shank, 1999) 
 
Employee relations – According to Meenaghan (1983), sponsorship can enhance relations 
with employees, as the engagement can result in that employees feel proud of belonging to the 
company.  
 
Compete with other companies – In a long-term commitment or when the sponsorship fee is 
high, companies can create product or category exclusivity. This implies that a particular 
product is the only of its kind to be associated with the event. Exclusivity could for example 
assure that a company’s soft drink will be the only soft drink, or even the only refreshment 
available at the specific event. This prohibits at the same time competitors from using the 
sponsored activity to transmit a message to the audience. (Mullin et al., 2000) According to 
Shank (1999), a primary sponsorship objective is to meet or wipe out competitive threats. 
Many companies engage in sponsorship only for the reason that their competitors do. As 
sponsorship diminishes competitive threats, sports events help firms survive in the 
competitive environment of today. However, firms that take part in sponsorship activities can 
be threaten by companies that make use of ambush marketing, which is when a company is 
trying to associate itself indirectly with an event without being an official sponsor. Ambush 
marketing tactics are very effective and it does not matter for most customers if the firm is the 
official sponsor of an event or not. Therefore, it can be very difficult to eliminate this type of 
tactics. However, some regulations and legislations exist to for example protect the official 
sponsors of the Olympic Games. (Ibid) 
 
Reach target market – A primary marketing objective with sports sponsorship is to reach new 
target markets. Sports sponsorship has the capacity to reach people that share a mutual interest 
– sports. Two growing opportunities for sports sponsors are to target individuals with 
disabilities and women that participate in sports. (Shank, 1999) Furthermore, Mullin et al. 
(2000) claim that it has been proven to be beneficial for companies that the sponsored event 
corresponds with, and matches the target market. Brewing companies for example are 
successful sponsors of auto racing and motor cross whilst followers of these sports consume 
more beer than others. Sponsoring of tennis and golf events have on the other hand shown to 
be less successful for the brewing industry, since fans of these sports generally prefer wine 
and other alcoholic beverages to beer. Therefore, it is an essential objective to identify the 
company with a particular market segment. (Ibid)  
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Increase sales – Sponsorship, together with other promotional activities, is usually seen as an 
element to influence the buyers to purchase a product or service. Consequently, the ultimate 
marketing objective for companies is to raise their sales or profitability. Additionally, sales 
objectives can also benefit the firm by product utilization, which implies the use of a specific 
product during the events or functions of the sponsored activity. (Mullin et al., 2000) To 
increase the sales is one objective that almost all sponsoring organizations have. Companies 
would not spend their money on a specific sports event if they did not feel that they would get 
some kind of return on their investment. (Shank, 1999) Furthermore, Meenaghan (1983) 
argues that tobacco and alcohol companies engaging in sponsorship are more likely to include 
the sales among their sponsorship objectives. However, the author suggests that it is only the 
marketing communication element personal selling that is able to actually sell, while 
sponsorship works as an assisting tool or a stimulus to increase the sales (Ibid). 
 
Generate publicity – For some sponsors, the crucial element in determining whether or not to 
become involved as a sponsor depends on the media benefits, which include all promotional 
efforts surrounding the sports event, such as advertising and publicity. The media benefits are 
determined by the number of impressions generated, together with the source of those 
impressions. The impressions are the viewers, readers, and listeners exposed to the advertising 
message, which most often consists of a logo or sign that appears on a photograph in a 
newspaper or during a television coverage. (Mullin et al., 2000) Additionally, Meenaghan 
(1983) states that one of the most important sports sponsorship objectives is to gain media 
coverage. The author further claims that this is often the most important objective for firms in 
the tobacco and alcohol industry engaging in sports sponsorship (Ibid). 
 
Management interest – The favored activity of an executive can affect the choices of whether 
to engage in sponsorship activities and what activity to sponsor. Some managers will 
therefore make sure to include personal objectives as a sports sponsorship objective, in order 
to achieve status. (Meenaghan, 1983) 
 
Build goodwill – Sports usually provide companies with a neutral and relaxed environment for 
conducting or influencing business. Firms try therefore to create goodwill, by delivering 
unique opportunities, such as tickets, entertainment, and hospitality to important clients and 
among decision makers. (Mullin, Hardy, & Sutton, 2000) Meenaghan (1983) agrees and 
further argues that sponsorship can create goodwill among individuals and groups that are 
powerful in the business world. 
 
Secure entitlement or naming rights – This objective implies that the company’s name is 
incorporated in the sponsored events name, or that the corporate name or brand is used in 
conjunction with the team name. To build this, it is important for the firm to find out the 
number of impressions or exposures, sponsorship and cross-promotional activities, tax-
deductible expenses, brand exclusivity, public relations and community image, as well as 
related amenities (hospitality). (Mullin et al., 2000) 
 
However, it is difficult to determine the primary objective for sports sponsorship. From the 
beginning, the most common objectives were to create awareness and improve the image of 
the brands or the company. Today, these objectives are still important, but studies have shown 
that another main objective is also to increase market share and sales. Finally, the sponsoring 
firm needs to analyze how the sponsorship will assist the company/product in reaching its 
marketing objectives. It is also important that the sponsorship activity fits with the 
sponsorship budget. (Shank, 1999) 
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2.2 SELECTION OF SPONSORSHIP 
 
In the beginning of the 1980s, selection of an event was often based on the interests of the 
managers. Today, the money involved in sponsorship has increased enormously, and therefore 
the selection of events is more complicated and more difficult to plan. Aspects important to 
consider are to have a fit between the company or its brand and the sponsored event, as well 
as pay attention to the potential audience when selecting which sport to sponsor. Furthermore, 
organizers of events are increasingly searching for companies to sponsor their activities. 
(Shanklin & Kuzma, 1992) 
 
When engaging in sports sponsorship activities, sponsors initially have to decide whether to 
sponsor a sport/league, a team, an athlete, and/or an event (Shank, 1999). This is described as 
the athletic platform, which is defined as “the type of sports entity (team, sport, event, or 
athlete) chosen to produce the best return on sports sponsorship objectives” (Shank, 1999, p. 
533). Therefore, decisions regarding the athletic platform should be linked to the sports 
sponsorship objectives of the firm (Ibid). Each of the components included in the athletic 
platform are further described below.  
 
Sport/league – Some firms decide to use a sport or a league as its athletic platform. To get a 
unique position and differentiate the company from its competitors, the firm can choose to 
sponsor women sports or leagues that fewer companies are sponsoring. Today, many leagues 
reorganize themselves to attract sponsors, by for example offering each owner of the team a 
financial stake in the league, which results in a decreased risk for ambush marketing. 
Furthermore, it is easier and less costly to sponsor a league than supporting a single team, as 
the firm is able to use the league power and logo to support all teams participating in the 
league. (Ibid)  
 
Team – Firms can also base its athletic platform on teams at any level of competition, that is 
to say on professional, college, high school, or small league teams. College teams are often 
dependent on the support of a sponsor, however sponsorships of professional teams are most 
common. (Ibid) 
Athlete – One opportunity when sponsoring individual athletes is that some athletes have 
remarkable credibility with the target market. Therefore, they can generate a direct association 
between themselves and the sponsor or its brand. However, the sponsorship of an individual 
athlete encompasses risks, for example when the athlete is regarded as a troublemaker or 
when performance is inadequately. Furthermore, many customers may also believe that 
companies use individual athletes in their promotion only to boast. (Ibid) 
 
Event – The most commonly used athletic platform in sports sponsorship is the event. It is 
usual that the number of events that exists exceed the number of available and appropriate 
sponsors, which results in that the event organizers try to attract main sponsors by offering 
attractive sponsorship packages. The benefits of using events as the athletic platform are that 
the event probably improves the image as well as increases the awareness of the sponsor firm 
or brand. Additionally, the sponsor can indirectly increase the sales, as the consumers have 
the opportunity to buy the sponsor’s products during the event. However, one drawback is the 
difficulty to gain the sponsorship rights of an event, as the competition usually is intense. 
(Ibid) 
 
Another issue that has to be considered is the level of competition, which implies if the firm is 
going to select a professional or a recreational platform. Factors that affect the decisions 
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concerning the athletic platform are for instance budget, sponsorship objectives, and 
geographic scope. (Ibid) 
 
After selecting the general athletic platform, firms need to decide upon a more specific 
platform, which is to select the exact sport/league, team, athlete, or event. This decision is 
often influenced by the fit between a company or its products and the sports event. It is 
significant to be careful when selecting the specific athletic platform. Therefore, some 
questions that can be helpful to answer when selecting a specific sponsorship involvement 
will be presented below: (Shank, 1999) 
 
- Does the sponsorship offer the right positioning? 
- Does the sponsorship provide a link to brand image? 
- Is the sponsorship hard for competitors to copy? 
- Does the sponsorship target the right audience? 
- Does the sponsorship appeal to the target audiences’ lifestyle, personality, and values? 
- How does the sponsorship dovetail into current corporate goals and strategies? 
- Can the sponsorship be used for hospitality to court important potential and current 

customers? 
- Is there a way to involve employees in the sponsorship? 
- How will you measure the impact of the sponsorship? 
- Can you afford the sponsorship? 
- How easy will it be to plan the sponsorship year after year? 
- Does the sponsorship complement your current promotion mix? (Ibid) 
 
According to Meenaghan (1983), it is important to evaluate how the target audience perceives 
specific events before making the selection. In addition, it is a necessity for the sponsor to 
create some specific selection criteria that can be used when deciding upon an event. The 
criteria are often based on the corporate objectives of the sponsor. Therefore, sponsors need to 
consider each event’s ability to fulfill the objective before making the selection. (Ibid) The 
selection criteria suggested by Meenaghan (1983) are discussed below. 
 
The ability to fulfill objectives – Events can help companies to reach more than one of their 
objectives. It is therefore essential to rank the objectives by order of importance, but also to 
consider the connection between certain objectives. (Ibid) 
 
Image association potential of the particular sponsorship – Each event has its own 
personality and characteristics, therefore the relationships created with the audience vary. 
Companies need to be aware of the image of the event, the possible transfer of image from the 
event to the firm, as well as the risk for a negative effect when associating with an activity. 
An event that is appropriate for one company may not be that for another. (Ibid) 
 
Sponsorship choice and company/product compatibility – When selecting an event, there 
should be compatibility between the company or product and the event. To avoid confusion or 
negative attention, there have to be some kind of linkage between the sponsor or its products 
and the event. There are three types of different links that can exist: product image link (event 
image is similar to the product’s image), product link (event uses is associated with the 
products and services of the company), and corporate image link (event image is linked to the 
corporate image of the sponsor). (Ibid) 
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Media coverage potential – The media coverage is also an important selection criterion to 
consider, as it can result in enhancing the public profile. Some firms perceive media coverage 
to be a bonus, while others regard it as an outcome of their sponsorship. (Ibid) 
 
The funding requirement – When choosing an event, it is important that the firm considers the 
costs for the event compared to the budget of the company. When engaging in an event, it is 
significant to have a sufficient budget to be able to perform the sponsorship activities well. If 
the firm does not perform well, the risk is that the image of the company becomes damaged 
and that the firm gets negative opinions from the audience. The sponsor also has to decide 
upon the time frame and when the investment needs to take place. Furthermore, it is essential 
that the firm considers the costs of the event concerning employee time and capacity, as well 
as physical resources. (Ibid) 
 
Target audience coverage – Sponsors have to consider the target audience coverage of the 
event. To increase the effectiveness of the sponsorship activities, it is important to define a 
specific target audience before selecting an event. There are three types of audience that can 
be considered: the immediate event audience, the extended media audience, as well as both 
the extended and immediate audience. (Ibid) 
 
The opportunities for guest hospitality – Sponsors need to consider the event’s opportunity to 
meet face-to-face with the target audience. (Ibid) 
 
Executive preference – The preferences and leisure interests of executives are often taken into 
consideration when selecting an event. (Ibid) 
 
Geographical coverage of the defined audience – Sponsors have to investigate the 
geographical coverage of the target audience before selecting an event. Another decision is 
whether the target audience is reached better with a single event or by multiple events. (Ibid) 
 
Staff knowledge of the proposed sponsorship – The success of a sponsorship involvement is 
largely dependent on if there is someone within the organization with extensive knowledge in 
the event considered. Many sponsors believe that there has to be at least one person in the 
company with knowledge of the event. (Ibid) 
 
Sponsorship type – First of all, the company has to decide upon the generic type of the event, 
for example whether to select sponsoring sports or arts. Another concern is whether to 
sponsor an existing or a new event. One advantage with selecting an existing event is that it 
already has an established audience, but one main drawback can be that the event is already 
associated with an earlier successful sponsor of the event. Furthermore, it takes longer time to 
create a new event than an already existing one. However, the positive aspect with a new 
event is that it will only be associated with the sponsoring firm. (Ibid) 
 
A third decision to make is whether to sponsor an event that only takes place at one occasion 
or to make a commitment over a long period of time. One-time events have the benefits of 
creating publicity, providing awareness of the company or brand, and requiring less financial 
commitment compared to an event that is exposed several times. The disadvantages with one-
time events are that they are not often cost-effective, and the effectiveness can be questioned. 
On the other hand, long-term sponsorship can lead to a more long-lasting recognition, and 
repeated publicity. Finally, the company also has to consider the seasonality of the event. If 
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the company needs exposure throughout the year and is considering an event that is 
seasonally bound, the firm has to find complements or sponsor multiple events. (Ibid) 
 
Solus position – The solus position means that a company has to decide whether to choose an 
exclusive event or if it should cooperate with other firms in the sponsorship involvement. 
However, research has shown that cooperative sponsorship seldom works. (Ibid) 
 
The possibility for adverse publicity – It is important to carefully consider all dimensions of 
the event to avoid adverse publicity. This can be created if for example an individual 
associated with the event behaves in an inappropriate way. Therefore, the sponsor has to 
consider the preferred association that the company wants to create before selecting an event. 
(Ibid) 
 
The organization of the sponsored activity – Sometimes, the event may be arranged by 
another organization. Therefore, it is vital that the sponsor considers if the arrangers are able 
to manage the event properly. Other considerations are the company’s possibility to depart 
from the event if the arranger does not meet the objectives for the sponsorship, and the 
arranger’s understanding of the sponsor’s interests. (Ibid) 
 
Other criteria – Other questions that can arise when selecting an event are if the sponsorship 
of a certain activity is legal, the tax benefits with the event, if the firm is able to give 
explanation for the costs of the event to the shareholders, if the event is popular among the 
audience, and if the event can be combined with other promotional activities. (Ibid) 
 
 
2.3 EVALUATION OF SPONSORSHIP 
 
It is important for managers to formulate exact sponsorship objectives to make it easier to 
monitor and to evaluate if the objectives were reached. Today, market research firms are 
usually involved when evaluating sponsorship, which has resulted in more sophisticated 
methods. (Meerabeau, Gillett, Kennedy, Adeoba, Byass, & Tabi, 1991) 
 
Nevertheless, there are only a few sponsors that conduct any formal evaluation of the 
sponsorship effectiveness. The reasons for not evaluating the effectiveness of their 
sponsorship are for example difficulties with technical research, unclear or non-existing 
objectives, uncertainties, costs, as well as lack of useful evaluation criteria. (Bennett, 1999) 

2.3.1 How to Measure the Effects of Sponsorship Involvement 
 
According to Polonsky and Speed (1998), evaluation of sponsorship effects can focus on for 
example awareness, attitude, or interest, which are factors difficult to observe. Therefore, it 
can be complicated to evaluate the return of a sponsorship investment. Furthermore, many 
firms are evaluating factors such as brand name exposure or awareness of a sponsorship 
involvement, which are thought to affect the outcome of the sponsorship. (Ibid) 
 
According to Meenaghan (1983), firms can use different methods for measuring the effects of 
sponsorship involvement. These are for example how to measure the sales effectiveness and 
communications effectiveness of sponsorship involvement, media coverage resulting from 
sponsorship involvement, continuing appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time, 
monitoring feedback, as well as conducting a cost-benefit analysis (Ibid). Some of 
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Meenaghan’s (1983) methods are also supported by Bennett (1999), Quester and Farrelly 
(1998), and Parker (1991), and therefore their opinions will complement the methods 
described below. 
 
Measuring the Sales Effectiveness of the Sponsorship Involvement 
It is according to Meenaghan (1983), in some cases possible to measure the relationship 
between the marketing communication expenditures and the sales result. Three methods are 
recognized as being most appropriate; direct measurement, which refers to quantity of mail 
order and direct mail; econometric analysis, which is a test focusing on past data regarding the 
relationship between sales and the factors which determine sales; and controlled 
experimentation, which works as a form of test marketing (Ibid). 
 
Measuring the Communications Effectiveness of Sponsorship Involvement 
In order to measure the communication effectiveness, it is possible to use five basic methods: 
the measurement of awareness, the measurement of recall, attitude surveys, psychological 
measurement, or sort and count, which implies for example requests for additional 
information and free samples (Ibid). Bennett (1999) further suggests that commonly used 
methods when evaluating sponsorship effectiveness are created or changed attitudes, level of 
awareness, and company or brand name recall. Parker (1991) has also identified that it is 
essential to monitor the awareness of the sponsorship and to conduct surveys concerning the 
audience’s attitudes towards the event. Finally, Quester and Farrelly (1998) argue that one 
method of evaluating awareness is to use the event name and thereby find out if the target 
audience is aware of the company or companies that sponsor the event. Another suggestion is 
to do the contrary, by for example naming the company and ask the respondent if they are 
aware of the events that the firm is sponsoring (Ibid). 
 
Measuring the Media Coverage Resulting from Sponsorship Involvement 
The basic measures usually employed to evaluate the media coverage are the duration of 
television coverage including verbal and visual credits, the extent of press coverage as 
measured in single column inches, and monitored radio coverage (Meenaghan, 1983). This is 
strengthened by Parker (1991), who claims that some firms are even monitoring the publicity 
time of logos and/or perimeter boards exposed during a broadcast. Measuring media coverage 
is a frequently employed and popular method of evaluating sponsorship effectiveness, for the 
reason that it is perceived as practicable. It is, however, argued that the method fails in 
evaluating the effectiveness of the exposure gained, and merely indicates the extent of 
achieved publicity. (Meenaghan, 1983) This is supported by Bennett (1999), who suggests 
that some firms are evaluating sponsorship in terms of duration of television coverage of the 
event. The media coverage is, however, in accordance with Meenaghan (1983), only 
perceived as indicating the publicity of the firm or the brand, and is consequently not 
appropriate when measuring sponsorship effectiveness (Ibid).  
 
Measuring the Continuing Appropriateness of the Chosen Sponsorship Over Time 
Feedbacks on change in the sponsorship’s profile and in its environment also evaluate the 
effectiveness of the sponsorship. This method comprises the audience level, the market 
perception, as well as the extent of media coverage for the sponsored activity. The audience 
level for the sponsored activity should identify the extended audience (amount of people 
exposed to the sponsorship through media), the live audience, as well as the level of 
participant involvement. The market perception of the sponsorship activity implies an 
awareness of the market’s perception of the sponsorship, and may necessitate a qualitative 
research. (Meenaghan, 1983) Parker (1991) also recognizes the importance of measuring how 
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the event has affected the audience’s perceptions of the sponsor. Finally, the extent of media 
coverage for the sponsored activity measures how suitable an event is for media coverage. 
The method of measuring continuing appropriateness of the sponsorship is, nonetheless 
considered less precise than other evaluation methods. (Meenaghan, 1983) 
 
Monitoring Feedback 
Feedback is provided from the event’s many audiences depending on the objective(s) the 
company has with the sponsorship involvement’s. An example, when the company’s objective 
is to increase sales or to improve the sales environment, is to let the sales personnel evaluate 
and compare their work effort before and after the event. Evaluating the opinions and 
impressions of trade contacts, business associates, or decision makers, when the company 
objective is guest hospitality, is yet another example of monitoring feedback. (Ibid) 
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis 
Meenaghan (1983) considers that some sponsorship involvements have less focus on 
commercial goals, whilst they rather see the sponsorship expenditures as goodwill or earned 
prestige. Consequently, the author suggests that the traditional measurement methods used 
when evaluating cost-effectiveness of the sponsorship are less appropriate and should be 
replaced by a cost-benefit evaluation. The author additionally claims that some cases might 
require an evaluation based on a collective opinion of senior management personnel. (Ibid) 
When evaluating the effectiveness of sponsorship, it is not appropriate to use sales as an 
indicator, as increasing or decreasing sales can depend on for example other types of 
marketing efforts, past marketing efforts, as well as changing competitive environments 
(Bennett, 1999). This statement is also supported by Quester and Farrelly (1998), who state 
that it is inappropriate to evaluate sponsorship effectiveness by changes in sales. 
 
Cornwell and Maignan (1998) suggest that there are three basic methods to use when 
measuring sponsorship effects: exposure-based methods, tracking measures, and experiments. 
These methods are further explained below. 
 
Exposure-Based Methods 
According to Cornwell and Maignan (1998), the often employed exposure-based methods 
include monitoring the quantity and nature of the media coverage obtained from the 
sponsored event, and estimating direct and indirect audience. Exposure-based methods have 
nevertheless been criticized by researchers, since the methods are perceived as measuring the 
exposure generated by a sponsorship, and do not reflect recall, attitude change, or other 
objectives of the sponsorship (Ibid). 
 
Tracking Measures 
The most common measurement techniques for empirical studies are surveys focusing on 
evaluation of awareness, familiarity, and preferences generated by the sponsorship. Empirical 
investigations using tracking measures have demonstrated that sponsorship effects differed 
widely, resulting in great improvement for some sponsors and negative effects for others. 
(Ibid) 
 
Experiments 
Regarding experiments, Cornwell and Maignan (1998) refers to Pham (1991) who suggests 
that experiments are the only measurements capable of evaluating the true impact of 
sponsorship, since survey methods are incapable of determining the complex effects of 
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advertising. Cornwell and Maignan (1998) add to Pham (1991), by pointing out the 
importance of pre- and post-measurements for the experiments. 
 
Abratt and Grobler (1989) finally propose that the sports sponsorship effectiveness should be 
compared with the initial objectives set for the sponsorship involvement. With this in mind, 
the authors recommend companies to use an evaluation process to determine whether or not 
the sponsorship activity has been successful. The evaluation process consists of seven steps 
and is displayed in figure 2.1 below. 
 
 
Step 1 Set objectives 
 
 
 YES NO 
Step 2 Assign responsibility for sports  
 sponsorship evaluation 
 
 
 YES NO 
Step 3 Decide under which promotional mix 
 element sport sponsorship falls 
 
 
 YES NO 
Step 4 Set objectives for each promotional mix 
 element 
 
 
 YES NO 
Step 5 Establish when to evaluate 
 
 
 YES NO 
Step 6 Choose measurement technique 
 
 
 YES NO 
Step 7  Performance satisfactory 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 A Framework for the Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
Source: Adapted from Abratt & Grobler, 1989, p. 360 
 

2.3.2 When to Evaluate the Sponsorship Effectiveness 
 
Quester and Farrelly (1998) claim that it is common that firms use pre- and post-event surveys 
to find out the persuasion and familiarity of the sponsorship, as well as the awareness of the 
sponsorship, the company, and/or its brands. The authors further argue that it is preferable to 
conduct a constant tracking to find out the awareness peaks and the tail-off effects (Ibid). 
Shanklin and Kuzma (1992) also regard pre- and post-event awareness as frequent evaluation 
methods to measure the sponsorship effectiveness. Furthermore, the authors claim that it, in 

Advertising 
Personal selling 
Sales promotion 
Public relations 
 

Before 
During 
After 
Combination 

Check objectives 

Check measures used 

Success 
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fact, only are a small proportion of sponsoring firms that use more sophisticated methods to 
measure the effectiveness of their sponsorship involvements (Ibid).  
 
Accordingly, Parker (1991) argues that evaluation methods should be used in order to 
measure effects at specific points of time, for example to evaluate the effects before, during, 
and after an event. However, he further states that it is not preferable to ask the audience 
about sponsorship awareness during an event, as the audience easily can find clues to answer 
the questions, by for example looking at programs or perimeter boards.  
 
The use of pre- and post-sponsorship evaluation has also been identified by McCook, Turko 
and Riley (1998), who recommend that firms sponsoring sports should evaluate and rank the 
sponsorship in order of perceived effectiveness. The criteria that should be considered are:  
 

- The revenue opportunities for the company 
- The ability to integrate the product into the sporting event 
- The costs of the sponsorship 
- The exposure to the company’s target market 
- The company image enhancement gained from the sponsorship 
- The company’s competitive advantage gained in the market place through the 

sponsorship 
- The hospitality/entertainment opportunities for the company that are gained through 

the sponsorship 
- The sponsorship opportunity to show the company’s commitment to the community 

(Ibid) 
 
It is further recommended that sports marketers should recognize the various decision-making 
criteria in order to create effective sponsorship (Ibid). 
 
 
2.4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SPONSORSHIP 
 
This part will present the most frequent advantages and disadvantages of sponsorship brought 
up by researchers. Finally, a table will at the end of this section summarize the identified 
positive and negative aspects of sponsorship. 

2.4.1 Advantages of Sponsorship 
 
According to Shank (1999), sponsorship offers many benefits for the parties involved, and 
often a win-win partnership is created, as both the sports entity (athlete, event, or league) and 
the sponsor benefit from it. The most common perceived advantages with sponsorship are 
discussed below. 
 
Builds/transfers positive image association – One of the main arguments for companies to 
engage in sponsorship activities is the benefit of creating an association between the company 
or its product and the sponsored individual or event. The association can lead to another form 
of visibility and a feeling of togetherness. (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) Accordingly, McDonald 
(1991) suggests that there should be a clear synergy between the sponsor and the sponsored 
activity, as it affects the company’s image. A well-directed sponsorship, with a clear 
association between the company and the event, can enhance the perception of the company 
image as well as its products (Ibid). Companies should strive for a similarity with the 
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sponsored. This is because persons can identify themselves with sport athletes and are 
therefore supposedly more influenced by the advertising message of the sponsor. (Kambitsis, 
Harahousou, Theodorakisa & Chatzibeis, 2002) 
 
Eliminates media noise – Taranto (1998) argues that sponsorship of events is more successful 
in eliminating media clutter than other forms of promotion, since it touches consumers in a 
direct and entertaining way.  
 
Generates awareness – A positive association between the company and the sports event will, 
according to Kambitsis et al. (2002), eventually lead to a change in the perception, awareness, 
and purchase behavior of the consumers. Furthermore, Jiffer and Roos (1999) also mention 
awareness as an advantage, and claim that sponsorship creates awareness of the other 
promotional efforts of the sponsoring firm. 
 
Influences public preferences – Jiffer and Roos (1999) believe that an advantage with 
sponsorship is that it may result in preferences among the target audience for the sponsor’s 
products over the ones of the competitors. 
 
Achieves internal motivation – Another benefit with sponsorship is, according to Behrer and 
Larsson (1998), that it can involve the company’s staff both as representatives and 
participants of the event, which as a result motivates the employees.  
 
Builds goodwill – Sponsorship is most often approved among people, since it is perceived that 
the company takes a risk for a cause outside of itself. People consider the company’s 
commitment “a good thing to do”, which rubs off on the company and makes them earn 
goodwill. (McDonald, 1991)  
 
Same theme in diverse media – The sponsor can use the same sponsorship theme in diverse 
media, which implies that the effect becomes very strong. Furthermore, the sponsor’s message 
becomes more powerful when the company uses it frequently in several media. (Jiffer & 
Roos, 1999) 
 
Creates exclusivity – Another advantage occurs if the sponsoring firm achieves some kind of 
exclusivity in the specific sponsorship area. In that case, the sponsors have the possibility to 
increase their visibility and to outperform their competitors. (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
 
Creates pride – Consumers can be proud that the firm sponsors “their activity”, and therefore 
they rather choose to buy the products of the sponsor in front of the ones of the competitors. 
The employees may also feel proud of working for that organization. Actually, many 
companies use sponsorship with the purpose of recruiting personnel. (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
 
Difficult to avoid for target audience – An advantage with sponsorship compared to 
traditional advertising is that the target audience cannot escape from the message, that is to 
say that the consumer cannot avoid the message just by changing channels in the same way as 
when they are exposed to traditional television advertising. (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
 
Generates publicity – Another benefit stated by Bennett (1999) is that sponsorship can be 
used to obtain positive publicity for the company or for a specific brand among the target 
audience. 
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Cost-effective promotional method – Bennett (1999) claims that sponsorship is a cost-
effective promotional method. 

2.4.2 Disadvantages of Sponsorship 
 
Researchers increasingly recognize the disadvantages involved when using sponsorship as a 
promotional tool and the most frequently discussed disadvantages in academic studies will be 
presented below. 
 
Ambush marketing – A risk for firms involved in sponsorship is the fact that they are leaved 
undefended against abuses from competitors, who use ambush marketing in their promotion 
(McDonald, 1991). Lee, Sandler & Shani (1997) support that statement and argue that 
ambush marketing is a threat to sponsoring companies, since it refers to competitors 
associating themselves with an event without being the official sponsor. Ambush marketing is 
also recognized as a disadvantage by O’Sullivan and Murphy (1998), as well as by Townley, 
Harrington, and Couchman (1998), who further claim that the phenomenon has been on the 
increase in recent years and forms a threat for the official sponsors.  
 
Controversies and negative attitudes – Some people argue that the sales and promotion of 
products, such as alcohol and cigarettes considered unhealthy or potentially dangerous to 
groups in the society, should be restricted. Along with people’s increased interest regarding 
the alcohol’s negative effect on society, the pressure is also heightened concerning the 
advertising and sports marketing that promote alcohol. (McDaniel & Mason, 1999) Because 
of this, many sports events refuse the sponsorships by alcohol and tobacco companies, while 
these are not considered being congruent with sports. A frequent argument against the sports-
related promotion is that associating the image of healthy sports athletes with the drugs in 
question, obscures the health risks while encouraging consumption. Tobacco is at present the 
most commonly restricted product category associated to sponsorship, and according to the 
authors, the brewing industry may soon face similar sanctions. The researchers further state 
that alcohol and tobacco products will face increased attention, since the development of 
legislation limiting the sponsorship of these products can be expected worldwide. (Ibid) 
 
As mentioned earlier, McDonald (1991) argues that a company requires synergy with the 
event it is sponsoring. The sponsorship is bound to affect the image of the company, and 
consequently badly sought-out or discordant sponsorship can have no effect or at worse 
negative effect on the company. Alcohol and tobacco interest should consequently not be 
associated with physical sports, according to some critics. (Ibid) Some people also argue that 
misplaced marketing, such as sports marketing tobacco and alcohol companies, also expands 
demand for handguns and pornography (Rotfeld, 2001). 
 
No standardization – The traditional advertising in for example print, television, and radio 
offers very standardized solutions regarding time and place for a company’s promotion. 
However, during sponsorships, firms do not have the same knowledge about the shape and the 
communication that are given them. There are no standard solutions for sponsorships and 
therefore, they can be seen as requiring more planning, realization, and evaluation, which is 
perceived as disadvantageous. (Behrer & Larsson, 1998) 
 
Inflexible – In contrast to sponsoring an event, it is quite uncomplicated to increase the 
frequency or lengthen an advertising campaign. A sponsored activity, on the other hand, 
requires more preparations, since it attracts a group of people at a certain occasion. The 
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flexibility, once the event has started, is very limited for the company. Moreover, it can be 
difficult to estimate the number of participants and the size of the audience attaining the 
event. Preparation before the event is a crucial factor for the company, since it is very hard to 
create yet another event occasion. (Ibid)  
 
Difficulties in evaluation – It can be difficult to visualize the sponsorship effects. This is 
because the difficulty in visualizing the effects makes people assume it cannot be measured. 
(McDonald, 1991) According to the author, marketing people’s reluctance of investigating the 
effects also depends on their presumption that it will not show any results. Moreover, it is 
believed that the costs of research compared to the sponsorship spends most often tend to 
seem relatively high. (Ibid) 
 
Time-consuming – According to Jiffer and Roos (1999), sponsorships can be very time-
consuming, as a lot of planning and preparation are needed.  
 
Weak message carrier – Sponsorship is often a weak message carrier, as it is sometimes not 
possible to expose other things than the logo of the company or the brand name (Ibid). 
 
Badwill risk – Sponsorship activities also include a badwill risk, which is noticeable when 
individuals involved in the sponsored activity behave in an unfavorable way (Ibid). 
 
Fallen impact and recall of the message - Another negative aspect that Bennett (1999) brings 
up is that the impact and recall of the message fall considerably almost directly after the 
sponsorship involvement. 
 
To summarize the advantages and disadvantages perceived with sponsorship, table 2.2 below 
clearly displays the identified advantages and disadvantages of sponsorship. 
 

Table 2.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Sponsorship 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Image Ambush marketing 
Eliminates media noise Controversies and negative attitudes 
Awareness No standardization 
Preference Inflexible 
Internal motivation Difficulties in evaluation 
Goodwill Time-consuming 
Media coverage Weak message carrier 
Exclusivity and visibility Badwill risk 
Association Fallen impact and recall of the message 
Creates pride  
Difficult to avoid  
Creates publicity  
Cost-effective method  

 
 
2.5 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter has provided a literature review of prior research relevant to the research purpose 
of this thesis. The following chapter will present a conceptual framework, in order to show 
how the research questions fit together, and the content will then be the basis for the data 
collection. 
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 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

After presenting previous studies and theories relevant to our thesis in the preceding 
chapter, it is now appropriate to show how we have conceptualized each research question. 
The content of our conceptualization will serve as a base for the interview guide, and 
consequently also for the data collection. The chapter finally ends in an emerged frame of 
reference, which will illustrate how the research questions are connected. 
 
 
3.1 OBJECTIVES WITH SPORTS SPONSORSHIP 
 
There are many different objectives with sponsorship, proposed by several authors. We have 
decided to focus on the most commonly discussed objectives presented in our theoretical 
chapter, and especially on Pope’s (1998) sports sponsorship objectives. The reasons for 
selecting Pope’s (1998) theory are that it is extensive, based on previous research, and focuses 
particularly on sponsorship objectives regarding sports. We will consequently base our 
research on Pope’s (1998) objectives and support these with other authors, such as Bennett 
(1999), Mullin, Hardy, and Sutton (2000), Meenaghan (1983), as well as Shank (1999). Some 
of Pope’s objectives have not been supported. Regardless of this, we have decided to include 
all the variables in the theory, as we believe them relevant for our research and since we 
wanted to test a whole theory. 
 
The objectives will be presented in an eclectic list, which implies that the factors are 
combined by several authors. Pope (1998) has listed all the objectives below, and he will 
therefore not be referred to. The supporting authors will however be mentioned together with 
a description of how they complement to Pope’s objectives.  
 
Corporate Objectives 
§ Public awareness 

- One of the most central sponsorship objectives is to create or increase the awareness of a 
company (Shank, 1999) 

- Sports sponsorship has been widely employed to increase a company’s public awareness 
(Meenaghan, 1983) 

§ Corporate image 
- Sponsorship can create image association and image transfer (Mullin et al., 2000). 
- One important sponsorship objective is to improve, maintain, or build company image (Shank, 

1999) 
- One of the four main sponsorship objectives is to create corporate image (Bennett, 1999) 
- The creation of corporate image often involves the desire to affect the public in a general way, 

but can also involve interactions with specific groups among the different publics of the firm 
(Meenaghan, 1983) 

§ Public perception 
- Sponsorship can reinforce or change consumers’ perception of the company and its products 

(Mullin et al., 2000) 
- Sponsorship can help a firm to reach a desirable image, which in turn can change or improve the 

public perceptions of the firm, its services, and its products (Meenaghan, 1983) 
§ Community involvement 

- To become involved in the community can be an objective when sponsoring sports (Mullin et al., 
2000) 

- An important issue for companies is to build relationships with the community (Shank, 1999) 
- Many companies involve in the community by sponsoring local or national activities 

(Meenaghan, 1983) 

3
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§ Financial relations 
§ Client entertainment 

- A firm builds goodwill by entertainment and hospitality to important clients (Mullin et al., 2000) 
- It is an essential objective for sponsors to build long-term relationship with consumers (Shank, 

1999) 
§ Government relations 
§ Employee relations 

- The sponsorship’s ability to support employee relations is seen as beneficial (Meenaghan, 1983) 
§ Compete with other companies 

- Sponsorship can prohibit competitors to transmit their message to the audience (Mullin et al., 
2000) 

- A primary sponsorship objective is to meet competitive threats (Shank, 1999) 
 
Marketing Objectives 
§ Business relations 
§ Reach target market 

- Reaching new target markets is a primary sponsorship objective (Shank, 1999) 
- One of four major objectives is to reach a small audience segment (Bennett, 1999) 
- An essential objective is that the event matches the firm’s target market (Mullin et al., 2000) 

§ Brand positioning 
§ Increase sales 

- The ultimate objective with sports sponsorship is to increase sales (Mullin et al., 2000) 
- Almost all sponsors have increase sales as an objective (Shank, 1999) 
- To improve sales is one of four main sponsorship objectives (Bennett, 1999) 
- Tobacco and alcohol companies engaging in sponsorship are more likely to include the sales 

among their sponsorship objectives. However, it is only the marketing communication element 
personal selling that is able to actually sell, while sponsorship works as an assisting tool or a 
stimulus to increase the sales (Meenaghan, 1983) 

§ Sampling 
 
Media Objectives  
§ Generate visibility 
§ Generate publicity 

- One sponsorship objective is to generate media benefits such as publicity (Mullin et al., 2000) 
- One of the most important sports sponsorship objectives is to gain media coverage. This is often 

the most important objective for firms in the tobacco and alcohol industry (Meenaghan, 1983) 
§ Enhance ad campaign 
§ Avoid clutter 
§ Target specificity 

  
Personal Objectives 
§ Management interest 

- Management interests in a sporting activity can influence the choice of using sponsorship as a 
promotional tool and what sports activities to involve in. (Meenaghan, 1983) 

 
The objectives build goodwill and secure entitlement or naming rights brought up in the 
literature review will be excluded, since these are not specifically focusing on sports 
sponsorship. 
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3.2 SELECTION OF SPORTS EVENTS 
 
Regarding the selection of sports events, we will rely on Meenaghan’s (1983) selection 
criteria. Two of the “other selection criteria” mentioned by Meenaghan (1983) are also 
included, namely legal aspects and the popularity of the event. Legal aspects were included, 
since McDaniel and Mason (1999) state that the legislation concerning alcohol companies 
sponsoring sports will probably be further extended, as many individuals believe that alcohol 
firms and sports should not be associated. Furthermore, the popularity of the event is 
incorporated in the selection criteria, as Shank (1999) argues that the sports business has 
become one of the most important industries and that the sports audiences have increased the 
past years. The reason for our choice of theory is the extensiveness of the Meenaghan’s 
(1983) theory. Moreover Meenaghan (1983) is considered a key researcher in the field of 
sponsorship and most authors within the same area still refer to his article today. 
Consequently the selection criteria included in our thesis will be: 
 

- The ability to fulfill objectives  
- Image association potential of the particular sponsorship 
- Sponsorship choice and company/product compatibility 
- Media coverage potential 
- The funding requirement 
- Target audience coverage 
- The opportunities for guest hospitality 
- Executive preference 
- Geographical coverage of the defined audience 
- Staff knowledge of the proposed sponsorship 
- Sponsorship type 
- Solus position 
- The possibility for adverse publicity 
- The organization of the sponsored activity 
- Legal aspects 
- Popularity of the event 

 
However, the athletic platform as suggested by Shank (1999) has been removed as it primarily 
involves what sports sponsorship activities sponsors choose and does not focus on how the 
sponsors select sports to sponsor. 
 
 
3.3 EVALUATION OF SPORTS SPONSORSHIP 
 
In order to determine which methods companies use when evaluating their sports 
sponsorships, we have decided to rely on the theory suggested by Meenaghan (1983). The 
main reason for this choice is that the theory proposed comprises and summarizes most 
evaluation methods suggested by the different authors in our literature review. The methods 
included will as a result be: 
 
§ Measuring the sales effectiveness of the sponsorship involvement 

- Direct measurement 
- Econometric analysis 
- Controlled experimentation 
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§ Measuring the communications effectiveness of sponsorship involvement 
- Awareness 
- Recall 
- Attitude surveys 
- Psychological measurement 
- Sort and count 

§ Measuring the media coverage resulting from sponsorship involvement 
- Duration of television coverage 
- Extent of press coverage 
- Monitored radio coverage 

§ Measuring the continuing appropriateness of chosen sponsorship over time 
- Audience level 
- Market perception 
- Extent of media coverage 

§ Monitoring feedback 
§ Cost-benefit analysis 

 
Nevertheless, the methods proposed by Bennett (1999), Quester and Farrelly (1998), Parker 
(1991), and Cornwell and Maignan (1998) will not be included, since they are perceived to be 
embraced in Meenaghan’s (1983) methods of measuring sponsorship effects. Finally, Abratt 
and Grobler’s (1989) sports sponsorship evaluation process will be excluded, as we feel that it 
involves measures beyond the scope of this study. 
 
Many authors claim that pre- and post-sponsorship methods are preferable to use when 
evaluating the effectiveness of sponsorship (Quester & Farrelly, 1998; McCook, Turko, & 
Riley, 1998; and Parker, 1991). In addition, Parker (1991) argues that some companies 
evaluate the sponsorship during the event. This is however not recommended by the author. 
Consequently, in line with the authors’ suggestions, we have concluded that it is essential to 
find out when companies evaluate their sponsorship involvement: before, during, and/or after 
the sports event. 
 
 
3.4 ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES OF SPORTS SPONSORSHIP 
 
Our thesis focuses on brewing firms sponsoring sports and this topic has not been found to be 
subject to any extensive research before. Consequently, there are no specific advantages and 
disadvantages regarding brewing firms sponsoring sports. As a result, we will not leave out 
any factors brought up in the theory. The advantages and disadvantages proposed by different 
authors in our literature review are listed below: 
 
Advantages: 
 

- Builds/transfer positive image association (McDonald, 1991; Kambitsis et al., 2002; Jiffer & 
Roos, 1999) 

- Eliminates media noise (Taranto, 1998) 
- Generates awareness (Kambitsis et al., 2002; Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Influences public preference (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Achieves internal motivation (Behrer & Larsson, 1998) 
- Builds goodwill (McDonald, 1991) 
- Same theme in diverse media (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Creates exclusivity (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Creates pride (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
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- Difficult to avoid for target audience (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Generates publicity (Bennett, 1999) 
- Cost-effective promotional method (Bennett, 1999) 

 
Disadvantages: 
 

- Ambush marketing (McDonald, 1991; Lee et al., 1997; O’Sullivan & Murphy, 1998; Townley et 
al., 1998) 

- Controversies and negative attitudes (McDaniel & Mason, 1999) 
- No standardization (Behrer & Larsson, 1998) 
- Inflexible (Behrer & Larsson, 1998) 
- Difficulties in evaluation (McDonald, 1991) 
- Time-consuming (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Weak message carrier (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Badwill risk (Jiffer & Roos, 1999) 
- Fallen impact and recall of the message (Bennett, 1999) 

 
 
3.5 EMERGED FRAME OF REFERENCE 
 
Figure 3.1 on the next page presents the emerged frame of reference of this thesis. To answer 
our purpose, how and why firms in the brewing industry sponsor sports events, four research 
questions have been stated. The sports sponsorship objectives affect the selection of what 
sport to sponsor. After the selection, some firms evaluate the sports sponsorship effectiveness, 
which results in perceived advantages and/or disadvantages of the sports sponsorship 
involvement. The identified advantages and disadvantages of sports sponsorship could 
influence objectives, selection, and evaluation of a future sports sponsorship involvement. 
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Figure 3.1 Emerged Frame of Reference 
 
 
3.6 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter has presented the conceptualization of each research question, as well as showed the 
emerged frame of reference. The following chapter will explain the methodology utilized when 
conducting this research. 

HOW AND WHY FIRMS IN THE BREWING INDUSTRY SPONSOR SPORTS EVENTS 
 

Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship (RQ3) 
- Measuring the sales effectiveness of the sponsorship involvement 
- Measuring the communications effectiveness of sponsorship involvement 
- Measuring the media coverage resulting from sponsorship involvement 
- Measuring the continuing appropriateness of chosen sponsorship over time 
- Monitoring feedback 
- Cost-benefit analysis 

 

Selection of Sports Events (RQ2) 

- The ability to fulfill objectives  
- Image association potential  
- Company/product compatibility 
- Media coverage potential 
- The funding requirement 
- Target audience coverage 
- The opportunities for guest hospitality 
- Executive preference 
 

- Geographical coverage 
- Staff knowledge 
- Sponsorship type 
- Solus position 
- The possibility for adverse publicity 
- The organization of the sponsored activity 
- Legal aspects 
- Popularity of the event 

 

Objectives with Sports Sponsorship (RQ1) 
- Corporate objectives 
- Marketing objectives 

 

- Media objectives 
- Personal objectives 

 

Advantages/Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship (RQ4) 
+ Builds/transfer positive image association 
+ Eliminates media noise 
+ Generates awareness 
+ Influences public preference 
+ Achieves internal motivation 
+ Builds goodwill 
+ Same theme in diverse media 
+ Creates exclusivity 
+ Creates pride  
+ Difficult to avoid for target audience  
+ Generates publicity  
+ Cost-effective promotional method  

 

- Ambush marketing  
- Controversies and negative attitudes  
- No standardization  
- Inflexible  
- Difficulties in evaluation  
- Time-consuming  
- Weak message carrier  
- Badwill risk 
- Fallen impact and recall of the message 
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 METHODOLOGY 

The previous chapter presented a conceptual framework tied to the research questions of 
this thesis. This chapter describes the methodology used during this study and works as a 
guideline to help the reader follow how the purpose of the thesis is approached. Firstly, the 
research purpose is described, followed by the research approach and the research strategy. 
Furthermore, the data collection method and the sample selection used during the thesis are 
presented. After describing the analysis of data, the quality standards of this thesis are finally 
assessed.  
 
 
4.1 RESEARCH PURPOSE 
 
According to Yin (1994), there are three different categories of an academic research purpose: 
exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory research. The category to which a study belongs 
depends on the ambitions and knowledge within the research area (Wallén, 1996). 
 
Exploratory research aims for basic knowledge within the problem area. These kinds of 
studies are appropriate when a problem is hard to demarcate and when relevant theories are 
uncertain. Furthermore, it is also suitable when important characteristics and relations are 
hard to determine. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997) Conclusions cannot be drawn out of 
this kind of research, but the objective is rather to identify information needs and problems for 
future research (Zikmund, 2000). 
 
Descriptive research is suitable when a problem is clearly structured, but the aim is not to 
conduct research about the connections between causes and symptoms. The researchers know 
what they want to investigate but do not know the answers. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 
1997) Furthermore, the descriptive research answers what, where, who, when, and how 
questions (Zikmund, 2000). 
 
Explanatory research is utilized when the purpose of the research is to explain, which implies 
to analyze causes and connections (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997). The researcher tries 
to identify the factors, which jointly cause a certain phenomenon (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992). 
 
The purpose of our thesis is to gain a better understanding of how and why firms in the 
brewing industry sponsor sports events. The study is exploratory, as our aim is to gain basic 
knowledge within the problem area. Furthermore, there are a small amount of theories within 
this field, as limited studies have been found focusing on brewing companies sponsoring 
sports events. We do not intend to draw any general conclusions, instead we strive to find 
information needs and problems for future research. In addition, our thesis is descriptive, as 
we do not intend to explain connections between causes and symptoms, and while we are 
certain about what to investigate but do not know the answers. Moreover, the research 
questions are formulated as how questions, which points to the descriptive nature of this 
study. Finally, the explanatory purpose is secondary, as we do not try to explain the 
connections between causes and symptoms within the area of our research. We rather try to 
summarize and explain the findings in our study, by drawing conclusions from and answering 
our research questions. As the exploratory, descriptive, and partly explanatory purpose of the 
study is now motivated, the following section will present the research approach. 

4
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4.2 RESEARCH APPROACH 
 
In this section, qualitative and quantitative approaches, as well as inductive and deductive 
approaches are discussed. 

4.2.1 Qualitative and Quantitative Approach 
 
The two main methodological research approaches within social sciences are, according to 
Holme and Solvang (1991), qualitative and quantitative approaches. The selection between 
these two approaches should be based on the purpose and research questions of the study 
(Yin, 1994). 
 
When using a qualitative approach, one or a few objects are studied in depth, and the main 
purpose is to receive a better understanding of the problem studied, as well as to gain a 
profound knowledge. The qualitative approach makes it hard to generalize, has a low degree 
of formalization, and is characterized by closeness between the source and the researcher. 
(Holme & Solvang, 1991) 
 
The quantitative approach is both structured and formal. The researcher is furthermore 
objective and possesses a rather high degree of control. Using a quantitative approach means 
that little information from each object is collected, but on the other hand many objects are 
studied, which makes is possible to draw conclusions. (Ibid) Quantitative research tries to 
explain a phenomenon with numbers to obtain results, therefore it bases the conclusions on 
data that can be quantified (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992). 
 
Based on the discussion above and the purpose and research questions of this thesis, we have 
chosen a qualitative approach for this study. The reasoning behind this choice is that we want 
to gain a better understanding of how and why firms in the brewing industry sponsor sports 
events, and since our intention is not to generalize. Instead, we have studied a relatively small 
sample to be able to more thoroughly investigate several variables, which in turn helped us to 
gain the better understanding that we desired. In other words, the qualitative approach enabled 
us to obtain more in-depth information.  

4.2.2 Deductive and Inductive Approach 
 
There are, according to Patel and Davidson (1994), two methods when drawing conclusions. 
These are called deductive and inductive approach, and will be further presented below. 
 
Deduction is when the researcher starts with existing theories and principles, and from these 
will be able to draw conclusions about separate cases (Ibid). According to Saunders, Lewis, 
and Thornhill (2000), a deductive approach implies that a researcher develops a theory and 
hypothesis, and thereafter tests the hypothesis in reality. When using the deductive approach, 
existing models or theories constitute the foundation, upon which the researcher decide what 
information to select, how to understand it, and how to relate results to theories (Patel & 
Davidson, 1994). When an inductive approach is used, the researcher builds the study on 
empirical data, and tries to draw more general and theoretical conclusions (Wallén, 1993). 
 
Saunders et al. (2000) suggest that a researcher should select a deductive approach if there 
exist extensive literature within the problem area. Consequently, inductive approach is 
useable when the subject is new and when previous studies in the area are limited (Ibid). 
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This thesis is based on a deductive approach, as we have studied cases based on already 
established theories. Furthermore, the deductive approach is strengthened, as our aim is to 
draw conclusions about separate cases rather than generalizing. Finally, a last reason for using 
this approach is that the literature within the sponsorship area is fairly extensive. After 
discussing the research approach, the research strategy will be presented in the next section. 
 
 
4.3 RESEARCH STRATEGY 
 
Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) have identified three major strategies that a researcher 
can pursue: case studies, surveys, and experiments. This is also discussed by Yin (1994), 
although he complements these strategies with archival analysis and history. The strategy to 
use is dependent on (1) the type of research question posed, (2) the extent of control an 
investigator has over actual behavior events, and (3) the degree of focus on contemporary 
versus historical events (Ibid). An outline of the different available research strategies is 
displayed in table 4.1 below. 
 
Table 4.1 Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies 

Strategy 
Form of research 

question 
Requires control over 

behavioral events 
Focuses on 

contemporary events 
Experiment 
 

how, why yes yes 

Survey who, what, where, how 
many, how much 

no yes 

Archival Analysis who, what, where, how 
many, how much 

no yes/no 

History 
 

how, why no no 

Case Study 
 

how, why no yes 

Source: Yin, 1994, p. 6 
 
Since our research did not require any control over behavioral events, experiments were not a 
relevant research strategy for the thesis. Additionally, a survey does not give the opportunity 
to get a deeper understanding of the object studied, and besides surveys give exact but 
shallow data and are therefore appropriate when investigating many entities as well as few 
variables (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997). Consequently, a survey was not useful, since 
this research strategy does not correlate with our qualitative purpose. Since our research is 
qualitative in its nature and does not include precise and quantitative data, archival analysis 
did not either suit the qualitative approach of our study. Furthermore, as the focus of this 
research is based on contemporary events, history was not applicable as a research strategy. 
According to Yin (1994), case studies are appropriate when the researcher studies few objects 
in depth, when the study is based on how and why questions, as well as when the research is 
focused on contemporary events. We have therefore limited our research to only conduct four 
case studies, in order to gain as much information as possible about each of them. 
Additionally, our thesis will consist of how questions, as well as focus on contemporary 
events, which further strengthens our choice of strategy. Followed by the research strategy, 
the data collection method will be presented in the next section. 
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4.4 DATA COLLECTION METHOD 
 
In a report, the research can be based on primary and/or secondary data. Data that is collected 
for the first time and for a specific purpose is called primary data. Secondary data consists of 
already existing information collected by other researchers. This data is easier to use because 
of the already existing information, and therefore it is often used initially. (Lundahl & 
Skärvad, 1992) 
 
According to Yin (1994), there are six sources of evidence that can be the focus of data 
collection when using case studies: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct 
observations, participant observations, and physical artifacts. The strengths and weaknesses of 
these sources of evidence are presented in table 4.2 below. 
 
Table 4.2 Six Sources of Evidence: Strengths and Weaknesses 
Source of 
Evidence 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Documentation - Stable: can be reviewed repeatedly 
- Unobtrusive: not created as a result of the case 
- Exact: contains exact names, references, and 

details of an event 
- Broad coverage: long span of time, many 

events, and many settings 

- Retrievability: can be low 
- Biased selectivity: if collection is 

incomplete 
- Reporting bias: reflects (unknown) 

bias of author 
- Access: may be deliberately blocked 

Archival 
Records 

- (Same as above for documentation) 
- Precise and quantitative 

- (Same as above for documentation) 
- Accessibility due to privacy reasons 

Interviews - Targeted: focuses directly on case study topic 
- Insightful: provides perceived casual inferences 

- Bias due to poorly constructed 
questionnaires 

- Response bias 
- Inaccuracies due to poor recall 
- Reflexivity: interviewee gives what 

the interviewer wants to hear 
Direct 
Observations 

- Reality: covers events in real time 
- Contextual: covers context of event 

- Time consuming 
- Selectivity: unless broad coverage 
- Reflexivity: event may proceed 

differently because it is being 
observed 

- Cost: hours needed by human 
observers 

Participant 
Observation 

- (Same as for direct observations) 
- Insightful into interpersonal behavior and 

motives 

- (Same as for direct observations) 
- Bias due to investigator’s 

manipulation of events 
Physical 
Artifacts 

- Insightful into cultural features 
- Insightful into technical operations 

- Selectivity 
- Availability 

Source: Yin, 1994, p. 80 
 
Yin (1994) further states that a researcher should use multiple sources of evidence when 
conducting a case study, in order to improve the validity and the reliability of the study. The 
use of multiple sources is called triangulation. When using triangulation, a very important 
advantage can be obtained, namely converging evidence, which implies that a conclusion or a 
result is more accurate and convincing when it is based on several sources of information 
rather than a few. (Ibid) 
 
Archival records were not used since they are characterized as quantitative and precise, 
consequently they are not appropriate for the qualitative approach of this study. Direct 
observations, as well as participant observations were not used either, as they are time-
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consuming methods and may also be biased. As this thesis does not focus on evidence of 
cultural features, physical artifacts were not either employed as a source of evidence. 
 
Documentation such as letters, administrative documents (i.e. annual reports and other 
internal documents), formal studies, and articles are considered to be secondary data, and 
relevant to case studies according to Yin (1994). The author, further states that the most 
important use of documents is to corroborate and augment evidence from other sources. 
Documents are for example useful in verifying the correct spellings and titles or names of 
organizations that might have been mentioned in an interview. (Ibid) Therefore, 
documentation was chosen as a source of evidence during this study.  
 
Yin (1994) states that interviews are the most important sources of data collection in case 
studies. An interview can be described as an interaction via telephone or in person between 
the interviewer and the respondent (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997). According to 
Zikmund (2000), interviews can be personal or conducted over telephone. Some drawbacks 
with personal interviews are costs and the lack of anonymity of the respondent, while some 
disadvantages with telephone interviews are absence of face-to-face contact and limited 
duration (Ibid). Interviews allow the researcher to be close to the respondents and also to be 
flexible, which are important factors to consider when conducting qualitative studies (Holme 
& Solvang, 1991). To fulfill the purpose of this study, in-depth information is required, and as 
a result interviews were found suitable for data collection. Our intention is to investigate how 
and why firms in the brewing industry sponsor sports events and, according to Yin (1994), 
interviews allow researchers to focus on a specific case study topic. Considering the 
discussion above, interviews were chosen as our primary data collection method, although, 
the method has potential disadvantages, such as for example possible biases as a result of 
poorly designed questions and risk for reflexivity. (Ibid) 
 
According to Yin (1994), there are three types of interviews: open-ended, focused, and 
structured. An open-ended interview is the most common method (Ibid), where the researcher 
asks the respondent unstructured questions, this way allowing the interview to be more like a 
discussion. The purpose of an open-ended interview is to get the respondent to discuss his or 
her own attitudes, values, and perceptions. (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992) In a focused interview, 
the respondent is interviewed for a short period of time, and the interviewer is more likely to 
follow a certain set of questions. However, the interview is opened and resembles a 
conversation, which makes it possible to use probing question. The purpose of a focused 
interview is to confirm certain facts that are already known to the researcher. (Yin, 1994) 
Finally, the structured interview contains structured questions similar to those of a survey, and 
the questions are constructed in a way so that the researchers systematically can go through 
their areas of interest. The questions and the purpose are in this case completely outlined 
before the actual interview takes place. (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992)  
 
As our main source of evidence, we have chosen to use interviews. Since we already had 
constructed questions, were likely to use probing questions, and had the opportunity to make 
conversation with the respondents, we used focused interviews. This type of interview was 
also most appropriate, since it allowed us to collect the data necessary to reach our purpose, 
by conducting an informal conversation with the respondents based on predetermined topics. 
To be able to obtain answers to our research questions, we formulated an interview guide both 
in English, as well as in Swedish, which can be found in Appendix A and B. The same 
interview guide was used for all four cases in order to maintain consistency, and every 
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interview started with open questions about each research question, which was further 
complemented by more specified in-depth questions.  
 
The interviews were conducted by telephone due to our limited resources, and while the 
respondents were not located in our geographical area. Personal interviews would 
consequently have been too costly and time-consuming for us to conduct. Before the 
interviews took place, we prepared ourselves by pre-testing the interview guide on other 
people than the actual respondents in order to reduce the risk for dubious question 
formulations and minimize the risk for misunderstandings.  
 
In order to accurately register the empirical data we used a tape recorder during the 
interviews. This is recommended by Yin (1994), as it makes it possible to double-check 
emerges and also easier to apprehend the data received from the respondents. The respondents 
were aware of the tape recorder and did not object to the fact that they were being recorded, 
and besides notes were also taken during the interviews. The main parts of the interview guide 
were sent to the respondents 48 hours in advance, this in order to give them time to prepare 
and gather the necessary information to answer the questions accurately. The reason why the 
parts of interview guide were sent only two days prior to the interview was to try to avoid the 
respondent from getting biased. The interviews took about one hour each and were conducted 
in Swedish, this to be sure that the respondents would understand the questions clearly and to 
avoid misunderstandings. The choice of language was also appreciated by the respondents 
since they all are fluent in Swedish. 
 
The respondents were very obliging when answering the questions, however, in some cases 
they did not answer the intended question, which led to probing questions. We also had the 
opportunity to contact them again via mail or telephone if any questions arose. Finally, the 
summaries of the interviews were put together immediately after they were conducted. After 
presenting the data collection method, the sample selection will now be discussed. 
 
 
4.5 SAMPLE SELECTION  
 
It is either impossible, too expensive, or too impractical to be able to collect data from all the 
potential units of analysis included in a research problem (Mann, 1995; Zikmund, 1994). 
Therefore, and due to limited time and financial resources assigned to this thesis, we have 
chosen to investigate a smaller number of units – a sample selection. 
 
According to Miles and Huberman (1994), investigating contrasting cases can, by specifying 
how and where, and possibly, why it carries on as it does, help understand a single-case 
finding. Furthermore, the authors state that a sample frame is needed although contrasting 
cases are used, and the study’s purpose, research questions, and the conceptual framework 
should guide this (Ibid). Therefore, we have chosen to set our sampling frame to Scandinavian 
brewing brands that sponsor sports. The reason for our choice was that the problem discussion 
indicates that no Scandinavian studies regarding brewing brands in connection to sports 
sponsorship have been previously conducted, and therefore, it would be especially interesting 
to look into. Moreover our earlier experiences have shown that Scandinavian respondents are 
more responsive and cooperative when participating in these types of studies compared to 
other countries. Regarding how many cases that should be used in a multiple-case study, 
Miles and Huberman (1994) state that it depends on how rich and complex the within-case 
sampling is. Since the research questions and conceptualization of this thesis provided us with 
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quite high complexity for each case, and the fact that our focus was to accomplish an 
exploratory, descriptive, and somewhat explanatory purpose of the research, we decided to 
include four companies in our sample.  
 
The criteria for choosing companies were that they had to be firms within the brewing 
industry that sponsor sports. These were prerequisites for answering our stated purpose, as 
well as our research questions. One reason why we wanted the companies to be in the brewing 
industry was in order to compare companies within the same industry. The area is furthermore 
interesting because of the increased negative attitudes among the public concerning alcohol 
companies sponsoring sports events. After having determined to conduct the studies from the 
companies’ perspective, as well as selecting brewing companies sponsoring sports, we 
identified, listed, and called companies in order to locate the appropriate respondent 
responsible of the sports sponsorship. According to Holme and Solvang (1991), the selection 
of respondents is crucial for qualitative research. Consequently, the natural choice when 
arranging interviews was to contact the person responsible for sports sponsorship activities in 
the firm, which in all cases also became our respondent. 
 
When deciding on the companies for our study, we became aware of the sensitivity of our 
topic, whilst most firms were reluctant to discuss their sports sponsorship involvements. 
However, good contacts were established with four companies, two Swedish and two Finnish, 
active in the brewing industry, of which the respondents agreed to discuss the subject. The 
chosen respondents became Anders Nanne, Marketing Manager at Åbro Bryggeri AB and 
Heikki Veijola, Product Director for Lapin Kulta at Hartwall, who were interviewed the 5th of 
December, Sture Branmark, Chief Executive Officer at Herrljunga Bryggeri AB, interviewed 
the 6th of December, as well as Pekka Tennila, Marketing Manager at Sinebrychoff AB, with 
whom the interview was conducted the 10th of December. After contacting these firms, it was 
found that the Finnish companies use their product brands when engaging in sponsorship 
activities. On the other hand, the Swedish firms use their corporate brands when sponsoring 
sports, since sports sponsorship with alcoholic products is not permitted in Sweden. 
Nevertheless, the Swedish companies’ intention is still to promote the product brands, since 
the whole company names are not included when sponsoring sports and since the company 
names and their brand names do not differ remarkably. Consequently, our case studies have 
focused on Swedish and Finnish brewing brands that sponsor sports. This section has clarified 
how the sample for the data collection of this thesis was collected. The next section will 
discuss how the data has been analyzed.  
 
 
4.6 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
According to Yin (1994), data analysis implies examining, categorizing, tabulating, or 
otherwise recombining the collected data. When analyzing the data collected from the 
interviews, the intentions are to find answers to the earlier stated research questions. When 
writing about data analysis, the focus is on data in form of words. The analysis is then divided 
into three parts: (Miles & Huberman, 1994) 
 

1. Data reduction: The process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and 
transforming the data. The purpose is to organize the data so that final conclusions can 
be drawn and verified.  
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2. Data display: Taking the reduced data and displaying it in an organized, compressed 
way, so that conclusions can be easily drawn. 

3. Conclusion drawing/verification: Deciding what things mean – noting regularities, 
patterns, explanations, possible configurations, casual flows, and propositions. (Ibid) 

 
When analyzing the data in this thesis, we have decided to follow Miles and Huberman’s 
(1994) proposition. For each research question, we have compared the empirical findings 
against already existing theories and recommendations brought up in our conceptual 
framework. According to Miles and Huberman (1994), it is possible to perform cross-case 
analysis when one has understood the dynamics of each particular case. The intention with 
cross-case analysis is to compare the different cases with each other in order to find 
similarities and differences (Ibid). Therefore, we have conducted a cross-case analysis, 
comparing the four case companies against each other and this analysis also reveals 
similarities and differences between the Swedish and Finnish brands. Finally, once the data 
reduction and the data display are done through within- and cross-case analysis respectively, 
conclusions on each research question are drawn based on the findings of the study. After 
describing how the data was analyzed, the following section will discuss the quality standards 
of this thesis.  
 
 
4.7 QUALITY STANDARDS 
 
According to Yin (1994), four tests should be used when judging a case study’s quality 
standards. These tests are validity (including construct validity, internal validity, and external 
validity) and reliability (Ibid). 

4.7.1 Validity 
 
According to Eriksson and Weidersheim-Paul (1997), validity is a measuring instrument’s 
ability to measure what it is supposed to measure. This term can be divided into construct, 
external, and internal validity. According to the authors, the correspondence between reality 
and the value received when using an operational definition is the external validity. (Ibid) The 
external validity is independent of the internal validity and cannot be estimated without 
knowing how the empirical data was collected and what it included. Internal validity is the 
correspondence between the terms and the operational definitions of them. In most studies, it 
is very important to clarify to what degree the internal validity has been achieved, and it is 
seldom possible to reach a hundred percent internal validity. Furthermore, it is important to be 
aware of the extent of the measuring instrument, since it indicates if it measures excessively, 
poorly, or the wrong things. (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1992) 
 
Construct validity is the determination of the correct measuring instrument for the concepts 
being studied (Yin, 1994). If the measuring instrument does not measure what it is supposed 
to measure, it does not matter if the measurement is good in itself (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-
Paul, 1997).  To increase construct validity, Yin (1994) suggests three methods, where the 
first two are relevant during the collection of data. The first method is to use multiple sources 
of evidence, and if the same result occurs from more than one source, it will increase the 
validity. The second tactic is to establish a chain of evidence, which can be done by letting an 
external observer read the study. The third method is relevant when composing the case study 
and implies to have the draft of the case study report reviewed by key informants. (Ibid) 
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Internal validity is, according to Yin (1994), a concern only for causal and explanatory 
studies. As the purpose of this research is foremost exploratory as well as descriptive in its 
nature, and since our aim is not to analyze causes and connections, considerations of internal 
validity will not be discussed in following sections. 
 
External validity has been the major barrier in conducting case studies. To increase the 
external validity, firms can use replication logic in multiple-case studies, which can make it 
possible to generalize the findings to a larger number of similar cases. (Yin, 1994) 
 
Throughout this thesis, measures have been taken considering the validity. The interviews 
took place with the persons most capable of giving a detailed description of the firm’s sports 
sponsorship involvement. Moreover, since we have chosen telephone interviews as our main 
source of evidence, we were able to explain the questions further if necessary, even though 
misunderstandings could have occurred. However, we tried to minimize the risk for 
misunderstandings, since we sent a draft on the data to the respondents, as well as contacted 
them if any obscurities arose.  
 
We have strived to increase the construct validity of this study by several factors. We have 
used multiple sources – interviews and documentation – to collect evidence. To reduce the 
risk for misunderstandings in the interview guide, it was tested in advance on other people 
than our real respondents, which also gave us an opportunity to correct any dubious questions 
in it. To be sure that we would interview the right individual in each company, we asked the 
company to guide us to the person, who has the most knowledge within our area of interest. 
Having the right respondent should therefore increase the validity of the study. Any questions 
that the respondents felt was complicated we explained, as well as posed control questions in 
order to make sure that the respondent had understood the question correctly. We started each 
section of the interview by asking an open question in order to avoid biases. All interviews 
were recorded, and consequently we had the opportunity to double check all answers, which 
helped us reduce the risk of misunderstanding the respondents’ answers. Furthermore, the 
respondents had the opportunity to review the drafts of our case studies.  
 
The construct validity can have been damaged by the fact that the interview guide was 
translated from English into Swedish, and then the answers of the respondents were translated 
back into English, which increases the risk of translation errors. However, our intention was 
to lead a fluent discussion, which was facilitated by the fact that the respondents got the 
questions in a language that they speak fluently.  
 
No generalizations can be drawn from this study. This is due to the fact that a theory must be 
tested through replication of the findings in surroundings were the theory has specified the 
same result (Yin, 1994). Since this study is a multiple case study with only four cases, the 
external validity is quite low, as with such a low number of cases, replication is impossible to 
perform.  

4.7.2 Reliability 
 
Reliability refers to an instrument’s ability to give accurate and stable results. If someone else 
uses the same measuring instrument at another time as well as on another sample and still gets 
the same results, the measuring instrument has high reliability. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-
Paul, 1997) Yin (1994) states that the purpose of reliability is to minimize errors and biases in 
a study. The author further suggests two ways of improving the reliability, namely by using a 
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case study protocol, which when repeated would show equal results, and to develop a case 
study database (Ibid). 
 
None of these measures have been used in this study. Nevertheless, we believe that the 
interview guide together with this methodology chapter might be a substitute to a case study 
protocol, while it clearly illustrates how we have conducted this study. The interview guide 
reflects our conceptual framework, which increases the reliability. Furthermore, we tape-
recorded the interviews and anyone that wants to, is free to listen to the cassettes. We are 
although aware of that personal biases may have occurred during the interviews, as both the 
attitude of the respondent, as well as our own attitudes may have affected the outcome.  
 
Table 4.3 below, displays the recommended case study tactics for each test and a cross-
reference to the phase of research when the tactics should be used.  
 

Table 4.3 Case Study Tactics for Four Design Tests 

Tests Case Study Tactic 
Phase of Research in 
which Tactic Occurs 

Construct Validity 
- Use multiple sources of evidence 
- Establish chain of evidence 
- Have key informants review draft case study report 

Data collection 
Data collection 
Composition 

Internal Validity 
- Do pattern-matching 
- Do explanation-building 
- Do time-series analysis 

Data analysis 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 

External Validity - Use replication logic in multiple-case studies Research design 

Reliability 
- Use case study protocol 
- Develop case study data base 

Data collection 
Data collection 

Source: Yin, 1994, p. 33 
 
After presenting the quality standards including validity and reliability, a summary of the 
methodology chapter will be presented. 
 
 
4.8 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter has dealt with the aspects of how to collect the data, beginning with stating the 
purpose of the research, followed by the research approach and research strategy. The 
different methods of data collection have been presented, as well as the sample selection and 
the data analysis. Finally, the quality standards including validity and reliability have been 
discussed. A graphical summary of the research methodology will be presented in figure 4.1 
on the next page.  
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Research Purpose 

Exploratory Descriptive Explanatory 

 
 

Research Approach 

Qualitative Quantitative Deductive Inductive 

 
 

Research Strategy 

Experiment Survey Archival Analysis History Case Study 

 
 

Data Collection Method 

Documentation 
Archival 
Records 

Interviews 
Direct 

Observation 
Participation 
Observation 

Physical 
Artifacts 

 
 

Sample Selection 

- Four brands 
- Swedish & Finnish 
- In the brewing industry 
- Sponsoring sports 

 
 

Data Analysis 
- Within-case analysis 
- Cross-case analysis 

 

 
 
After discussing the research methodology, the following chapter will present the empirical 
data collected, through the use of the presented methodology. 

Figure 4.1 Graphical Summary of Research Methodology 
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 EMPIRICAL DATA 

The previous chapter presented the methodology of this thesis. In this chapter, the 
empirical data collected from the four companies will be presented. The companies will be 
presented separately. To begin with, every section will give an introduction to the company, 
and thereafter the data will be presented in the same order as our research questions are 
posed and conceptualized. Hence, the presentation will include the objectives with sports 
sponsorship, followed by how companies select a sport to sponsor, how the sponsorship is 
evaluated, and finally, the advantages and disadvantages perceived with sports sponsorship. 
 
 
5.1 CASE 1 – ÅBRO BRYGGERI AB 

5.1.1 Company Background 
 
Åbro Bryggeri AB is a Swedish brewing company that was founded in 1856, by Lieutenant 
Per W. Luthander. Today, the company has 350 employees, of which 230 are working at the 
headquarters in Vimmerby, Sweden. The yearly turnover was in 2000 about 700 millions 
Swedish crowns. Some of Åbro Bryggeri AB’s main brands are Åbro Original, Anderssons, 
and Åbro 7.0. (www.abro.se) Approximately ten percent of the total marketing budget, which 
includes sales promotion commodities such as beer glasses and advertising signs, consists of 
sponsorship. Furthermore, the sports sponsorship stands for about 95 percent of the 
sponsorship budget.  

 
Anders Nanne is the Marketing Manager at Åbro Bryggeri AB, and is consequently 
responsible for the sponsorship activities of the firm. The company currently sponsors 
Allmänna Idrottsklubben (AIK) that is a soccer team in the Swedish top division. Today, 
Åbro also sponsors golf, but will withdraw from the sponsorship in the nearest future. Since 
Åbro Bryggeri AB is not permitted to sponsor sports with a specific brand, they use the name 
Åbro as a shortening of their company name. According to Mr. Nanne, the sports sponsorship 
is a continuous process throughout the year, as the company is involved in all activities 
arranged by AIK. 

5.1.2 Åbro’s Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
Mr. Nanne argues that Åbro’s main objective with sports sponsorship is to increase the 
visibility of the corporate brand. Besides, another very important objective is to build 
customer relations and provide entertainment, for example through inviting customers to 
AIK’s soccer games. 
 
The respondent states that other very significant objectives with sports sponsorship are to gain 
public awareness, as well as to improve the image and the public perception of the corporate 
brand. He argues that it is obvious that Åbro does not want to gain a negative image or a 
negative public perception. Furthermore, Mr. Nanne is of the opinion that it is very important 
to be engaged in the community. Therefore, Åbro has a strong cooperation with AIK and the 

5
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police department in Stockholm. Together, they work against the hooliganism, to avoid 
troubles in connection with soccer games. In contrast, the interviewee does not think that it is 
important to create financial relations through sports sponsorship, as this is handled through 
other means. Moreover, another very significant sports sponsorship objective for Åbro is to 
entertain the customer, by for example inviting them to soccer games. Additionally, the 
corporate brand does not engage in sports sponsorship to build relations with the government, 
but in contrast it is very important to improve relations with the employees. Another 
significant sports sponsorship objective for Åbro is furthermore to compete with other 
companies, as the competition within the brewing industry is intense. 
 
To build business relations, reach the target market, position the brands, as well as to increase 
the sales are very important objectives for Åbro when engaging in sports sponsorship. 
Nevertheless, the interviewee argues that the participants in the sponsored soccer team do 
seldom buy that much beer. Instead, the company supports the team to draw attention to their 
corporate brand. Furthermore, the respondent suggests that sampling is not one of the main 
objectives with sports sponsorship, as the company is not permitted to give free samples of its 
beers at games. Therefore, sampling is a promotional method never used. 
 
In addition, the interviewee points out that Åbro’s most significant media objectives with 
sports sponsorship are to generate visibility and publicity, to enhance ad campaigns, as well as 
reach their specific target market. Of course, it is also preferable that sports sponsorship 
eliminates media noise, according to the respondent, but is not included among the principal 
objectives. 
 
Finally, Mr. Nanne claims that the interests of Åbro’s managers are vital when engaging in 
sports sponsorship. This is however mainly essential internally, as the employees become 
more motivated when the managers are committed to the sports sponsorship activities of the 
corporate brand. 

5.1.3 Åbro’s Sports Sponsorship Selection 
 
According to Mr. Nanne, the most important criterion when selecting a sport to sponsor is that 
the participants or the audience are included in the main target market of the corporate brand. 
He claims that there is a natural link between soccer or golf and consumption of beer. 
However, it is important to understand that the link is valid only for the audience and not for 
the participants. 
 
The respondent suggests that one very important selection criterion is the sport’s ability to 
fulfill the sponsorship objectives. Åbro selects a sport based on the belief that it is the best 
method to fulfill objectives and to reach budgets. The company is also considering the 
possibility for image association between the sport and the brand. Mr. Nanne claims that it is 
significant to create a positive association to be able to increase the beer consumption among 
the customers. As the brand’s products are not directly linked to soccer, which implies that the 
brand is not directly participating in the sport, company/product compatibility is not regarded 
during the sports selection. However, the media coverage potential of the sponsorship is 
carefully considered when selecting a sport. Furthermore, the interviewee is of the opinion 
that the budget is important to regard during the selection. On the other hand, Åbro first 
chooses what sponsorship to engage in before making up a budget. Mr. Nanne further claims 
that it is very important to carefully reflect on the target audience coverage when selecting a 
sport to sponsor. 
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The opportunity for guest hospitality is also carefully considered when selecting a sport. Mr. 
Nanne further points out the importance of executive preferences, since he is of the opinion 
that there is a stronger commitment if the brand sponsors a sport that the executives are 
interested in. Furthermore, Åbro also carefully regards the geographical coverage when 
selecting a sport to sponsor. The brand’s main market is Sweden, which therefore is most 
important to cover. According to the respondent, the brand has selected to sponsor the 
Swedish soccer team AIK, as the club is one of the few teams in the top division that creates 
attention nationally. Another criteria not regarded when selecting sports is the knowledge 
among the employees. However, Mr. Nanne thinks that it is preferable if the employees are 
interested in the selected sport. Moreover, Mr. Nanne argues that it is important to consider 
the sponsorship type when selecting a sport to sponsor. Åbro decided to sponsor sports for the 
reasons mentioned above concerning their objectives with sports sponsorship. Additionally, 
the corporate brand is only engaging in existing events and does not sponsor occasional 
events, instead it tries to create long-term commitments. It is significant for the company to 
conduct sponsorship activities throughout the whole year, therefore the seasonality is 
carefully regarded when selecting sports to sponsor. Furthermore, the respondent suggests that 
it is very important to be the main sponsor of a sports event or team, as Åbro’s aim is to gain a 
dominant position in the marketplace. 
 
When selecting a sport to sponsor, Mr. Nanne claims that the company carefully reflects on 
the possibility for adverse publicity. Åbro will for example never sponsor an individual 
athlete or engage in bodybuilding or weight lifting, since these sports have encountered 
doping incidents, according to the interviewee. Consequently, they will always choose to 
sponsor sports events or teams. The respondent also has the perception that it is important to 
carefully reflect on the organization behind the sports event, as well as on legal aspects when 
selecting a sport to sponsor. Finally, Åbro carefully regards the popularity of different sports 
when making the selection, as one of its main objectives is to reach their target market. 

5.1.4 Åbro’s Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship  
 
When evaluating the effects of the sports sponsorship, the respondent claims that Åbro uses 
its own models. According to Mr. Nanne, the company buys professional marketing 
researches to find out the visibility that the corporate brand has gained thought their sports 
sponsorship involvement. Measurements are constantly delivered from Observer, which 
report press cuttings, such as how many times the corporate brand name has been displayed. 
 
According to the respondent, Åbro never uses direct measurements when measuring the sales 
effectiveness of the sports sponsorship involvement. Mr. Nanne is of the opinion that one can 
never derive sports sponsorship effects on sales. He further argues that as the brand’s products 
have an enormous flow, it is impossible to know what effects the sponsorship of AIK brings. 
In addition, he claims that Åbro focuses on sales efforts, for example they have almost 
hundred salesmen selling the company’s products each day. Consequently, this also 
contributes to the difficulties in measuring the sales effectiveness of the sports sponsorship 
involvement. However, it can be possible to observe effects on sales by comparing activities 
that have AIK involvement and those that have not. Moreover, Mr. Nanne claims that it is 
impossible to conduct econometric analysis if one has a strategic choice. He is of the opinion 
that it is possible to compare two occasional activities, but however impossible if the sports 
sponsorship is a continuous process. The respondent also claims that Åbro does not use 
controlled experiments when measuring the sales effectiveness of their sports sponsorship.  
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Mr. Nanne states that the measurements of the communication effectiveness help the 
evaluation of the brand’s sponsorship involvement by measuring awareness and recall, 
making use of attitude surveys, and so forth. He points out that the firm is measuring the 
attitude towards their brand in connection with the sports sponsorship. The company buys a 
service that includes asking customers if they are aware of which sports the corporate brand is 
sponsoring. Another option is to name a sports activity or a team, and then ask the customers 
if they are aware of the sponsors.    
 
The respondent further reveals that Åbro is measuring the media coverage continuously. The 
measurements include the duration of television coverage, the extent of press coverage, as 
well as monitored radio coverage, which are all bought from Observer. The audience level is 
also looked upon when measuring the continuing appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship 
over time. The respondent claims that they are looking at different age categories, at the 
extended audience, as well as at the live audience. In addition, the market perception of the 
sponsorship activity and the extent of media coverage for the sponsored activity are also 
measured. 
 
According to Mr. Nanne, Åbro is trying to take feedback into consideration when measuring 
the effectiveness of sports sponsorship involvement. However, they are only considering 
relevant feedback, that is to say things that are possible to change. The interviewee argues that 
soccer arouses feelings, and further explains that the company sometimes receives e-mails 
from AIK’s fans concerning the colors on the beer-cans. Furthermore, the respondent is of the 
opinion that it is difficult to use a cost-benefit analysis when evaluating the effects of sports 
sponsorship. He refers to Volvo’ s unsuccessfully efforts in trying to identify the benefits of 
sponsorship compared to the costs. Mr. Nanne has the perception that the only way to succeed 
with sports sponsorship is to be consequent and to act at the same place for a long period of 
time.  
 
Finally, Åbro evaluates the effects of their sports sponsorship continuously, as they conduct 
the evaluation before, during, as well as after the soccer season. The sports sponsorship 
effects on their main brand Åbro Original is for example evaluated in May, September, and 
January. Mr. Nanne is of the opinion that all measurements are uninteresting, if they only are 
conducted at one occasion, and as a result he claims that one has to measure the effects 
several times in the exactly same way, to find out changes derived from sports sponsorship 
activities. 

5.1.5 Åbro’s perceived Advantages/Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to Mr. Nanne, one main advantage with the corporate brand’s sports sponsorship is 
the popularity of soccer. He is of the opinion that soccer has a wider audience than other 
popular sports such as ice hockey. Furthermore, his perception is that people’s interests in ice 
hockey are decreasing, as the Swedish players in the National Hockey League seldom 
participate in the World Championship. Therefore, he argues that people are uncertain if it is 
the best players that are representing Sweden in the Championship. The respondent claims 
that soccer is a popular sport today, as there are excellent Swedish coaches around the world, 
as well as many well performing Swedish players in different leagues. Furthermore, sports 
sponsorship is also very advantageous, as it increases the visibility of the brand. Finally, Mr. 
Nanne suggests that it is beneficial to engage in sports sponsorship in front of for example in 
cultural events, as sports teams are more professional and used to cooperate with sponsors. 
Åbro’s sponsorship has changed throughout the years, from the beginning, the corporate 
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brand only gave financial support without expecting something in return. Today however, the 
firm demands that players and coaches in AIK only promote Åbro, and therefore they should 
not wear any other brands than the ones of their sponsor. Similarly, it is preferable if the 
sponsored only chooses and buys the beers of the brand.  
 
Another huge advantage of Åbro’s sports sponsorship, according to the interviewee, is that it 
enhances the perception of the brand image, as well as creates an association to the sport. 
Furthermore, the respondent is of the opinion that it is an advantage that sports sponsorship is 
more successful in eliminating media noise than other promotional methods. On the other 
hand, the company is not able to control the promotional message, as it is always someone 
else that handles the corporate brand. When using other promotional tools, the company has 
more control over its brand and its message. Other vital advantages with sports sponsorship, 
according to Mr. Nanne, are the creation of awareness, consumer preferences, internal 
motivation, goodwill, exclusivity, pride, publicity, as well as that sports sponsorship makes it 
possible to use the same theme in diverse media. The interviewee also perceives that sports 
sponsorship is advantageous, since it is difficult to avoid for the target audience. Regarding 
the thought that sponsorship is more cost-effective than other marketing methods, the 
respondent is of the opinion that this is impossible to prove, as it is difficult to compare 
sponsorship with other promotional tools. He claims that it is difficult to measure the effects 
of sports sponsorship, as well as to point out the specific costs of sponsorship activities.  
 
According to Mr. Nanne, one main disadvantage with Åbro’s sports sponsorship is that it can 
create hundred percent demarcations. This is negative for the brand when sponsoring a sport 
or a team, since fans of other soccer teams may dislike Åbro and its products. Another 
disadvantage with their sports sponsorship, according to the respondent, is when players and 
fans do not behave in a preferable way. 
 
Mr. Nanne has never experienced the phenomenon ambush marketing. He argues that when 
the corporate brand or their competitors want to sponsor a sport, they put a hundred percent 
effort into it. Åbro’s main competitors are Spendrups, Heinekken, and Carlsberg, which all 
are large international companies that are highly involved in sports sponsorship. According to 
the respondent, controversies concerning brewing companies sponsoring sports are also seen 
as disadvantageous. It is important to point out that the brand does not sponsor a sport to 
increase the beer consumption among the participants, rather the aim is to get the audience to 
buy the firm’s products. The main drawback, according to the interviewee, is that Åbro cannot 
proceed in a preferable way, because of the laws and regulations concerning alcohol 
companies sponsoring sports. Furthermore, the respondent does not believe that it is 
disadvantageous that sports sponsorship is not standardized. Mr. Nanne does not either think 
that sports sponsorship is an inflexible promotional method, he rather consider it very flexible, 
as it exists different types of tournaments and teams. As the corporate brand does not 
sponsoring occasional sports events, the sports sponsorship program can be changed during 
the involvement. Furthermore, the respondent does not think that it is that difficult to evaluate 
the effects of sports sponsorship. He is of the opinion that the measurements the company 
buys from Observer are sufficient to be able to evaluate sponsorship effects. Mr. Nanne 
perceives sports sponsorship as time consuming, but not as a disadvantage with sports 
sponsorship. He claims that it is important to put effort into the sponsorship, to gain any 
benefits from it. The respondent argues that one main drawback with sport sponsorship is that 
it is a weak message carrier. He suggests that one cannot control, direct, or change the 
promotional message in the same way as when using other promotional tools. Additionally, 
Mr. Nanne argues that the badwill risk involved in sports sponsorship is a main drawback. 
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Åbro does not want that participants or fans of the sponsored team behave in an undesired 
manner, therefore the respondent claims that the risk depends on what sport the corporate 
brand involves in. Finally, Mr. Nanne suggests that the impact and recall of the message 
diminish considerable after occasional sport events. As the brand does not engage in single 
events, this is not perceived as a disadvantage with its sports sponsorship involvements.  
 
 
5.2 CASE 2 – HERRLJUNGA BRYGGERRI AB 

5.2.1 Company Background 
 
Herrljunga Bryggeri AB, also known as Herrljunga Cider, is a Swedish brewing company 
founded in 1911. Today, the company has 26 employees and an annual turnover of about 75 
millions Swedish crowns. According to Sture Branmark, the Chief Executive Officer at 
Herrljunga Bryggeri AB, approximately five percent of the firm’s marketing budget consists 
of sponsorship, and the sports sponsorship stands for about 80 percent of the total sponsorship 
budget. The sponsorship budget also includes contributions to the Swedish Children’s Cancer 
Foundation. In this case, Herrljunga Bryggeri AB is not visible in the same way as when 
sponsoring sports, as the company does not directly display that it is contributing to the 
financing of the foundation.  
 
The company sponsors a number of sports, for example tennis, bandy, soccer, ice hockey, and 
some golf. Tennis and bandy are sponsored at a local level, for instance the company sponsors 
the bandy team Villa-Lidköping BK. Herrljunga Bryggeri AB also sponsors the soccer teams 
Västra Frölunda IF in the second highest division and Göteborgs Atlet- & Idrottssällskap 
(GAIS) in the following division called division two, as well as Södertälje SK that is a team in 
the major ice hockey league in Sweden. The major products of Herrljunga Bryggeri AB are 
Herrljunga Cider Original, Herrljunga Fläder, Herrljunga Cider Päron, and Gamlestadens 
Julöl (www.gamlestadensbryggeri.se). As Herrljunga Bryggeri AB is not permitted to sponsor 
sports with one of their brands, they are using their company/brand name Herrljunga Cider or 
the brewery name Gamlestaden, which is their subsidiary (Ibid).  
 

 
According to Mr. Branmark, sports sponsorship is a continuous process, as the company has 
established long-term contracts with the sponsored teams. Even if bandy is a winter sport, the 
company sponsors Villa-Lidköping BK throughout the year, and consequently the team is 
marketing the beverages of Herrljunga Bryggeri AB in the summer as well.  

5.2.2 Herrljunga Cider’s Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to Mr. Branmark, Herrljunga Cider has several objectives with their sports 
sponsorship. One of the main objectives is to increase the visibility through television 
coverage, and this is done by sponsoring soccer teams in the top division, even though it is 
costly. Another very important objective is to market the corporate brand at the local level. 
Consequently, the brand sponsors the bandy team Villa-Lidköping BK, as it is locally 
situated, and because of the popularity of the sport in the county of Skaraborg. Sports 
sponsorship is, according to the respondent, a two-way cooperation, and he further claims that 
Herrljunga Cider sponsors the ice hockey team Södertälje SK to get media visibility, but also 
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to be marketed by the team in different ways in return for their support. The corporate brand 
gains media visibility when for example the brand name is displayed on the ice hockey rink, 
which then is viewed by the live audience, as well as by the television audience. The main 
objectives for Herrljunga Cider, according to the interviewee, are therefore to increase the 
visibility, as well as to gain repetitive exposure, since people that are going to choose between 
two brands, often select the one that they have been most exposed to. Consequently, another 
very significant objective for Herrljunga Cider is to position its brand. According to Mr. 
Branmark, the brand has strived for repetitive exposure for about 18 years, and if a sport 
sponsorship does not provide opportunities for repetitive exposure, the brand does not become 
involved in the sports event.  
 
Mr. Branmark states that one of the most important objectives for Herrljunga Cider is to 
create public awareness, as it results in a strengthening of its brand. Furthermore, the 
interviewee thinks that it is essential to create a positive brand image, based on trust between 
the sponsor and the sponsored. According to Mr. Branmark, this is connected to the brand’s 
very important objective of creating a positive public perception.  The respondent also 
believes that it is important to be engaged in the community at a local level, but further claims 
that the corporate brand cannot be compared with the community engagement by larger 
companies such as Skandia and Investor, since Herrljunga Cider is a small company with few 
employees. The community involvement is important for the brand, as they want to increase 
the visibility, as well as increase the awareness among the public. In contrast, the interviewee 
states that the corporate brand does not engage in sports sponsorship to create financial 
relations, and the entertainment of customers is not either included as a sports sponsorship 
objective. Mr. Branmark claims that the corporate brand has two different types of customers, 
the consumers and the wholesalers. It is according to the respondent important to create 
relations with the wholesalers, but it does not have to be done in connection with the sports 
sponsorship involvement, and therefore, this is not an objective with Herrljunga Cider’s sports 
sponsorship. Furthermore, the interviewee states that creating relations with the government is 
not a sponsorship objective of the brand. On the contrary, Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that 
one very important objective with the corporate brand’s sports sponsorship is to improve 
relations with the employees, and in addition, another vital objective is to compete with other 
companies/brands. Besides, he states that sponsorship is not a different promotional method to 
use when marketing a brand, but the aim is to gain a repetitive exposure to influence the 
customers to choose Herrljunga Cider’s products in front of the ones of their competitors. 
 
According to the respondent, Herrljunga Cider’s sports sponsorship objectives do not include 
building business relations. In contrast, Mr. Branmark claims that it is very important to use 
sports sponsorship as a medium to reach the target market and to position the brand. 
Additionally, he points out the importance of increasing sales when engaging in sports 
sponsorship, but this is not perceived as a main objective, instead the sales increase naturally 
when participating in sports sponsorship activities. Finally, sampling is not either included in 
the sports sponsorship objectives by Herrljunga Cider, as the brand never distributes samples 
of their products during sports events.  
 
As mentioned earlier, one main objective for Herrljunga Cider with their sports sponsorship is 
to generate visibility. Additionally, it is important to generate publicity when employing 
sports sponsorship activities. Mr. Branmark perceives publicity to be a bonus, as sports 
sponsorship automatically creates publicity. He further states that it is more preferable to be 
visible in a text or on a picture in print media, instead of just promoting the brand through 
advertisements, since customers get more impressed by articles than advertisements. One 
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problem, according to the interviewee, is that it is difficult to directly measure media 
publicity. However, when an individual in a sponsored team performs in a preferable way, the 
corporate brand obviously gets a lot of positive publicity and attention. Mr. Branmark further 
argues that Herrljunga Cider does not engage in sports sponsorship activities to strengthen its 
advertising campaigns and does not either think that one of the brand’s sports sponsorship 
objectives is to avoid clutter. According to the respondent, sponsorship is an alternative way 
to traditional advertising when conducting promotion. It is significant that the corporate brand 
gains repetitive exposure with its sports sponsorship, as well as engages in long-term 
sponsorship involvement, for example by being at the same arena throughout a whole year. It 
is also very important that the brand reaches its specific target market. A large amount of the 
Swedish population is interested in sports, consequently it is possible to reach a very broad 
audience. As some of the sports that Herrljunga Cider sponsors are very popular, either 
nationally or locally, it is according to Mr. Branmark not difficult to cover the main parts of 
the target audience.  
 
Finally, the respondent claims that the management interest gives directions for the sports 
sponsorship activities of the brand. It is therefore important that the managers are interested in 
sports when engaging in sports sponsorship. 

5.2.3 Herrljunga Cider’s Sports Selection 
 
When selecting which sports to sponsor, it is foremost important, according to Mr. Branmark, 
that the sport is “clean”, that is to say relatively free from drug taking and doping, since 
Herrljunga Cider’s products only consist of natural raw materials. The respondent further 
explains that the brand seldom sponsors the local A-teams, but rather sponsors youth teams. 
The team members are offered to buy a discounted training suit with a printed corporate logo, 
which is good promotion for the corporate brand, since these are circulating in the community 
for several years.  
 
According to Mr. Branmark, it is not important to consider different sports’ abilities to fulfill 
corporate objectives when selecting a sport to sponsor. He asserts that they have never 
thought about it in that way, and states that it is more important that the sponsored sport can 
create repetitive exposure. In contrast, one very important criterion when selecting a sport to 
sponsor is, according to the respondent, the sport’s ability to create a positive image 
association. He claims that the corporate brand will never begin to sponsor sports such as 
weight lifting, which is associated with doping incidents. It is also important for the corporate 
brand that the event image is similar to the image of its products. Therefore, the brand only 
engages in “clean” sports to gain a positive association to their products. The media coverage 
potential is sometimes considered when selecting sports to sponsor. According to the 
interviewee, Herrljunga Cider does not consider this criterion when choosing teams on a local 
level, although they are visible in the local press. When selecting a soccer team within the top 
division, it is essential to consider the media coverage potential. If the media coverage 
potential is low, the corporate brand does not engage in the sports sponsorship. In contrast, it 
is not important to consider the budget as a criterion when selecting a sport to sponsor, 
according to Mr. Branmark. He further claims that the brand does not carefully consider the 
target audience coverage when selecting a sport. Nevertheless, Herrljunga Cider does not 
choose sports with target audiences dominated by young women. 
 
According to the respondent, Herrljunga Cider is too small to be able to frequently meet the 
customers face to face. Consequently, the opportunities for guest hospitality are not regarded 
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when selecting a sport to sponsor. Furthermore, the executive preferences have no importance 
when selecting sports, and it is according to Mr. Branmark, not possible to select sports based 
on this criterion. When selecting a sport to sponsor, the geographical coverage of the defined 
audience is considered. According to the respondent, Herrljunga Cider wants to sponsor 
different sports to obtain both local and national coverage. When the corporate brand is 
sponsoring a soccer team in the top division, the geographical coverage is national. The staff 
knowledge of the proposed sponsorship is however not considered as a selection criterion. Mr. 
Branmark further claims that the sponsorship type is important to carefully reflect on, when 
selecting sports to sponsor, as it is costly to engage in sponsorship and therefore essential to 
know what the brand gets involved in. Herrljunga Cider decided to sponsor sports for the 
reasons mentioned above concerning objectives with sports sponsorship. Additionally, the 
corporate brand only engages in existing events, as they are too small to be able to compete 
for the new popular events. The brand does not either sponsor occasional events, instead the 
aim is to create long-term commitments. It is important for the corporate brand to conduct 
sponsorship activities throughout a whole year, therefore the seasonality is carefully 
considered when selecting sports to sponsor. Furthermore, the respondent does not consider it 
important to be the only sponsor of a sport event, as it is difficult for a company as small as 
Herrljunga Cider to require that.  
 
Mr. Branmark argues that it is very important to consider the possibility for adverse publicity 
when selecting a sport. The brand tries to avoid sports that have encountered doping incidents, 
but everything is, according to the interviewee, not possible to circumvent. Consequently, the 
corporate brand strives for sponsoring “clean” sports to gain positive associations between 
these sports and the products. The organization behind the sponsored activity is not a vital 
criterion when deciding upon a sport to sponsor, and Mr. Branmark further claims that the 
brand carefully regards legal aspects during the selection, for example by avoiding to sponsor 
illegal sports. Finally, the interviewee discusses the importance of the popularity of the sport. 
It is preferable that the sponsored sport is popular, since one of the corporate brand’s 
objectives is to increase its visibility.  In addition, the brand will be able to sell its products at 
the sponsored sports events to a wide target audience. 

5.2.4 Herrljunga Cider’s Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to Mr. Branmark, the Herrljunga Cider does not evaluate the effects of its sports 
sponsorship involvement, as it is very difficult to measure. Earlier, Herrljunga Cider was 
buying the service from another company, who reported the media coverage as well as the 
sponsorship’s effects on sales. However, the company was not convinced of the measuring 
and found it insignificant to conduct. Mr. Branmark claims that it is impossible to measure the 
effects that sports sponsorship has on sales. The only way would be to eliminate the 
sponsorship activities and then measure the negative effects on sales, however, this is not an 
option for the corporate brand, as sponsorship is an important part of the promotion. 
According to the interviewee, Herrljunga Cider does not either monitor feedback, since 
measurements concerning the effects of sports sponsorship are not carried out. 

5.2.5 Herrljunga Cider’s perceived Advantages/Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that the main advantages with sports sponsorship are the 
public awareness and the visibility it creates. He further suggests that it is advantageous that 
the brand’s sports sponsorship reaches their local customers. 
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Regarding the influence that sports sponsorship has on the brand’s image, Mr. Branmark 
replies that there are two types of images: positive and negative. If the corporate brand gains a 
positive image as a result of their sports sponsorship, it is advantageous. To improve the 
brand’s image, the respondent suggests that repetitive exposure is significant. He further 
claims that sports sponsorship can be beneficial if it creates a positive association between the 
sport and the brand. Another main advantage, according to the respondent, is the sports 
sponsorship’s ability to eliminate media noise. He further claims that it is more important to 
be continuously involved in sports sponsorship, instead of sponsoring single events. 
Furthermore, it is very advantageous that sports sponsorship creates brand awareness among 
the customers. He is also of the opinion that it is very beneficial if the sports sponsorship 
results in a customer preference for the company’s products in front of the ones of the 
competitors. The respondent points out that sports sponsorship creates internal motivation, as 
the employees discover that the media brings attention to the brand, and this is therefore 
viewed as an advantage of sports sponsorship. Other advantages suggested by the respondent 
are that sports sponsorship creates goodwill for the corporate brand, as well as makes it 
possible to use the same theme in diverse media. The interviewee also suggests that sports 
sponsorship creates exclusivity, which is perceived as very advantageous. When engaging in 
sports sponsorship, one requirement is therefore to be the only beverage brand that sponsors 
the specific sport event or team. Mr. Branmark also discusses that it is preferable that sports 
sponsorship creates pride among the employees. His perception is that the employees should 
be proud of working at Herrljunga Cider, as the company has excellent products and extensive 
media coverage. Another significant advantage is that it is difficult for the target audience to 
avoid the company’s sports sponsorship, as the brand name is always visible during games 
and in sport arenas. According to the interviewee, this is one of the main reasons for engaging 
in sports sponsorship, instead of using other promotional methods. He further points out that it 
is advantageous that sports sponsorship creates publicity and finally, the respondent is of the 
opinion that Herrljunga Cider’s sports sponsorship is cost effective in comparison with other 
promotional methods.   
 
Mr. Branmark has difficulties in finding any direct disadvantages with sports sponsorship. He 
claims that the corporate brand would not be engaged in sports sponsorship, if there were any 
major disadvantages involved. The respondent consequently perceives that there are more 
advantages than disadvantages involved in sports sponsorship, however he further admits that 
there are disadvantages with every promotional method. The interviewee argues that one 
major drawback is customers who want to have game tickets for free, as they have seen the 
sponsor’s logo in the arena. Of course, the customers want to be invited to games, but it is 
disadvantageous for the brand if the demand for tickets is too high.  
 
Mr. Branmark has never been exposed to the phenomenon ambush marketing, and it is 
therefore not regarded as a disadvantage for the corporate brand when involving in sports 
sponsorship. Furthermore, the respondent has never experienced controversies and negative 
attitudes among the customers concerning the brand’s sports sponsorship. He rejects the idea 
that it is disadvantageous that sports sponsorship is not standardized, and explains that it all 
depends on the cooperation between the brand and the sports team. His perception is that 
advertising campaigns are often conducted during short periods of time, while sponsorship is 
a more continuous process. The respondent further rejects the idea that it is negative that 
sponsorship is an inflexible promotional method. He rather suggests that it can be an 
advantage, as it can help to develop the corporate brand and its employees. In addition, the 
interviewee states that it is not a disadvantage that sports sponsorship is difficult to evaluate. 
His perception is that one does not have to evaluate every promotional move. Mr. Branmark is 
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not either of the opinion that sports sponsorship is time consuming. Regarding the fact that 
sponsorship is viewed as a weak message carrier, the respondent explains that this is not 
negative, as the firm’s aim is to expose their brand name. The interviewee asserts that 
Herrljunga Cider has seldom experienced the risk of gaining badwill when engaging in sports 
sponsorship. Of course, he claims that it all depends on what sports the brand is sponsoring. 
Therefore, Herrljunga Cider tries to avoid sports where drug abuse and doping are involved. 
Finally, Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that impact and recall of the message do not diminish 
considerably after the sponsored event. He points out that if firms only sponsor occasional 
sports events, the impact and recall of the message can diminish, since they do not gain 
repetitive exposure. 
 
 
5.3 CASE 3 – LAPIN KULTA 

5.3.1 Company Background 
 
Hartwall was founded in 1836 and is today Finland’s leading beer and soft drinks company. 
The firm employs almost 6 500 people, of whom about 1 400 work in Finland. In 2001, the 
annual turnover of the company amounted to 7 517,8 million Swedish crowns. The expenses 
spent on sports sponsorship the same year reached approximately 75 percent of the total 
sponsorship budget, which represents about ten percent of the entire marketing budget. 
(Hartwall annual report, 2001) 
 
The Hartwall Areena is at present the largest indoor hall in Finland. It also is the most 
significant sponsorship involvement for Hartwall, as the company successfully promotes its 
brands by for example sales and advertising during different events. Some of the main brands 
of Hartwall are Lapin Kulta, Karjala, Legenda, and Hartwall beers. (www.hartwall.fi) Heikki 
Veijola, who is the product manager for Lapin Kulta at Hartwall’s headquarter in Helsinki, 
Finland, is therefore responsible for one of the main brands of the company. 
 
The brand Lapin Kulta currently sponsors modern outdoor activities such as the Lapin Kulta 
Challenge and the Lapin Kulta Freeride Camp. The Lapin Kulta Challenge is an adventure 
race for Finnish students and includes multiple sports, like for instance canoeing, cross-
country running, and mountain biking. On the other hand, the Lapin Kulta Freeride Camp is a 
competition in freeriding, that is, only offpist skiing. Moreover, Lapin Kulta sponsors a 
professional team in multiple sports, the Lapin Kulta team, who represents the brand in 
different competitions around the world. The brand Lapin Kulta additionally sponsors several 
minor activities at a local level near the breweries in Lapland. Mr. Veijola mentions that it is 
important to be actively involved in the community, and as a consequence Lapin Kulta 
sponsors many local sports teams, such as bandy, volleyball, and soccer.  

 
The brand Lapin Kulta is continuously involved in sports sponsorship throughout the year and 
although there are seasons for the different sports activities, they tend to overlap and 
complement each other.  
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5.3.2 Lapin Kulta’s Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to Heikki Veijola, the main objective with sports sponsorship is to support and 
build the brand or the brand image in a positive way. Other objectives that the respondent 
brings up are sales connected with the event and the importance for Lapin Kulta to be an 
active member of the community, since it both brings goodwill and builds the brand.  
 
Mr. Veijola is of the opinion that it is not worth investing in something without gaining any 
benefits, and argues that visibility is a very significant objective when sponsoring sports. 
Consequently, he considers public awareness to be a very important sponsorship objective. 
Regarding the corporate image, the respondent states that it is important to point out that the 
firm is not using the company name Hartwall when sponsoring sports, but rather the brand 
name Lapin Kulta. As a result, he does not believe that corporate image is important, however 
brand image is a very important objective. Public perception is also regarded as a very 
significant objective for the same reasons as public awareness. Lapin Kulta originates from 
Lapland where the communities are quite small. Sponsorships are thus appreciated, and the 
community involvement is as a result regarded as important for the brand when engaging in 
sponsorship. In contrast, financial relations are not considered as an objective for Lapin Kulta. 
The main part of the sports activities that the brand sponsors does not consider client 
entertainment, since ticket sales are not common in these sports. As for the financial relations, 
the respondent claims that government relations are not important for Lapin Kulta when 
getting involved in sports sponsorship. These relations are according to Mr. Veijola handled 
through other means. The respondent does not perceive employee relations as an objective for 
Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship. He argues that although some employees are proud of the 
sponsorship, it does not increase or help the sales of the brand. Mr. Veijola reveals that their 
main competitors are the brands of Sinebrychoff, who also are quite active in the sports 
sponsorship field. As a consequence, the respondent regards the competition with other 
companies/brands as yet another objective for its sponsorship involvement. 
 
Regarding the objective of business relations, the respondent says that it is similar to the client 
entertainment. Since ticket sales are unusual during Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorships, no 
such objectives exist for the brand, which implies that business relations are handled by other 
means. Mr. Veijola further believes that it is significant to reach a specific target market, and 
adds that the company knows what kind of event attracts what kinds of people. He further 
argues that this is connected with the brand positioning, which is a very important objective 
for Lapin Kulta’s engagement in sports sponsorship. Concerning the objective of increasing 
sales, Mr. Veijola reveals that it is of great importance in the long run. However, regarding 
the issue of sampling, the respondent refers to the law and states that since Lapin Kulta is an 
alcoholic beverage, it is unfortunately illegal to distribute the product during events. 
 
The objective of generating visibility is according to the respondent very important. He argues 
that there are two types of visibility, the first regards the sponsorship the company pays for, 
and the second concerns the visibility that the brand gets from media coverage. The latter is, 
according to Mr. Veijola, the most important, since it creates a goodwill image for the brand. 
Accordingly, the objective of generating publicity correlates with that of generating visibility. 
The interviewee further regards that advertising campaigns can be enhanced with the sports 
sponsorship involvement. He points out that the different promotional tools sometimes are 
connected to a sport and that whole campaigns can be based around a specific sport. 
Individuals sponsored by Lapin Kulta are sometimes included in advertising campaigns to 
reinforce the promotion, for example in different television commercials, and therefore Mr. 
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Veijola perceives this objective as very important for the brand. On the other hand, the 
respondent admits that he has not considered the sponsorship’s ability to avoid clutter, since it 
is a natural phenomenon that the company perceives more as an advantage. Additionally, 
target specificity is a very important objective according to the interviewee, who refers to the 
Lapin Kulta Challenge, which for example aims for students only. 
 
Regarding the management interest in sports sponsorship, Mr. Veijola is uncertain whether or 
not this could be considered as an objective. He states that it is not the main objective for the 
brand, but interest in a sport and personal relations could facilitate and also have a certain 
influence on the sport sponsorship deal. 

5.3.3 Lapin Kulta’s Sports Sponsorship Selection 
 
When selecting a sport to sponsor, Mr. Veijola states that the agreements surrounding the 
sport are important, for example what the agreement includes and what benefits the product 
brand can gain from the sponsorship involvement. Other important factors the brand considers 
are the public’s interest in the sport and the age of the audience, in other words the 
demography. Moreover, the popularity of the event and the growth of the activity are of 
importance when choosing what sport Lapin Kulta should sponsor. According to the 
interviewee, a sport that is growing and which gets a lot of media attention is obviously more 
interesting to sponsor than a stagnated sport. 
 
It is costly to be involved in sponsorship arrangements, and therefore the respondent suggests 
that it is important that the brand formulates specific objectives with the sponsored activity. If 
these objectives cannot be fulfilled, there is no reason of getting involved in the sponsorship 
proposal. Mr. Veijola further explains that it is very important that the nature of the sport 
corresponds with the brand and refers to the Lapin Kulta Challenge. During this competition, 
it is forbidden to use any kind of force power and as a result the beautiful nature of Lapland 
blends wonderfully together with the brand. According to the respondent, this beautiful nature 
reflects perfectly how the brand should be perceived. Regarding the company/product 
compatibility, Mr. Veijola says that it could be discussed whether or not it is appropriate to 
combine a sport activity with beer. Nonetheless, the company never includes their products in 
connection with the sport, but they rather strive to promote the beer with the sport athlete 
during other circumstances, far away from sports and cars. Therefore, this criterion is not 
regarded as important for Lapin Kulta during the sports sponsorship selection. As earlier 
stated, it is quite expensive with sports sponsorship and therefore the respondent believes that 
it is extremely important to get something in return through media coverage. 
 
Mr. Veijola further points out that one should first and foremost consider the funding before 
engaging in sponsorship. Additionally, it is important to realize that the contract represents 
only approximately a third of the total expenses involved with sports sponsorship. The 
reasons for this is that the campaign surrounding the sponsorship is always more costly than 
the actual contract. As an objective for the sponsorship involvement is to reach the target 
market, this is also regarded as a main criterion for Lapin Kulta when selecting a sport to 
sponsor. Moreover, the interviewee suggests that it is always positive to meet the customers 
face to face, and consequently guest hospitality is regarded as significant when it comes to 
sports sponsorship selection. Executive preferences are on the other hand not important for 
Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship involvement, although the respondent claims that it, in rare cases, 
can influence the selection to some extent. It is, according to Mr. Veijola, interesting to be 
involved in different geographical levels, and thus the geographical coverage is considered 
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important, although it is not the most important criterion for the brand. Lapin Kulta is 
involved locally and regionally when sponsoring small sports teams such as bandy, volleyball 
and football. The brand is further engaged nationally during the Lapin Kulta Challenge and 
the Lapin Kulta Freeride Camp, and finally the brand is involved internationally as a sponsor 
for the pro team in multiple sports, the Lapin Kulta team. Conversely, staff knowledge about 
the sport is not essential at all when selecting a sport. Regarding the sponsorship type, the 
respondent suggests that it is relatively important since it affects the company’s expenditures.  
 
Mr. Veijola points out that it always is preferable to be the only sponsor of an event, but he 
continues by revealing that this is not very usual. The sport competitions that Lapin Kulta has 
created, for example the Lapin Kulta Challenge and the Lapin Kulta Freeride Camp, are 
nevertheless only sponsored by Lapin Kulta. The reason why other sponsors are not desired 
during these sporting events is that Lapin Kulta wants to keep the benefits, such as goodwill, 
that the sponsorship involves. The criterion possibility for adverse publicity is not an 
important factor for Lapin Kulta when selecting a sport to sponsor. The respondent argues that 
situations, which bring adverse publicity, such as the doping incident in cross-country skiing, 
can be positive for the sponsor, since it can help build relationships as well as publicity. If 
Lapin Kulta is cooperating with a sport activity and encounters problems, it creates an 
excellent opportunity to really stand out and argue that this is something the brand does not 
tolerate. In other words, a company or brand should not leave the sponsored sport only 
because of the first problem that appears. As a consequence, the possibility for adverse 
publicity is not a criterion that the company considers when selecting a sport to sponsor. On 
the other hand, the organization of the sponsored activity is considered to be of great 
importance when selecting a sport to sponsor. However, the company organizes Lapin Kulta’s 
main events and therefore the company does not have to trust an outsider. Mr. Veijola is of 
the opinion that it is very significant to follow the legal aspects of a sponsorship involvement, 
by for example formulating the contracts correctly. Finally, the popularity of the event is 
equally important as the latter criterion, according to the respondent. 

5.3.4 Lapin Kulta’s Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to the interviewee, the company buys statistics in order to obtain information about 
Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship effectiveness, by for example investigating media visibility. 
Moreover, investigations of the brand situation are conducted every week through telephone 
interviews, and Mr. Veijola explains that questions regarding Lapin Kulta’s sports 
sponsorship sometimes are added during the different sponsorship events. 
 
The respondent further suggests that it is quite difficult to employ reliable direct measurement 
and other sales measuring methods, at least for products that sell as much as Lapin Kulta. On 
the other hand, the company employs methods to measure the communication effectiveness. 
The awareness, recall, attitude surveys, and so forth are evaluated every week regardless of 
the sponsorship involvement, since other promotions also affect the communication 
effectiveness. The media coverage includes the television coverage, the press coverage, as 
well as the radio coverage and is comprised in the purchased measurements. Moreover, the 
audience level as well as the extent of media coverage are provided by the purchased 
measurements, whereas the market perception is measured through the weekly telephone 
interviews. 
 
The feedback is monitored by discussions within the company and together with the company 
that performs the statistic measurements, in order to identify the results received from the 
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telephone interviews, as well as from the purchased measurements. At the same time, the 
sports sponsorship costs are compared with the benefits that the brand gains from the 
sponsorship involvement. 
 
Mr. Veijola explains that the company does not have the time to measure every sponsorship 
activity. However, he further states that the measuring of sports sponsorship effectiveness is 
conducted after every significant event. It could be possible to argue that the company 
conducts evaluations of the sponsorship before and during the sponsorship as well, but the 
respondent explains that although there are investigations conducted every week, the brand is 
not evaluated before the sports sponsorship activities. Moreover, it is practically impossible to 
gather the data right away, while the statistics regarding the sponsorship take approximately 
two weeks to collect, and by that time the sponsorship activity is often completed. 

5.3.5 Lapin Kulta’s perceived Advantages/Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
The most significant advantage that Mr. Veijola sees with Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship 
involvement is that sports with the right characteristics can help support and/or build the 
brand. 
 
The brand image is considered as a great advantage for Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship 
involvement. The respondent clarifies that all promotion activities focus on building the brand 
and it is consequently a great benefit for a sponsor to receive a positive impression from the 
sponsorship involvement. The benefit of association is regarded as one of the most central 
advantages for Lapin Kulta, and Mr. Veijola refers to the wonderful association that the brand 
has gained as a result of sponsoring the Lapin Kulta Challenge. To eliminate media noise is, 
according to the interviewee, considered as an advantage, although not the main advantage. 
Moreover, the awareness of and preferences for the brand that sports sponsorship may create, 
are regarded as very advantageous. The respondent already suggested that these were very 
important objectives when engaging in sports sponsorship, and therefore they are also 
considered as advantages. Internal motivation is not considered as an objective for the 
company, but it could be considered as a benefit. The interviewee additionally claims that 
employees enjoy and are proud of Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship involvement, and consequently 
it is regarded as very beneficial for the brand. Goodwill is perceived as a very significant 
advantage for Lapin Kulta as well, since the aim is to create goodwill through for example 
community involvement. The possibility to use the same theme in diverse media is a very 
essential advantage as well, since one of the company’s main objectives with Lapin Kulta’s 
sports sponsorship is to create visibility.  
 
Regarding exclusivity, the respondent suggests that it is essential for the brand not only to 
differentiate itself from competitors during the sports events, but also to stand out among 
others when looking for an event to sponsor. The respondent’s perception, concerning the 
sponsorship’s ability to create pride, is that it mostly is significant for the internal motivation 
in the company. The employees are, according to Mr. Veijola, probably proud to sponsor a 
team or a sport that arouses interest in the entire nation. The intention is to reach the target 
audience through the sponsorship, so that everyone knows that the activities are sponsored by 
the brand. The desire for the target audience to be aware of the sponsorship is also significant 
for Lapin Kulta and therefore, the respondent recognizes the sponsorship advantage, difficult 
to avoid for the target audience. Furthermore, the fact that sponsorship creates publicity is 
very important for Lapin Kulta, because the company is aiming for visibility. To evaluate the 
cost-effectiveness of different activities is generally one of the main issues of promotion. 
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Sponsorship however, is according to the respondent, difficult to measure and therefore he 
suggests that it cannot be considered as an advantage for Lapin Kulta. 
 
When considering the disadvantages that Lapin Kulta may encounter during sports 
sponsorship involvements, Mr. Veijola discusses the controversy of beer companies 
sponsoring sports. He explains that many people believe that it is wrong for beer firms to 
sponsor sports, and consequently there are sometimes debates in the newspapers about the 
beer promotion’s influence on minors. Mr. Veijola perceives this as a major disadvantage for 
Lapin Kulta, but further argues that big sports events would not survive without sponsorship 
money. 
 
Ambush marketing has, according to the respondent, not been considered as a disadvantage 
for Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship involvement. The brand has not even thought about ambush 
marketing and therefore it has not influenced their decisions regarding sports sponsorship 
involvements. Controversies are definitely regarded as very disadvantageous for Lapin Kulta 
as a sponsor, since some people dislike alcohol brands sponsoring sports. Moreover, the 
respondent states that standardization could be perceived as a disadvantage for the brand, 
since Lapin Kulta engages in sponsorship activities that are not very standardized. Regarding 
the disadvantage of sponsorships being inflexible, Mr. Veijola suggests that it depends on the 
partner the brand is cooperating with. Sports organizations that are flexible and who have 
engaged in sponsorships previously are easier to work together with than amateurs. Lapin 
Kulta does, however, mostly sponsors its own events so thus, inflexibility is not regarded as a 
disadvantage. Concerning the difficulties to evaluate the sponsorship effectiveness, the 
respondent suggests that it is a disadvantage, since it is harder to evaluate sponsorships than 
regular promotion. Furthermore, he claims that sports sponsorship involvements are 
extremely time-consuming, which consequently is a very significant disadvantage for 
engaging in sponsorship. In contrast to traditional advertising, Mr. Veijola believes that 
sponsorship is a weak message carrier, which therefore is considered as a disadvantage for the 
brand. The risk for badwill is obviously a great disadvantage for Lapin Kulta, and the 
respondent argues that there always are people offended by brewing firms sponsoring sports 
events. Fallen impact and recall of the message is finally not precisely considered as a 
disadvantage for Lapin Kulta, since the brand is involved in different sporting events during 
the whole year. 
 
 
5.4 CASE 4 – KOFF 

5.4.1 Company Background 
 
Sinebrychoff AB is the oldest industrial brewery and beverage company in the Nordic 
countries. The company, which is situated in Finland, was founded in 1819. Today, it has 
about 1 100 employees and the company turnover in 2001 approximated 285 million Swedish 
crowns. Sinebrychoff AB is part of the Danish Carlsberg Breweries A/S Group and some of 
its main products are KOFF, Karhu, and Carlsberg beers. (www.koff.fi) 

 
Pekka Tennila is the Marketing Manager at Sinebrychoff AB, and therefore also responsible 
for the brands’ sponsorship involvements. He mentions that the approximate expenses spent 
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on sponsorship are ten percent of the entire marketing budget. Out of the sponsorship budget, 
the sports sponsorship counts for about 50 percent of the total expenditures.  
 
KOFF currently sponsors two Finnish teams in ice hockey, IFK Helsinki (HIFK), which they 
have sponsored for seven years, and Ilves from Tampere. The sponsorship involvement is an 
all-year-round agreement, although the sponsorship primarily takes place during the ice 
hockey season. 

5.4.2 KOFF’s Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
The most important objective that Mr. Tennila recognizes with sports sponsorship is its ability 
to support the brand image. Ice hockey is perceived as a dynamic sport in Finland, and the 
respondent explains that this is the image that the brand wants to be associated with. Create 
visibility is another vital objective for KOFF’s sports sponsorship involvement. 
 
Public awareness was formerly considered a very important objective for KOFF’s sponsorship 
involvement. Today, however it is less important, since most customers already know that 
KOFF sponsors Helsinki’s ice hockey team. Nevertheless, the company still desires that the 
customers know that KOFF is sponsoring Finnish ice hockey. The corporate image is not very 
important according to Mr. Tennila. Sinebrychoff AB sponsors sports with KOFF and 
consequently the brand image, not the corporate image, is a clear objective and of great 
significance when engaging in sponsorship. To be perceived in a positive way is also 
important for KOFF. On the other hand, the interviewee suggest that community involvement 
is not considered as being of great importance for sports sponsorship involvement, and that 
financial relations are not regarded at all. With regards to how the company perceives client 
entertainment, Mr. Tennila argues that it was very important in the past. This is partly because 
HIFK’s performance was better before and partly for the reason that it was quite unusual for 
companies to bring customers to the games. At present time, most companies offer game 
tickets to their customers and as a result, the respondent suggests that client entertainment has 
become less significant for KOFF. Government relations are not important at all for the 
brand’s sponsorship involvement, as the company handles these relations through other 
means. Employee relations, on the other hand, have certain significance according to the 
respondent. It is pleasant for the company when some employees especially appreciate the 
sponsorship involvement. This is, nonetheless, not directly considered as an objective, but 
rather regarded as an advantage. The interviewee further states that KOFF’s engagement in 
sports sponsorship involvements is also of importance to be able to compete with other 
companies.  
 
Mr. Tennila points out that business relations are not imperative for KOFF’s sponsorship. The 
brand’s ability to reach a specific target market is, however, essential according to the 
respondent. This is because the sponsorship involvement helps the company to reach their 
target audience, which consists of men between 25-40, who presumably enjoy watching ice 
hockey. Regarding the brand positioning, the interviewee suggests that it has been one of the 
most significant objectives in the past. Nowadays, it is still regarded as an important factor, 
although the significance has diminished. The importance of increasing sales through sports 
sponsorship has also decreased, as KOFF has been involved in the ice hockey sponsorship for 
a long time. Mr. Tennila explains that the company had sales objectives in the beginning of 
the sponsorship, but today most people are familiar with the brand and therefore he does not 
believe that the cooperation does help improve sales any longer. The respondent further 
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claims that it is illegal to distribute beer samples, and therefore it is impossible for KOFF to 
consider it as an objective with its sponsorship involvement. 
 
Mr. Tennila is of the opinion that it is very important to generate visibility for the brand, 
although he believes that KOFF has received too much visibility and publicity. He explains 
that publicity is very important, but negative publicity or too much publicity can hurt the 
brand image. Moreover, the respondent suggests that it could be imperative for a brand to 
engage in sports sponsorship to enhance an advertising campaign, but this has however not 
been considered for KOFF. The ability to avoid clutter is definitely an advantage when getting 
involved in sports sponsorship, but the interviewee does not really regard it as an objective for 
the sponsorship involvement. Mr. Tennila further suggests that the sponsorship facilitates 
reaching a specific target audience. Target specificity is consequently regarded as a very 
important objective for KOFF’s sports sponsorship involvement. Finally, the respondent 
reveals that the management has to enjoy the sports that the company is sponsoring and 
therefore the management interests are of significance for the brand’s engagement in 
sponsorship. 

5.4.3 KOFF’s Sports Sponsorship Selection 
 
The target market of the sport, that is the customers interested in the sport, is according to Mr. 
Tennila an important criterion for the selection of sponsorship. The popularity of the sport, as 
well as the publicity that the sport generates are other significant criteria for KOFF’s sports 
selection. Finally, the respondent perceives the image of the sport as being of high 
importance, since for example some upper-class sports transfer an upper-class image to the 
product brand. 
 
The respondent argues that it is important for a sport to be able to fulfill the objectives that the 
brand has with the sponsorship. If not, the company would never select the sport as a possible 
activity to sponsor. Regarding the image association potential and the company/product 
compatibility, Mr. Tennila is of the opinion that these are very important criteria for KOFF’s 
sponsorship involvement. However, he additionally points out that the image association was 
more beneficial, and the similarities between KOFF and ice hockey were more significant in 
the past. The media coverage potential is not considered as an imperative factor, according to 
the respondent. This is because KOFF has large media and advertising budgets, and therefore 
receives a lot of media coverage anyway. Mr. Tennila further states that the funding 
requirement is of major significance for the sports selection, as well as the target audience 
coverage, while the company strives to reach men between 25 and 40 believed to be generally 
interested in sports events. Regarding the opportunities for guest hospitality, the respondent 
clarifies that it was formerly one of the most vital criteria for KOFF, but these days it is rather 
regarded as a relatively important criterion. Whether or not the executives have preferences 
for a certain sport also influence the choice of what sport the brand should sponsor. According 
to the interviewee, the geographical coverage is considered as important. His perception is 
that KOFF’s geographical coverage with sponsorship is especially focused around the 
Helsinki area, where the brand is very strong, whereas the national coverage is primarily 
reached through other media. Mr. Tennila additionally points out that the company in general 
does not consider staff knowledge as essential when engaging in sports sponsorship. 
Nevertheless, he argues that some key employees that will handle or be involved in the 
sponsorship must have some knowledge of and understanding for the sport. The type of 
sponsorship is also very significant for the involvement, as it affects the company’s budget.  
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The respondent further claims that it is not realistic to be the only sponsor of a sport activity, 
nonetheless, he argues that it is vital to be the main sponsor of the sport. As a result, it is very 
important for KOFF to be the major sponsor of the sports activities that the brand engages in. 
The brand further considers the possibility for adverse publicity thoroughly before sponsoring 
sports activities. Therefore, Mr. Tennila regards it as a very important selection criterion.  On 
the other hand, the organization of the sponsored activity does not have a major significance 
for KOFF when choosing a sport to sponsor. Legal aspects of the sponsorship are, according 
to the respondent, progressively increasing in importance. Many aspects have to be regarded, 
as for example the fact that sponsorships are directed at a broad audience, including under-
aged. The interviewee explains that it sometimes is hard to fully understand and adapt to the 
legal barriers, since it could be possible to argue that KOFF unintentionally promotes beer to 
minors. This criterion is thus regarded as important for KOFF. Mr. Tennila is finally of the 
opinion that the popularity of the event is essential for the selection of sports to sponsor. The 
reason for this is that the popularity increases the media coverage surrounding the sport, and 
as a result the company gains more publicity and visibility. 

5.4.4 KOFF’s Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
Regarding the evaluation of KOFF’s sports sponsorship effectiveness, the interviewee states 
that the service is bought from another company. The evaluation includes the brand’s 
visibility in media, which comprises television-, radio-, and print coverage, and is according 
to the respondent the simplest method to use when measuring the sponsorship’s effectiveness. 
 
Mr. Tennila further suggests that it is not possible to measure the sponsorship effectiveness 
through direct measurement. Moreover, the company does not measure whether or not the 
sales increase during the sponsorship involvement, since the brand sponsors the sports all-
year-round. The respondent is of the opinion that sales are not affected by sponsorship 
involvement, and as a result the company does not use econometric analysis. Controlled 
experimentation are not either employed as a measurement method for KOFF’s sponsorship 
effectiveness. Furthermore, the interviewee explains that none of the methods to measure the 
communications effectiveness are used. He claims that these measurements have formerly 
been utilized by the company, but were not perceived as necessary for KOFF, since the brand 
has been involved in sports sponsorship for a very long time and by now knows how the 
sponsorship affects the communications effectiveness. The media coverage is bought from 
another company and includes, as previously stated, television-, print-, and radio coverage. 
The audience level is also comprised in the purchased measurements, as well as the market 
perception and the extent of media coverage of the sponsorship involvement. 
 
Except from the purchased feedback that the company obtains, they do not have any 
standardized monitoring of the feedback. Mr. Tennila points out that the brand receives a lot 
of feedback from the Internet, which together with the other feedback that KOFF receives is 
carefully taken care of and considered. Nevertheless, the feedback from the Internet is not 
standardized in any way. The visibility that KOFF receives is finally always compared to the 
money invested in the brand’s sponsorship involvements. 
 
KOFF’s evaluation of its sports sponsorship involvement is conducted at least every two 
months. The respondent further argues that these measurements are only performed during 
and after the event, since he does not recognize the need for an evaluation before the sports 
sponsorship involvement. 
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5.4.5 KOFF’s perceived Advantages/Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
The three main advantages that Mr. Tennila perceives with sports sponsorship are that it 
creates media visibility, builds an image association, and has the possibility to reach a specific 
target market that generally consists of large beer consumers.  
 
A positive brand image gained from the sponsorship involvement is regarded as a great 
advantage for KOFF, while the brand is exposed to a lot of visibility during such cooperation. 
Mr. Tennila further suggests that it is of great significance to get the right association out of 
the sport, since it enhances the brand image. The sponsorship engagement’s ability to 
eliminate media noise is furthermore regarded as a significant advantage for the brand. On the 
other hand, the respondent does not consider the awareness as being that beneficial for KOFF, 
since the brand already has all the awareness it can get. Moreover, Mr. Tennila perceives the 
public preferences as being advantageous, whereas the internal motivation is not regarded as 
an advantage. Regarding goodwill, the respondent is of the opinion that it does not apply to 
KOFF and the brand’s sponsorship of HIFK and Ilves. KOFF gets a lot of media coverage by 
sponsoring sports, which could also be enhanced through the advantage of utilizing the same 
theme in diverse media. Exclusivity is regarded as an advantage for KOFF as well, while the 
brand only involves as the main sponsor of different sports and thereby diminishes the 
competition. The sponsorship’s ability to create pride is also perceived as a benefit for KOFF.  
 
Concerning the advantage of sponsorships being difficult to avoid for the target audience, the 
respondent replies that there are two aspects of the matter. He argues that it is advantageous to 
show the customers what sports KOFF is sponsoring, but on the other hand he discusses that 
KOFF has encountered too much visibility that has been negative for the brand. When a brand 
is promoted everywhere and/or too often, customers get tired of it, which can generate a 
negative effect for the brand. The same concerns the ability to create publicity. Mr. Tennila 
explains that too extended media coverage also can hurt the brand and it’s image. 
Nevertheless, the respondent suggests that moderate publicity is very advantageous for KOFF. 
Finally, the interviewee is uncertain whether or not sponsorship involvements are cost-
effective. He states that it is difficult to measure and compare sponsorship to other 
promotional tools, and although he perceives cost-effectiveness as an advantage, he still is 
hesitant whether the sponsorship creates this benefit for KOFF or not. 
 
Regarding the disadvantages of sports sponsorship involvements, Mr. Tennila mentions 
especially two negative aspects. Negative publicity as a result of unfavorable behavior by the 
sponsored team can generate a negative image association for the brand, as KOFF and the ice 
hockey teams are so tightly connected. Moreover the sponsorship of HIFK creates an 
association to Helsinki, which possibly can be regarded as if the brand focuses only on the 
capital, and overlooks the rest of the market. Although it can be discussed that KOFF also 
sponsors Ilves, most of the attention and media coverage concerns the HIFK sponsorship. 
 
Even if Mr. Tennila is conscious of the phenomenon ambush marketing and has seen it during 
different sponsorships, he has not yet perceived ambush marketing as being a disadvantage 
for KOFF. On the other hand, the respondent recognizes the controversies surrounding 
sponsorships as being a very significant disadvantage for the brand. The hectic discussion in 
different media concerning the ethical issue of brewing firms sponsoring sports, yields KOFF 
obvious difficulties. Furthermore, the interviewee considers that it is a major drawback that 
sponsorships are not standardized, since the company never really knows what benefits that 
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the brand will gain from a sponsorship involvement. The respondent argues that it is more of a 
gut feeling, whether the sponsorship will work out or not. This goes hand-in-hand with the 
sponsorship’s inflexibility, which Mr. Tennila regards as yet another major disadvantage.  The 
reason is that although he argues that it is possible to measure the media coverage, he still is 
of the opinion that it is impossible to control sponsorship involvements. If something goes 
wrong, such as with the doping incident during the World Championship in cross-country 
skiing, the brand may receive a negative association, which can result in a significant 
disadvantage for the brand image. The difficulties regarding the evaluation of sports 
sponsorship are also viewed as a very significant disadvantage. The respondent further claims 
that sponsorships are very time consuming. Nevertheless, he still perceives sports sponsorship 
involvement as quite important strategic promotional tools, and consequently the time spend 
on them is considered moderately disadvantageous.  
 
Regarding the weak message carrier of sponsorships, Mr. Tennila states that it depends on the 
brand, as well as on the sport. The sport can, according to the respondent, be an important 
message carrier and make the brand stronger. However, in the case of KOFF, he suggests that 
it could perhaps be considered as a disadvantage. The risk of badwill is perceived as an 
increasing difficulty for the brand, since undesired behavior by the sponsored team can 
generate a negative image association for the brand. Mr. Tennila does finally not regard the 
disadvantage of fallen impact and recall of the message, connected to sponsorship 
involvement, as a problem for the brand. KOFF has been cooperating with the ice hockey 
teams for a long period of time and therefore the brand receives cumulative recognition 
among the customers. The respondent acknowledges that the impact and recall had a more 
significant impact in the beginning of the sponsorship involvement, when it was unusual for 
brands, and especially alcohol brands, to sponsor sports. Today, the impact and recall are still 
noticeable, since most people are aware of KOFF’s sports sponsorship involvement and as a 
result, Mr. Tennila does not regard the fallen impact and recall of the message as a 
disadvantage. 
 
 
5.5 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter has presented the empirical data collected from the four brands related to the 
research questions of this study. The structure of this chapter followed the interview guide and 
the conceptual framework. In the next chapter, each case will be compared with the 
conceptualization (within-case analysis). Furthermore, a cross-case analysis is presented, in 
which all four cases are compared with each other, and which also includes some comparisons 
between the Swedish and the Finnish brands. 
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 ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, we will compare the empirical findings presented in chapter five with the 
conceptual framework in chapter three. The chapter will begin by comparing each case with 
the theory (within-case analysis) and then the four cases will be compared to each other 
displayed through a cross-case analysis, where comparisons between the Swedish and the 
Finnish brands also are conducted. The disposition of this chapter will first be determined by 
the order of the cases for the within-case analysis, and then follow the research questions for 
the cross-case analysis. By analyzing the collected data we will be able to draw conclusions, 
which will be presented in chapter seven.  
 
 
6.1 WITHIN-CASE ANALYSIS – ÅBRO  
 
In this section, the motives that Åbro has with its sports sponsorship will be analyzed. First, 
the objectives with sports sponsorship will be identified and compared with Pope’s (1998) 
sports sponsorship objectives. Thereafter Åbro’s selection of what sport to sponsor and 
sponsorship evaluation will be compared with the criteria suggested by Meenaghan (1983). 
Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of sports sponsorship perceived by Åbro are 
weighed against the theories in the conceptual framework. The reason why Åbro Bryggeri AB 
is referred to as Åbro is because we investigate the corporate brand used when sponsoring 
sports, which is not their entire company name. 

6.1.1 Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
Pope (1998) states that sports sponsorship objectives can be divided into four categories: 
corporate, marketing, media, and personal objectives. According to Mr. Nanne, the main 
sports sponsorship objective of Åbro is to increase the visibility of the brand. This is 
corresponding with the statement by Pope (1998), who claims that one of five media 
objectives with sports sponsorship is to generate visibility. Another very significant sports 
sponsorship objective, according to the respondent, is to build customer relations and provide 
entertainment, for example by inviting customers to soccer games. This is in accordance with 
Pope’s (1998) corporate sports sponsorship objectives, which include the importance of client 
entertainment when engaging in sports sponsorship activities. 
 
Corporate Objectives 
Three other very important sports sponsorship objectives for the brand are to gain public 
awareness, to improve the corporate brand image, as well as to improve the public perception 
of the brand. This supports the statement by Shank (1999), who suggests that public 
awareness and corporate image is two of the most central sponsorship objectives for a 
company to fulfill. Furthermore, Mullin et al. (2000) and Meenaghan (1983), claim that 
sponsorship can reinforce or change consumer’s perception of the company and its products. 
Additionally, it is very important for Åbro to be involved in the community, for example the 
brand cooperates with Allmänna Idrottsklubben (AIK) and the police department in 
Stockholm to avoid troubles in connections with soccer games. This supports the theory by 
Pope (1998), which suggests that one of the corporate sports sponsorship objectives is 
community involvement.  Another very significant sports sponsorship objective, according to 
the respondent, is to improve the relations with the company’s employees. This objective fits 
with the statement by Meenaghan (1983), who argues that the sponsorship’s ability to support 

6
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employee relations is beneficial. As the competition within the brewing industry is intense, 
Mr. Nanne is of the opinion that a very important sports sponsorship objective for the brand is 
to compete with other companies. This has also been identified by Shank (1999), who states 
that a primary sponsorship objective is to meet competitive threats. 
 
According to the interviewee, it is not important for the brand to create financial relations 
through their involvement in sports sponsorship, which does not fit with Pope’s (1998) theory 
that brings up financial relations as a corporate sports sponsorship objective. Finally, Mr. 
Nanne claims that Åbro does not involve in sports sponsorship to create relations with the 
government. This does not correspond with the theory by Pope (1998), who proposes that a 
common objective with sports sponsorship is to build government relations. 
 
Marketing Objectives 
Mr. Nanne is of the opinion that three very essential marketing objectives for Åbro when 
engaging in sports sponsorship are to build business relations, reach the target market, and to 
position its brands. This is in line with the theory by Pope (1998), which points out that one of 
the main marketing objectives when engaging in sports sponsorship is to build business 
relations. Furthermore, the author has identified the sports sponsorship objectives of reaching 
the target market, as well as to position the brand (Ibid). Another very significant marketing 
objective for the corporate brand is to increase the sales, which is in accordance with Shank 
(1999), who claims that almost all sponsors have included increasing sales as one of their 
sponsorship objectives. This objective also supports the theory by Bennett (1999), which 
mentions sales as one of the four main sponsorship objectives. 
 
Finally, sampling is not a marketing objective of Åbro, since the company is not permitted to 
give free samples of its beers at soccer games. Consequently, it does not match with the 
theory by Pope (1998), who states that sampling is one of the most important marketing 
objectives when engaging in sports sponsorship.  
 
Media Objectives 
According to the respondent, the most significant media objectives for the corporate brand are 
to generate publicity and visibility, enhance ad campaigns, as well as to reach the specific 
target market. To generate publicity is an objective previously recognized by Meenaghan 
(1983), who states that one of the most important sports sponsorship objectives is to gain 
media coverage. The author further claims that this is often the most important objective for 
firms in the tobacco and alcohol industry engaging in sports sponsorship (Ibid). Furthermore, 
Pope (1998) argues that two of the most common media objectives for firms with sports 
sponsorship involvement are to enhance ad campaigns, as well as target specificity.  
 
Mr. Nanne is of the opinion that it is preferable that sports sponsorship eliminates media 
noise, however this is not one of the main objectives with Åbro’s sports sponsorship. 
Consequently, this partly corresponds with the theory by Pope (1998), which includes the 
avoidance of clutter as a sports sponsorship media objective.  
 
Personal Objectives 
The respondent claims that the management interests are vital when engaging in sports 
sponsorship, foremost internally, as employees become motivated when the managers are 
strongly committed to the sponsorship involvement. This is an objective previously 
recognized by Meenaghan (1983), who states that management interests in a sporting activity 
can influence the choice of using sponsorship as a promotional tool and what sports activities 
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to involve in. However, the author does not bring up that management interest can result in 
increased employee motivation. 

6.1.2 Sport Sponsorship Selection 
 
The most important criterion when selecting a sport, according to Mr. Nanne, is that the target 
audience or participants are included in the brand’s main target market. Therefore, Åbro 
strives for a link between consumption of beer among the audience and the sport. 
Furthermore, the interviewee claims that it is very important to consider the possibility for 
image association between the brand and the sport, as this association is essential to be able to 
increase the consumption of the products. This is in accordance with Meenaghan (1983), who 
states that sponsors have to consider the event’s opportunity for target audience coverage, as 
well as that firms have to be aware of the image of the event, the possible transfer of image 
from the event to the company, and the risk for negative effect when being associated with an 
event.  
 
Additionally, the respondent discusses the great importance of the sport’s ability to fulfill the 
corporate brand’s objectives when selecting a sport to sponsor. Consequently, the brand select 
sports based on the believe that it is the best method to fulfill company objectives and to 
follow the budgets. This statement corresponds with the one of Meenaghan (1983), who 
argues that events can help companies to reach more than one of their objectives. The 
interviewee also perceives that the potential for media coverage is a very significant criterion 
when selecting a sport to sponsor. This has previously been identified by Meenaghan (1983), 
who claims that media coverage is an important selection criterion to consider. Furthermore, 
the respondent is of the opinion that the opportunity for guest hospitality is very carefully 
regarded when making the selection, which is in line with Meenaghan’s (1983) statement that 
sponsors need to consider the event’s opportunity to meet face-to-face with the target 
audience. Additionally, Åbro regards the geographical coverage with caution when selecting a 
sport to sponsor, and the main aim is to sponsor teams that create attention nationally. This 
supports the theory by Meenaghan (1983), which asserts that sponsors have to investigate the 
geographical coverage of the target audience when selecting an event to sponsor.  Mr. Nanne 
is of the opinion that it is very important to be the main sponsor of a sports event or team, as 
the brand’s aim is to gain a dominant position within the brewing industry. This is to some 
extent in accordance with the theory by Meenaghan (1983), which discusses the importance to 
choose whether to sponsor an exclusive event or to cooperate with other sponsors.  
 
It is also very important for Åbro to consider the risk of adverse publicity when selecting a 
sport to sponsor. The respondent claims that the brand will never sponsor an individual athlete 
or engage in for example weight lifting and bodybuilding, which are sports connected to 
doping. This is a criterion previously recognized by Meenaghan (1983), who points out the 
importance of carefully considering all dimensions of an event to avoid adverse publicity, for 
example by looking at the risk for inappropriate behavior among the participants. 
Furthermore, Mr. Nanne suggests that it is very significant to reflect on the organization 
behind the sport event when making the selection, which supports Meenaghan (1983), who 
discusses the significance of considering if the arrangers are able to manage the event 
properly. According to the respondent, it is also very important to regard legal aspects when 
selecting a sport to sponsor, which is in accordance with Meenaghan’s (1983) theory, as it 
points out the importance of considering legal aspects when making the selection. As one of 
the brand’s main objectives is to reach its target market, Åbro carefully regards the popularity 
of different sports when selecting a sport to sponsor. This has also been identified by 
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Meenaghan (1983), who emphasizes the importance of investigating the popularity of the 
event before making the selection. 
 
The budget is important to consider when making the selection, according to the interviewee. 
However, Åbro makes up the budget after selecting what sport activity to engage in. This 
statement therefore deviate from the theory by Meenaghan (1983), which includes the 
importance of considering the company budget compared with the costs of the event. 
Additionally, the respondent discusses the importance of executive preferences when 
selecting a sport to sponsor, as he believes that there is a stronger commitment if the brand 
sponsors a sport that the managers are interested in. This supports the theory by Meenaghan 
(1983), which claims that the preferences and leisure interests of executives are often 
considered when selecting an event. Furthermore, the respondent is of the opinion that 
employee knowledge in different sports is not that important when making the selection. 
However, he reveals that it is preferable if the employees are interested in the selected sport. 
This does not fit with the statement by Meenaghan (1983), who argues that many sponsors 
believe that it have to exist at least one individual in the company with extensive knowledge 
in the chosen event. Mr. Nanne further argues that it is important to consider the sponsorship 
type when selecting a sport to sponsor. Åbro decided to sponsor sports for the reasons 
mentioned above concerning their objectives with sports sponsorship. Additionally, the brand 
is only engaging in existing events and does not sponsor occasional events, instead the aim is 
to create long-term commitments. It is significant for Åbro to conduct sponsorship activities 
throughout the whole year, therefore the seasonality is carefully considered when selecting 
sports to sponsor. These decisions concerning sponsorship type are also mentioned by 
Meenaghan (1983).  
 
Finally, the respondent is of the opinion that company/product compatibility is not an 
important criterion when making the selection, as soccer and beer are not directly linked to 
each other. This is contradictory to the theory by Meenaghan (1983), which includes that it 
has to be compatibility between the company or product and the event to avoid confusion as 
well as negative attention. 

6.1.3 Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to Mr. Nanne, Åbro evaluates their sports sponsorship through buying professional 
marketing researches to find out the visibility the brand has gained. The firm buys 
measurements from Observer, which report the press cuttings that for example includes the 
number of times the corporate brand name has been displayed. This corresponds with the 
statement by Meenaghan (1983), who is of the opinion that all kinds of promotion, including 
sponsorship, have to be measurable, while it is a justification for continued usage. 
Furthermore, the author discusses the importance of measuring the media coverage resulting 
from sponsorship involvements (Ibid). 
 
Meenaghan (1983) states that it is in some cases possible to measure the relationship between 
sales results and the marketing communication costs. Åbro never uses direct measurements 
when measuring the sales effectiveness of their sports sponsorship involvement. The 
respondent is of the opinion that one can never derive sports sponsorship effects on sales, as 
the firm’s products have an enormous flow. This is not in line with the theory by Meenaghan 
(1983), which mentions direct measurements that refers to quantity of mail order and direct 
mail, as one of the three most appropriate methods when measuring the sales effectiveness of 
sponsorship involvements. Mr. Nanne further states that it is impossible to conduct 
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econometric analysis. However, he is of the opinion that it is possible when comparing two 
occasional activities but not if the sports sponsorship is conducted on a continuous basis. This 
deviates from the statement by Meenaghan (1983), who mentions econometric analysis, 
which refers to a test focusing on the past data regarding the relationship between sales and 
the factors that determine sales, as one of three appropriate methods when measuring the sales 
effectiveness of sponsorship activities. Finally, the respondent states that the Åbro not uses 
controlled experiments, which is a factor discussed by Meenaghan (1983), as one of three 
preferable methods when measuring the sales effectiveness of sponsorship. 
 
According to Meenaghan (1983), there are five basic methods to use when measuring the 
communication effectiveness of sponsorship involvement. Åbro measures the communication 
effectiveness of their sport sponsorship activities by measuring awareness and recall, making 
use of attitude surveys, and so forth. These methods are also mentioned by Meenaghan 
(1983), as three of the five basic methods used. Mr. Nanne further reveals that Åbro measures 
the media coverage continuously, through buying measurements from Observer including the 
duration of television coverage, the extent of press coverage, and monitored radio coverage. 
These are in accordance with the methods brought up by Meenaghan (1983) when measuring 
the media coverage resulting from sponsorship involvement.  
 
Furthermore, Åbro also looks upon the audience level, for example at different age categories, 
at the extended audience, as well as at the live audience when measuring the effects of their 
sports sponsorship. Two of these factors are in line with the theory by Meenaghan (1983), 
which discusses that the audience level should include the extended audience, the live 
audience, as well as the level of participant involvement when measuring the continuing 
appropriateness of the chosen sponsorship over time. Additionally, the market perception of 
the sponsorship activity and the extent of media coverage are also considered when Åbro 
evaluates their sports sponsorship. These methods are also regarded as useful by Meenaghan 
(1983). 
 
Mr. Nanne states that Åbro is trying to take all constructive feedback into consideration when 
measuring sports sponsorship effects. This supports the statement by Meenaghan (1983), who 
is of the opinion that it is very important to monitor feedback and that feedback is provided 
from the event’s many audiences depending on the objective(s) the firm has with their 
sponsorship. The respondent also perceives that it is difficult to conduct a cost-benefit 
analysis when evaluating the effects of sports sponsorship. This does not corresponds with the 
theory by Meenaghan (1983), which suggests that a cost-benefit evaluation in some cases 
should replace the cost-effectiveness evaluation methods, as some sponsorship have less focus 
on commercial goals, whilst they rather perceive the sponsorship expenditure as earned 
prestige or goodwill.  
 
Finally, Åbro evaluates its sports sponsorship continuously, that is to say before, during, and 
after the soccer season. This is previously recognized by Parker (1991), who is of the opinion 
that pre- and post-sponsorship methods are preferable to use when evaluating the 
effectiveness of sponsorship, but even states that some companies also evaluate their 
sponsorship during the event, which is not recommended by the author.  

6.1.4 Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
One of the main advantages with sports sponsorship, according to Mr. Nanne, is the 
popularity of soccer. He is of the opinion that the popularity depends on that there are 
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excellent Swedish coaches around the world, as well as many good Swedish players in 
different leagues. This advantage is not previously recognized in any of the theories brought 
up in the conceptual framework. Furthermore, the respondent perceives that sports 
sponsorship is very advantageous, as it increases the visibility and exclusivity of the brand. 
This has also been identified by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who discuss the advantage of gaining 
exclusivity in a specific sponsorship area, and thereby be able to increase the visibility. 
According to the interviewee, it is easier to sponsor sports in front of for example cultural 
sponsorship, as sports teams are more used to cooperate with sponsors and are more 
professional. Therefore, this is regarded as a main advantage with sports sponsorship. 
However, this advantage is not brought up in any of the theories included in the conceptual 
framework of this thesis. 
 
Mr. Nanne perceives sports sponsorship as very advantageous, as it improves the perception 
of the corporate brand image. In addition, it is very advantageous, according to the 
respondent, if the sponsorship involvement creates a positive association between the brand 
and the sport activity. This is in accordance with McDonald (1991), who claims that the 
company image is affected if there is an obvious synergy between the sponsor and the 
sponsored. In addition, the author is of the opinion that if the sponsorship is well directed, 
with a clear association between the event and the firm, it can enhance the perception of the 
company image as well as its products (Ibid). This advantage also supports the theory by 
Jiffer and Roos (1999), which present that one of the main reasons for companies to involve 
in sponsorship is that it can create an association between the sponsored and the company or 
its products. Furthermore, the respondent also mentions that it is very advantageous that 
sports sponsorship creates awareness. This statement corresponds with the theory by 
Kambitisis et al. (2002), which includes that a positive association between the firm and the 
sport event will eventually lead to a change in the awareness, perception, and purchase 
behavior of the customers. Additionally, this sponsorship advantage is also previously 
recognized by Jiffer and Roos (1999). The interviewee thinks that another vital advantage is 
that sports sponsorship may create customer preferences for the firm’s products in front of the 
ones of the competitors, which is also mentioned in the theory by Jiffer and Roos (1999) that 
discusses that sponsorship may result in a preference among the target audience for the 
sponsor’s products. Furthermore, Mr. Nanne argues that sports sponsorship is very 
advantageous, as it creates internal motivation. This statement is in accordance with the one 
of Behrer and Larsson (1998), who believe that it is advantageous that a company’s staff can 
be involved in the sponsored event, which often increases their motivation.  
 
The respondent is also of the opinion that it is a vital advantage that sports sponsorship may 
create goodwill, which is also recognized by McDonald (1991), who states that goodwill can 
be created through sponsorship. The author further claims that people often approve 
sponsorship, since they perceive that the company takes a risk for a cause outside of itself 
(Ibid). The possibility for using the same theme in diverse media when involving in sports 
sponsorship activities is also perceived as very beneficial by the respondent. This advantage 
has also been identified by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who perceive that sponsorship can create a 
very strong effect, as the same theme can be used in different media. Furthermore, the 
interviewee is of the opinion that it is very beneficial that sports sponsorship creates pride 
among Åbro’s employees, which is in accordance with the statement by Jiffer and Roos 
(1999) that employees may feel proud of working for an organization involved in 
sponsorship. Besides, the respondent perceive that it is a huge benefit that sports sponsorship 
creates publicity, which fits with the statement by Bennett (1999), who believes that 
sponsorship can be used to obtain a positive publicity for the company or its brands.  
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Mr. Nanne believes that sports sponsorship is more effective in eliminating media noise than 
other promotional methods. However, Åbro has more control over their brand name and 
message when using other promotional methods. Consequently, the sports sponsorship’s 
ability in eliminating media noise is seen as beneficial, but is not regarded as a main sports 
sponsorship advantage, according to the respondent. This is in accordance with Taranto 
(1998), who claims that it is advantageous that sponsorship is more successful in eliminating 
media clutter than other promotional methods. The respondent also perceives that sports 
sponsorship is advantageous, as it is difficult to avoid for the target audience. This advantage 
has been previously recognized by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who claim that sponsorship is 
beneficial, since the target audience cannot escape from the message. 
 
Finally, Mr. Nanne is of the opinion that it is impossible to prove that sports sponsorship is 
more cost-effective than other promotional methods, as it is impossible to measure the effects 
of sports sponsorship and to point out the specific costs involved. Therefore, sports 
sponsorship is difficult to compare with other promotional tools. This is not in line with the 
theory by Bennett (1999), which suggests that sponsorship is a cost-effective promotional 
method. 
 
According to Mr. Nanne, one of the main disadvantages with sports sponsorship is that it may 
create hundred percent demarcations. Therefore, fans of other soccer teams may dislike Åbro 
and its products, as the brand only sponsors AIK. This disadvantage is not mentioned in any 
of the theories brought up in the conceptual framework. The respondent also perceives that 
another main drawback with sports sponsorship is if players and fans of the sponsored team 
do not behave in a preferable way, and claims that the risk depends on what sport the brand is 
involved in. This has also been identified by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who argues that 
sponsorship activities include badwill risks if they are ill performed.  
 
Another main disadvantage with sports sponsorship, according to the interviewee, is that the 
promotional method is a weak message carrier. He is of the opinion that one cannot control, 
direct, or change the promotional message in the same way as when using other promotional 
methods. This corresponds with the theory by Jiffer and Roos (1999), which implies that it is 
a drawback that sponsorship is a weak message carrier, as it is often impossible to expose 
other things than the brand name or the company logo.  
 
Mr. Nanne also thinks that controversies concerning brewing companies sponsoring sports are 
disadvantageous, but claims at the same time that it is important to point out that the firm’s 
aim is to get the audience to buy the brand and not to increase the consumption among the 
participants. However, the main disadvantage, according to the respondent, is that it exists 
laws and regulations for alcohol brands that sponsor sports. Therefore, Mr. Nanne reveals that 
Åbro cannot perform in a preferable manner. This is in line with the statement by McDaniel 
and Mason (1999), who claims that the interest among the public has increased regarding 
alcohol’s negative effect on the society. Furthermore, the statement by Mr. Nanne supports 
the theory by McDonald (1991), which discusses that some critics have the opinion that 
alcohol and tobacco interest should not be associated with physical sports. 
 
As the interviewee never has experienced the phenomenon ambush marketing, this is not 
viewed as a drawback with sports sponsorship. This statement deviates from the theory by 
Lee, Sandler, and Shani (1997), which argues that ambush marketing is a threat to sponsors. 
Furthermore, Mr. Nanne does not think that it is disadvantageous that sports sponsorship is 
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not standardized. This is not in accordance with Behrer and Larsson (1998), who claim that it 
is negative that there are no standardized solutions when engaging in sponsorship. 
Additionally, the respondent disagrees that sports sponsorship is an inflexible promotional 
method. He is rather of the opinion that it is very flexible as there exists different types of 
teams and tournaments, which is not corresponding with Behrer and Larsson (1998), who 
state that it is quite uncomplicated to lengthen or increase an advertising campaign in contrast 
to a sponsorship involvement. Therefore, the authors perceive that it is disadvantageous that 
sponsorship is an inflexible promotional method (Ibid). 
 
Mr. Nanne does not think that sports sponsorship is difficult to evaluate, and believes that the 
measurements that Åbro buys from Observer are sufficient to evaluate the effects of the sports 
sponsorship involvement. This perception does not fit with the one of McDonald (1991), who 
argues that it is disadvantageous that sponsorship is difficult to evaluate. The respondent 
claims that sports sponsorship is time consuming, but not perceive it as a drawback, since he 
is of the opinion that it is important to put effort into the sponsorship to gain any benefits from 
it. This is not in line with the statement by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who thinks that it is 
negative that sponsorship can be time consuming, as a lot of preparation and planning are 
needed. Finally, Mr. Nanne agrees that the impact and recall of the message decreases 
considerably after occasional events. Although, this is not perceived as disadvantageous for 
Åbro, as the brand does not engage in single events. Mr. Nanne’s statement does not support 
the theory by Bennett (1999), which implies that the fallen impact and recall of the message 
after an event are seen as negative for the sponsor. 
 
 
6.2 WITHIN-CASE ANALYSIS – HERRLJUNGA CIDER 
 
This section will start by revealing Herrljunga Cider’s objectives with sports sponsorship as 
compared to the theory. The selection criteria considered before the brand’s sponsorship 
involvement are then described and put side by side with Meenaghan’s (1983) sponsorship 
criteria. Subsequently, Herrljunga Cider’s sports sponsorship evaluation will be 
acknowledged, as well as how the brand perceives the advantages and disadvantages with 
sports sponsorship. The former will be analyzed against Meenaghan (1983), while the latter 
will be compared to different researchers brought up in the conceptual framework. The reason 
why Herrljunga Bryggeri AB is referred to as Herrljunga Cider is because we investigate the 
corporate brand used when sponsoring sports, which is not their entire company name. 

6.2.1 Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to Pope (1998), the sports sponsorship objectives can be divided into corporate-, 
marketing-, media-, and personal objectives. One of the main sports sponsorship objectives 
for Herrljunga Cider is, according to Mr. Branmark, to increase the visibility of the brand 
through television coverage, by sponsoring soccer teams in the top division, as well as teams 
in the major ice hockey league in Sweden. This is in accordance with Pope (1998), who states 
that one of five media objectives with sports sponsorship is to generate visibility. 
Furthermore, another objective is to market the brand at a local level, which is not mentioned 
in any theories brought up in the conceptual framework. Additionally, Herrljunga Cider 
engages in sports sponsorship to be marketed by sports teams in return for their support. This 
is not either brought up in any of the theories in our conceptualization. The respondent further 
thinks that another very significant objective with Herrljunga Cider’s sports sponsorship is to 
position the company’s brand, which also is mentioned in the theory among the marketing 
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objectives by Pope (1998). Finally, the Herrljunga Cider does not involve in sports 
sponsorship if it does not provide opportunities for repetitive exposure, which is an objective 
not stated in the theories used in our conceptual framework. 
 
Corporate Objectives 
According to Mr. Branmark, one of the main sports sponsorship objectives of Herrljunga 
Cider is to strengthen the brand by creating public awareness. This is in accordance with 
Shank (1999), who suggests that public awareness is one of the most central objectives for a 
company to fulfill. Another very significant objective that the respondent proposes is to 
improve the corporate brand image by creating trust between the brand and the sponsored. To 
improve company image is also a sports sponsorship objective mentioned by Pope (1998). 
Furthermore, the interviewee is of the opinion that it is very important to create a positive 
public perception. This corresponds with Mullin et al. (2000) and Meenaghan (1983), who 
claim that sponsorship can reinforce or change consumer’s perception of the company and its 
products. In addition, Mr. Branmark believes that one very significant sports sponsorship 
objective for Herrljunga Cider is to improve relations with the employees, which fits with the 
statement by Meenaghan (1983), who argues that the sponsorship’s ability to support 
employee relations is seen as a beneficial. The respondent also discusses the importance of 
competing with other companies/brands. The aim is to gain a repetitive exposure to influence 
the customers to buy the company’s products in front of the ones of their competitors. This 
has also been identified by Shank (1999), who states that a primary sponsorship objective is to 
meet competitive threats. The aim of getting a repetitive exposure is however not mentioned 
by the authors brought up in the conceptualization.  
 
The respondent points out the importance of being involved in the community at a local level 
to increase the visibility and awareness among the public. However, he is of opinion that the 
brand cannot be compared to the community engagement of larger firms, since Herrljunga 
Cider is a small company with few employees. Therefore, community involvement is seen as 
important, but not as one of the main objectives with Herrljunga Cider’s sports sponsorship. 
This is further corresponding with the theory by Pope (1998), which suggests that one of the 
corporate sports sponsorship objectives is community involvement.  
 
The interviewee states that the creation of financial relations is not included as a sports 
sponsorship objective of Herrljunga Cider. This does not fit with Pope’s (1998) theory, which 
mentions financial relations as a corporate sports sponsorship objective. The entertainment of 
customers is not either integrated as a sports sponsorship objective for Herrljunga Cider. The 
reason for this, according to Mr. Branmark, is that it is important to influence customers 
through repetitive exposure and to build relations with wholesales, but it does not have to be 
done in connection with sponsorship. This is not in accordance with Pope’s (1998) corporate 
sports sponsorship objectives, which includes the importance of client entertainment when 
engaging in sports sponsorship activities. Finally, the interviewee argues that it is not a 
corporate sports sponsorship objective for the brand to create relations with the government. 
This does not correspond with the statement by Pope (1998), who proposes that building 
government relations is a common objective when engaging in sports sponsorship. 
 
Marketing Objectives 
According to Mr. Branmark, one of Herrljunga’s main marketing objectives is to use sports 
sponsorship as a medium to reach its target market. This has also been identified by Pope 
(1998), who claims that one marketing objective with sports sponsorship is to reach the target 
market.  
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Additionally, the respondent perceives that it is important to increase sales when engaging in 
sports sponsorship, but this is not a main objective for Herrljunga Cider, as Mr. Branmark is 
of the opinion that sales increases naturally when involving in sports sponsorship. This has 
previously been recognized by Meenaghan (1983), who argues that it is only the marketing 
communication element personal selling that is able to actually sell, while sponsorship works 
as an assisting tool or a stimulus to increase the sales. The interviewee’s statement also 
corresponds with the idea of Shank (1999), who states that almost all sponsors have included 
increase sales, as one of their sports sponsorship objectives. 
 
The sports sponsorship objectives of Herrljunga Cider do not include building business 
relations, which is mentioned by Pope (1998) as one of the main marketing objectives when 
engaging in sports sponsorship. Furthermore, sampling is not perceived as a sports 
sponsorship objective, as the company never distributes samples of their products during 
sports events. Therefore, it does not match with the theory by Pope (1998), who states that 
sampling is one of the most important marketing objectives when involving in sports 
sponsorship.  
 
Media Objectives 
One significant media objective for Herrljunga Cider is to reach their specific target market. 
According to the respondent, a large part of the population in Sweden is interesting in sports 
and as the brand sponsors popular sports, they are able to reach a broad target audience. This 
corresponds with the idea of Pope (1998), who claims that target specificity is a common 
media objective when engaging in sports sponsorship. 
 
Furthermore, Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that it is important to gain publicity when 
involving in sports sponsorship. Although, this is not a main objective with Herrljunga 
Cider’s sports sponsorship, as the respondent perceives that sports sponsorship automatically 
creates publicity. According to Meenaghan (1983), one of the most important sports 
sponsorship objectives is to gain media coverage, and this is often the most important 
objective for firms in the tobacco and alcohol industry engaging in sports sponsorship. 
Comparing these two statements, there are some differences, as publicity is not regarded as 
one of the main objectives for Herrljunga Cider. 
 
According to the respondent, the brand does not engage in sports sponsorship to enhance their 
advertising campaigns, which is according to Pope (1998), one of the most common media 
objectives for firms with sports sponsorship involvement. Furthermore, the interviewee states 
that Herrljunga Cider’s sports sponsorship objectives do not either include avoiding clutter. 
Consequently, this is not corresponding with the theory by Pope (1998), which includes the 
avoidance of clutter as a sports sponsorship media objective.  
 
Personal Objectives 
Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that management interest gives direction for the brand’s sports 
sponsorship activities. Therefore, the management interest can be regarded as an important 
objective for Herrljunga Cider when engaging in sports sponsorship. This is in line with the 
statement by Meenaghan (1983), who claims that management interests in a sporting activity 
can influence the choice of using sponsorship as a promotional tool and what sports activities 
to involve in. 
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6.2.2 Sport Sponsorship Selection 
 
According to Mr. Branmark, one very important criterion when selecting a sport to sponsor is 
the opportunity of creating an image association between the corporate brand and the selected 
sport. Therefore, Herrljunga Cider does not choose sports where doping and drug abuse are 
common. The respondent argues that it is possible to gain a positive image association when 
engaging in “clean” sports, as the firm’s products only consist of natural raw materials. This 
has also been identified by Meenaghan (1983), who claims that companies, before the 
selection, have to be aware of the image of the event, the possible transfer of image from the 
event to the company, as well as the risk for negative effect when being associated with an 
event. Another criterion important to carefully consider when choosing a sports event or team 
to sponsor is, according to the interviewee, the opportunity for promotion. This criterion was 
not mentioned in any theories brought up in the conceptual framework. 
 
It is also important for the company that the event image is similar to the image of its 
products. Therefore, the brand only engages in “clean” sports to gain a positive association to 
its products. This has also been identified by Meenaghan (1983), who claims that this product 
image link is one of three types of different company/product compatibility that can exist. 
Furthermore, the respondent argues that it is very important to consider the sponsorship type 
when selecting a sport to sponsor. As it is costly to engage in sponsorship, it is significant that 
the company knows what they are going to be involved in. Herrljunga Cider decided to 
sponsor sports for the reasons mentioned above concerning objectives with sports 
sponsorship. Additionally, the firm is only engaging in existing events, as they are too small 
to be able to compete for the new popular events. Herrljunga Cider does not either sponsor 
occasional events, instead the aim is to create long-term commitments. It is important for the 
brand to conduct sponsorship activities throughout a whole year, therefore the seasonality is 
carefully considered when selecting sports to sponsor. These decisions concerning 
sponsorship type are also mentioned by Meenaghan (1983). Mr. Branmark is of the opinion 
that another very significant criterion to regard when selecting a sport is the risk for adverse 
publicity. He claims that Herrljunga Cider tries to circumvent sports that have encountered 
doping incidents. Instead, the firm strives for sponsoring “clean” sports to gain a positive 
association between the corporate brand and the sponsored sport. This is a criterion previously 
recognized by Meenaghan (1983), who points out the importance of carefully considering all 
dimensions of an event to avoid adverse publicity, for example by looking at the risk for 
inappropriate behavior among the participants. The author further argues that before selecting 
an event, the sponsor needs to regard the preferable association the company wants to create 
(Ibid). Furthermore, the interviewee states that the brand does not sponsor illegal sports, 
which is in accordance with Meenaghan’s (1983) theory, as it points out the importance of 
considering legal aspects when selecting a sport to sponsor.  
 
Mr. Branmark reveals that Herrljunga Cider considers the media coverage potential when 
sponsoring sports, especially when sponsoring a soccer team in the top division, which is in 
accordance with the theory by Meenaghan (1983), who states that media coverage is an 
important selection criterion to consider. The company does not that carefully reflect on the 
target audience coverage when selecting a sport to sponsor. However, Herrljunga Cider does 
not become involved in sports that have inappropriate target audiences. This is partly 
corresponding with Meenaghan (1983), who is of the opinion that sponsors have to consider 
the target audience coverage of events before making the selection. According to the 
respondent, Herrljunga Cider also considers the geographical coverage when selecting a sport 
to sponsor, as the aim is to sponsor both local and national teams. This is in line with the 
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statement by Meenaghan (1983), who asserts that sponsors have to investigate the 
geographical coverage of the target audience when selecting an event. Furthermore, Mr. 
Branmark states that it is preferable that the sponsored sport is popular, as one of Herrljunga 
Cider’s objectives is to generate visibility. This is in accordance with the theory by 
Meenaghan (1983), which emphasizes the importance of investigating the popularity of the 
event before making the selection.  
 
When selecting a sport to sponsor, Herrljunga Cider does not reflect on the ability of different 
sports to fulfill corporate objectives. This statement is not in accordance with the one of 
Meenaghan (1983), who argues that events can help companies to reach more than one of 
their objectives. Another selection criterion of no importance for the brand is the budget. This 
statement deviate from the theory by Meenaghan (1983), which includes the importance of 
considering the company budget compared with the costs of the event. As Herrljunga Cider is 
a small company, Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that it is difficult to meet customers face-to-
face. Therefore, guest hospitality is not a selection criterion considered, which is not in line 
with Meenaghan’s (1983) statement that sponsors need to consider the event’s opportunity to 
meet face-to-face with the target audience.  
 
Furthermore, Herrljunga Cider does not either regard executive preferences when selecting a 
sport to sponsor. This deviates from the theory by Meenaghan (1983), which concludes that 
the preferences and leisure interests of executives are often considered when selecting an 
event. Additionally, Herrljunga Cider does not choose sports teams or activities based on the 
knowledge among employees. This does not fit with the utterance by Meenaghan (1983), who 
argues that many sponsors believe that it have to exists at least one individual in the company 
with extensive knowledge in the chosen event. The respondent is also of the opinion that it is 
not important to be the only sponsor of a sport event, as Herrljunga Cider is too small to 
require it. According to Meenaghan (1983), this is not recommended by the Sports Council, as 
their report showed that corporate sponsorship seldom work out. Finally, the interviewee 
claims that the sports sponsorship selection does not depend on the organizations behind 
different sports activities. As Meenaghan (1983) discusses the significance of considering if 
the arrangers are able to manage the event properly, the statement of the interviewee does not 
correspond with the theory.  

6.2.3 Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
According to Mr. Branmark, Herrljunga Cider does not evaluate the effects of their 
involvement in sports sponsorship, as it is very difficult to measure. The statement deviates 
from the theory by Meenaghan (1983), which is of the opinion that all kinds of promotion, 
including sponsorship, have to be measurable, while it is a justification for continued usage. 
Earlier, Herrljunga Cider bought measurements on media coverage and its effects on sales 
from another firm, but was not convinced. Therefore, Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that it is 
insignificant to conduct sports sponsorship evaluation. 
 
The respondent further claims that it is impossible to measure the sports sponsorship’s effects 
on sales. This does not corresponds with the evaluation theories by Meenaghan (1983), which 
for example discusses the importance of measuring the sales effectiveness and media 
coverage of the sponsorship involvement. Finally, the interviewee reveals that Herrljunga 
Cider does not monitor feedback, which is according to Meenaghan (1983) very significant 
when evaluating sports sponsorship involvements. 
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6.2.4 Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
A huge advantage with sports sponsorship, according to the respondent, is that it creates 
awareness among customers concerning the company and its products. This corresponds with 
the theory by Kambitisis et al. (2002), which brings up that a positive association between the 
firm and the sport event will eventually lead to a change in the awareness, perception, and 
purchase behavior of the customers. Additionally, Mr. Branmark is of the opinion that one of 
the main advantages with sports sponsorship is that it creates visibility. When engaging in 
sports sponsorship, Herrljunga Cider has the requirement of being the only beverage brand 
that sponsors a specific sports event or team. Therefore, exclusivity of sports sponsorship is 
regarded as a very important advantage. This supports the theory by Jiffer and Roos (1999), 
which discusses the advantage of gaining exclusivity in a specific sponsorship area, and 
thereby be able to increase the visibility. According to the respondent, it is very advantageous 
that the brand’s sports sponsorship reaches the local customers, which is an advantage not 
brought up in any of the theories in our conceptualization.  
 
Mr. Branmark has the perception that it is very advantageous that sports sponsorship 
eliminates media noise. This is in accordance with Taranto (1998), who claims that it is 
positive that sponsorship is more successful in eliminating media clutter than other 
promotional methods. Furthermore, the interviewee is of the opinion that it is very 
advantageous if the sports sponsorship results in a customer preference for the firm’s products 
in front of the ones of their competitors. This is also the mentioned in the theory by Jiffer and 
Roos (1999), which includes that sponsorship may result in a preference among the target 
audience for the sponsor’s products. Finally, the respondent states that one of the main 
reasons for engaging in sports sponsorship is that it is difficult for the target audience to avoid 
the firm’s sponsorship, as the brand name is always visible during the sponsored sports 
events. Consequently, this is regarded as a vital advantage with sports sponsorship. This 
advantage has previously been recognized by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who claim that 
sponsorship is advantageous, since the target audience cannot escape from the message. 
 
According to Mr. Branmark, it is preferable if the brand gains a positive image as a result of 
their sports sponsorship. In addition, the respondent is of the opinion that it is advantageous if 
the sponsorship creates a positive association between the brand and the sponsored sport. This 
is in accordance with McDonald (1991), who argues that the company image is affected if 
there is an obvious synergy between the sponsor and the sponsored. Furthermore, the 
statement supports the theory by Jiffer and Roos (1999), which present that one of the main 
reasons for companies to involve in sponsorship is that it can create an association between 
the sponsored and the company or its products. Another perceived advantage with Herrljunga 
Cider’s sports sponsorship is that it creates internal motivation, as the employees recognize 
that the media brings attention to the brand. This statement partly corresponds with the one of 
Behrer and Larsson (1998), who suggest that it is advantageous that a company’s staff can be 
involved in the sponsored event, which often increases their motivation. However, none of the 
authors brought up in the conceptual framework mention that the internal motivation 
increases, as a result of that media brings attention to the brand when engaging in 
sponsorship. Furthermore, the respondent is of the opinion that it is beneficial that sports 
sponsorship creates goodwill for the corporate brand. This is also recognized by McDonald 
(1991), who states that goodwill can be created through sponsorship. The author further 
claims that people often approve sponsorship, since they perceive that the company takes a 
risk for a cause outside of itself (Ibid).  
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The possibility to use the same theme in diverse media when involving in sports sponsorship 
is also perceived as an advantage, according to the interviewee. This advantage has also been 
identified by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who believe that sponsorship can create a very strong 
effect, as the same theme can be used in different media. Furthermore, Mr. Branmark thinks 
that it is beneficial that sports sponsorship creates pride among the firm’s employees, which is 
in accordance with the statement by Jiffer and Roos (1999) that employees may feel proud of 
working for an organization involved in sponsorship. The respondent also argues that it is 
preferable if the company’s sports sponsorship creates publicity for the brand. This fits with 
the statement by Bennett (1999), who believes that sponsorship can be used to obtain a 
positive publicity for the company or its brands. The interviewee also perceives sports 
sponsorship as cost-effective compared to other promotional methods, which is in accordance 
with the theory by Bennett (1999).  
 
Mr. Branmark has difficulties in finding any specific disadvantages with Herrljunga Cider’s 
sports sponsorship. However, he claims that it is disadvantageous if the customers demand too 
much, for example by expecting to get game tickets for free. This is a disadvantage not 
mentioned in any of the theories in the conceptualization of this thesis. 
 
The respondent has never experienced the risk of gaining badwill when engaging in sports 
sponsorship. However, he reveals that it is disadvantageous if the firm gains a negative image 
as a result of the sponsorship involvement, but it all depends on what sports the brand chooses 
to sponsor. Consequently, Herrljunga Cider does not engage in sports where drug abuse or 
doping is common. This has also been identified by Jiffer and Roos (1999), who claim that 
sponsorship activities include badwill risks if they are ill performed.  
 
As Mr. Branmark never has experienced ambush marketing, this is not regarded as a 
disadvantage when involving in sports sponsorship. This statement deviates from the theory 
by Lee, Sandler, and Shani (1997), which suggests that ambush marketing is a threat to 
sponsors. Additionally, the firm has never experienced controversies and negative attitudes 
concerning the brand’s engagement in sports sponsorship. This is not in line with the 
statement by McDaniel and Mason (1999), who claims that the interest among the public has 
increased regarding alcohol’s negative effect on the society. The respondent disagrees that it 
is disadvantageous that sports sponsorship is not standardized. This is not in accordance with 
Behrer and Larsson (1998), who claim that it is a drawback that there are no standardized 
solutions when engaging in sponsorship. Furthermore, Mr. Branmark does not either think 
that it is negative that sports sponsorship is an inflexible promotional method, but rather 
believe that it can be an advantage, as it can develop the brand and its employees. This is not 
corresponding with Behrer and Larsson (1998), who state that it is quite uncomplicated to 
lengthen or increase an advertising campaign in contrast to a sponsorship involvement. 
Therefore, the authors perceive that it is disadvantageous that sponsorship is an inflexible 
promotional method (Ibid). 
 
The respondent does not either has the perception that it is unfavorable that sports sponsorship 
is difficult to evaluate, as he is of the opinion that one does not have to evaluate every 
promotional move. The perception does not fit with the one of McDonald (1991), who thinks 
that it is disadvantageous that sponsorship is difficult to evaluate. Moreover, Mr. Branmark 
does not perceive sports sponsorship as time consuming, which differs from the statement by 
Jiffer and Roos (1999), who thinks that sponsorship can be time consuming, as a lot of 
preparation and planning are needed. The interviewee does not either think that it is 
disadvantageous that sports sponsorship is a weak message carrier, as one of the firm’s 
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objectives is to expose the corporate brand name. This does not correspond with the theory by 
Jiffer and Roos (1999), which implies that it is a drawback that sponsorship is a weak 
message carrier, as it is often impossible to expose other things than the brand name or the 
company logo. Finally, the respondent does not agree that the impact and recall of the 
message diminish considerable after the sponsored event, as Herrljunga Cider does not 
sponsor occasional sporting events. This is not in line with the statement by Bennett (1999), 
who argues that the fallen impact and recall of the message after an event are seen as negative 
for the sponsor. 
 
 
6.3 WITHIN-CASE ANALYSIS – LAPIN KULTA 
 
This section of the analysis discusses and compares Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship 
objectives with Pope’s (1998) suggestion, as well as describes the brand’s sports sponsorship 
selection as compared to the theory. Moreover, Lapin Kulta’s evaluation of the sports 
sponsorship effectiveness is analyzed against Meenaghan’s (1983) evaluation methods, and 
finally the perceived advantages and disadvantages with the brand’s sports sponsorship 
involvement is put side by side with the theories in the conceptual framework. 

6.3.1 Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
Pope (1998) brings up corporate-, marketing-, media-, and personal objective as the four main 
objectives for sports sponsorship involvement. However, although Lapin Kulta is part of a 
larger company it has its own objectives. Therefore the objectives are set from the brand’s 
perspective, and the brand objectives will be regarded as equivalent to the corporate 
objectives and consequently the corporate objectives will be replaced with brand objectives. 
 
The overall objective for Lapin Kulta is to support and build a positive brand image, which 
also is an objective suggested by Mullin et al. (2000) and is part of Pope’s (1998) corporate 
objectives. Other central objectives that Mr. Veijola discusses are sales connected to the 
sponsorship and the importance of being an active member of the community. This 
corresponds with Pope’s (1998) marketing objective of increasing sales and his corporate 
objective, community involvement.  
 
Corporate Objectives 
According to the respondent, one of the main objectives for Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship 
involvement is to increase the public awareness of the brand. This is in accordance with 
Mullin et al. (2000), who claims that sponsorship is used as a way to enhance the awareness 
of a company and its products. Furthermore, Mullin et al. (2000) indicate that sponsorship can 
create image association and image transfer and this is also an objective perceived as very 
important by Mr. Veijola. Nevertheless, contradictory to Pope (1998), the respondent means 
that it is the brand image, and not the corporate image, that is regarded as one of Lapin 
Kulta’s foremost objectives. Public perception is another major objective that the interviewee 
recognizes for the brand’s sponsorship involvement, and this is in accordance with Pope 
(1998), who implies that public perception is one of the corporate objectives. The community 
involvement is perceived as very important for Lapin Kulta, since the communities in Lapland 
are small and sponsorship engagements are appreciated. This is in line with Pope’s (1998) 
theory, which suggests that one sports sponsorship objective is community involvement.  
Another important objective that is regarded before the brand engages in sporting events is the 
threat from other competitors. This correlates relatively well with Shank’s (1999) perception 
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of competitive threats being a primary objective for sponsorship involvement, although the 
objective is not the most important for Lapin Kulta. 
 
Pope (1998) further suggests that financial relations is an objective for sponsorship 
involvement. However, Lapin Kulta does not consider this as an objective, since it is handled 
through other means. Additionally, more contradictions to Pope’s (1998) theory were found, 
as no objectives are set for client entertainment and government relations. Lastly, the 
respondent did not either identify Pope’s (1998) employee relations as an objective, since 
improved employee relations are not perceived as helping the sales of the brand. 
 
Marketing Objectives 
The respondent implies that the brand positioning of Lapin Kulta as well as increased sales 
connected to the sponsorship are of great importance for the brand. These objectives are also 
set up in the framework and match Pope’s (1998) theory very well. Moreover, the interviewee 
suggests that it is significant to choose a sport that attracts and reaches the target market, 
which also has been identified as a marketing objective by Pope (1998).  
 
In conflict with what Pope (1998) suggests, Mr. Veijola means that business relations are not 
an objective for Lapin Kulta, since these relations are handled through other means. 
Furthermore, the brand does not involve in sponsorship for the reason of distributing samples, 
since Lapin Kulta is an alcoholic beverage and distributing the product is illegal. 
Consequently, this contradicts Pope’s (1998) statement regarding the sampling objective. 
 
Media Objectives 
For Lapin Kulta, generating visibility and publicity are crucial objectives, since the company 
partly pays for these media objectives and partly receives connected media coverage that goes 
with the sponsorship. This supports the theory, since both Pope (1998) and Meenaghan (1983) 
points out that generating visibility and generating publicity are common sponsorship 
objectives. Another main objective for Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship involvement is to enhance 
advertising campaigns. By connecting different promotional tools to a specific sport, the 
brand’s promotion can be reinforced. According to Pope (1998), this is a significant objective 
for sports sponsorship involvement, and consequently the findings correspond with the theory. 
Target specificity is the last media objective considered as very essential for Lapin Kulta. The 
sports sponsorship involvements and especially the brand’s own challenges and competitions 
are aimed for specific target markets, which also corresponds with Pope’s (1998) proposition.  
 
Lapin Kulta, however, does not have any stated objectives regarding the sponsorship’s ability 
to avoid clutter. The interviewee considers it like an advantage rather than an objective, and 
therefore it is not used in the way Pope (1998) suggests. 
 
Personal Objectives 
According to Mr. Veijola, management interest is not one of the main objectives for Lapin 
Kulta. Nevertheless, sometimes management interest in a sport can facilitate personal 
relations, and influence the sponsorship deal and the selection of what sport Lapin Kulta 
should sponsor. As a result, this fits fairly well with Pope (1998), who implies that 
management interest is a personal objective for sports sponsorships. 
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6.3.2 Sport Sponsorship Selection 
 
The most vital criteria for Lapin Kulta when selecting a sport to sponsor are what the 
agreements surrounding the sport include and what benefits the brand can gain from 
sponsoring the sports activity. This can be regarded as an overall selection criterion that is 
comparable to some of Meenaghan’s (1983) more specific criteria. The demographics, such as 
the age of the audience, are also recognized as main criteria for Lapin Kulta, which fits well 
with the criterion of target audience coverage suggested in the framework. The popularity of 
the sports event, the growth of the sport, as well as the media attention that the sport and the 
brand receive are also regarded as crucial criteria for Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship 
selection. This implies a good match with Meenaghan’s (1983) theory, suggesting popularity 
of an event and media coverage potential as significant criteria for sponsorship selection. 
 
Considering the other criteria when selecting a sport, the respondent identified the image 
association potential of the particular sponsorship to be very significant. This is because the 
sport ought to reflect how Lapin Kulta should be perceived, which also is suggested 
Meenaghan (1983), who claims that an image transfer is possible from the event to the 
sponsor. Another criterion brought up in the theory is the media coverage potential, which is 
regarded as very significant for the brand’s sponsorship selection, as Lapin Kulta desires it in 
return for the sports sponsorship involvement. Consequently the data is found to match the 
theory. Regarding the target audience coverage, the respondent claims that since this variable 
also is an objective for the sports sponsorship involvement, it also is an important criterion for 
Lapin Kulta’s sports selection. The conceptual framework also brings up this criteria as 
important, thus data and theory corresponds. Moreover, the organization of the sponsored 
activity is considered as a very important criterion when selecting a sport to sponsor, and as a 
result the findings corresponds with Meenaghan’s (1983) theory. However, Lapin Kulta 
organizes most of its activities and therefore no outsiders have to be trusted. The legal aspects 
of a sports sponsorship involvement are also crucial for the brand and carefully considered 
before selecting a sport, which also has been identified by Meenaghan (1983). Further, 
regarding Meenaghan’s (1983) stated criterion of popularity, the respondent agrees that it is 
one of the main criteria for Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship selection. 
 
Meenaghan’s (1983) suggestion that a sport must be chosen on the basis that it has the ability 
to fulfill objectives is clearly identified by the respondent, as specific objectives are set with 
each sponsored activity. Mr. Veijola further claims that there is no reason of getting involved 
in sponsorship if the objectives cannot be fulfilled. The funding requirement is perceived as 
equally important for Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship involvement. The interviewee asserts that the 
total expenses of sponsorship easily exceed the contracts, and therefore the costs should be 
considered. This has also been recognized by Meenaghan (1983), who argues that the total 
costs for an event should be compared to the budget of the company. Another criterion that 
the interviewee regards as significant for the brand’s sports sponsorship selection is the 
opportunity for guest hospitality, which also correlates with Meenaghan’s (1983) proposition. 
According to Meenaghan (1983), another criterion of importance deals with the executive 
preferences, which also has been recognized to be used to some extent for Lapin Kulta’s 
selection. Furthermore, in accordance with what Meenaghan (1983) suggests, the 
geographical coverage of a sports activity is considered for the brand’s sports selection, since 
the respondent perceives it as positive to be involved in different geographical levels. In line 
with the theory in the framework, the sponsorship type is regarded as essential for Lapin 
Kulta’s sponsorship selection, since it affects the company’s expenditures. Meenaghan (1983) 
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further propose that it is important to be the only sponsor of an event, and therefore suggests 
solus position as a selection criterion. For Lapin Kulta, it is preferable to have solus position, 
although the respondent admits that it is not very usual. Instead, the brand has created its own 
events to hinder competitors from sponsoring the same activities. Consequently, a link 
between the findings and the previous studies can be identified. 
 
The same cannot be stated regarding Meenaghan’s (1983) criteria of sponsorship choice and 
company/product compatibility. The respondent claims that it could be argued whether or not 
it is appropriate to combine sports activities with beer consumption. Thus, the product Lapin 
Kulta is never comprised with sports and the criterion is not regarded when selecting a sport 
to sponsor. Moreover, divergently from Meenaghan (1983), the respondent finds the staff 
knowledge of the proposed sponsorship not important at all when selecting a sport. Lastly, the 
possibility for adverse publicity is not either considered for Lapin Kulta’s selection of 
sponsorship. According to Mr. Veijola, a brand should not leave a sport or be hindered to 
select a sport that has encountered adverse publicity, which contradicts Meenaghan’s (1983) 
proposition. 

6.3.3 Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
When evaluating the sports sponsorship effectiveness for Lapin Kulta, Mr. Veijola explains 
that the company purchases the media investigations that show how much visibility the brand 
has received in different media, such as television-, press-, and radio coverage. This correlates 
perfectly with the measuring of media coverage that Meenaghan (1983) suggests. Moreover, 
Lapin Kulta conducts telephone interviews every week in order to investigate the brand 
situation. During these, questions regarding the sports sponsorship are sometimes added, in 
order to determine the sponsorship’s communication effectiveness. This is also in line with 
Meenaghan’s (1983) theory, which implies that measurements of the communication 
effectiveness can be conducted through measuring the awareness, the recall, attitude surveys, 
psychological measurement, and sort and count. 
 
When discussing the other evaluation methods, the respondent was of the opinion that it is 
quite difficult to measure the sales effectiveness, such as direct measurement, on brands like 
Lapin Kulta that sell enormous quantities, and therefore it is not a measure employed. This 
contradicts Meenaghan (1983), who considers that the measurement of sales effectiveness is 
appropriate to use when evaluating sponsorships. Concerning, Meenaghan’s (1983) 
proposition of measuring the continuing appropriateness, the interviewee states that the 
audience level, as well as the extent of media coverage is incorporated in the purchased 
measurements, whereas the market perception is included in the weekly telephone interviews. 
As a result, a match is detected between the collected data and the theory proposed in the 
framework. The feedback for Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship involvement is monitored by 
discussions within the company and with the company that conducts the different sponsorship 
measurements, in order to identify the communications effectiveness and the received media 
coverage.  This is in accordance with the proposition by Meenaghan (1983), who points out 
that the feedback should be provided by different audiences, depending on the sponsorship 
objectives. Lapin Kulta’s costs are then compared to the benefits of the sponsorship, which 
implies that the findings fit quite well to Meenaghan’s (1983) suggested theory. 
 
Further, the respondent argues that there is no time to evaluate every sponsorship that the 
brand sponsors. The evaluation of Lapin Kulta’s sponsorship is, however, mostly conducted 
after the sports event takes place, which also is what the authors (Bennett, 1999; Quester & 
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Farrelly, 1998; McCook, Turko, & Riley, 1998; and Parker, 1991) recommend. Nonetheless, 
contradictory to the authors’ (Ibid) suggestion, the interviewee claims that there are no 
evaluations prior to Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship involvement. Regarding the evaluations 
during a sports event, Mr. Veijola is of the opinion that it is impossible to gather 
measurements right away, since the statistics take approximately two weeks to collect and the 
sponsorship by then often is completed. This argument fits fairly well to Parker’s (1991) 
belief, since the author does not support sponsorship evaluations during the sports event. 

6.3.4 Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
The most significant advantage perceived with Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship is that it can, 
under specific circumstances, and by sponsoring a sport with the right characteristics, support 
and/or build the brand. This correlates perfectly with McDonald (1991), who suggest that an 
association between a sponsor and an event can enhance the products’ image. 
 
With reference to the other advantages brought up in the conceptual framework, Mr. Veijola 
suggests that increasing the public awareness as well as influence the customers’ preferences 
are very significant advantages for the brand, while these also are objectives for Lapin Kulta’s 
sports sponsorship involvement. This is thus in conformity with Jiffer and Roos (1999) 
suggested advantages. Goodwill is regarded as another great advantage for the brand’s 
engagement in sports, since Lapin Kulta’s engagement in the community yields this benefit. 
McDonald (1991) has also identified this advantage and consequently the empirical findings 
correlates with the theory. Jiffer and Roos’ (1999) perceived advantage of having the same 
theme in different media and thereby increase the sponsor’s visibility, is also viewed as a 
benefit for Lapin Kulta, since one of the brand’s main objectives is to create visibility. This 
goes hand in hand with Bennett’s (1999) suggestion that sports sponsorships have the ability 
to create publicity, which in regarded as yet another essential benefit for the brand, as it also 
generates visibility for Lapin Kulta. 
 
Mr. Veijola’s perception is further that sports sponsorship can help eliminating media noise 
for Lapin Kulta’s promotion, which is in line with Taranto’s (1998) suggestion that 
sponsoring of events is more successful in eliminating media clutter than other forms of 
promotion. Moreover, the respondent believes that internal motivation can be achieved by 
Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship, which implies another benefit for the brand. This is also 
recognized by Behrer and Larsson (1998) and therefore the data is seen as corresponding with 
the theory. An additional match is found, while the sponsorship’s ability to create pride, as 
proposed by Jiffer and Roos (1999), also is identified as an advantage with Lapin Kulta’s 
sports engagement. According to Jiffer and Roos (1999), it is more difficult for the target 
audience to avoid a promotion through sponsorship compared to traditional advertising. This 
corresponds with the respondent’s view, since he perceives one advantage with Lapin Kulta’s 
sponsorship to be that it is difficult to avoid for the target audience.  
 
Nevertheless, sponsoring sports is not recognized to be a cost-effective method for Lapin 
Kulta, since the effectiveness of sponsorship is perceived as difficult to measure. As a result, 
the variable is not classified as an advantage for the brand that implies a mismatch with the 
proposed theory presented by Bennett (1999), which suggests that sponsorship is a cost-
effective method.  
 
Regarding the disadvantages of sports sponsorship, Mr. Veijola primarily discusses the 
controversy of beer brands sponsoring sports to be Lapin Kulta’s main disadvantage. This has 
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also been identified by McDaniel and Mason (1999), who argue that alcohol products that 
sponsor sports events regularly face controversies and negative attitudes, due to people’s 
increased interest regarding the alcohol’s negative effect on society. 
 
As for the disadvantages presented in the conceptual framework, the respondent is of the 
believe that sponsorships are extremely time-consuming, which implies a significant 
disadvantage for the brand’s sports sponsorship involvement. This is in accordance with Jiffer 
and Roos (1999), who claim that sponsorships usually are very time-consuming, and therefore 
require lots of planning and preparation. The risk for badwill is regarded as an important 
disadvantage for Lapin Kulta as well, since there always are people offended of alcohol 
brands sponsoring sports event. Jiffer and Roos (1999) have also acknowledged the badwill 
risk, which suggests that a link is found between the empirical data and the theory.  
 
The disadvantage of sponsorships not being standardized is further perceived as a drawback 
for Lapin Kulta, since the respondent claims that the activities that the brand engages in are 
not very standardized. This fits very well with Behrer and Larsson’s (1998) theory set up in 
the conceptual framework. Concerning the difficulties to evaluate the sponsorship effects, as 
proposed by McDonald (1991), the respondent admits that it is disadvantageous for the 
brand’s sponsorship engagement, since he perceives sponsorships to be harder to evaluate 
than regular promotion. Additionally, in contrast to traditional advertising, sponsorship is 
regarded as a weak message carrier for Lapin Kulta, which also is discerned by Jiffer and 
Roos (1999) to be a common disadvantage for sponsorship involvements. 
 
Ambush marketing has not been considered as a disadvantage for Lapin Kulta, and therefore 
the factor has not either affected the decisions regarding the brand’s sports sponsorship 
engagement. This statement contradicts McDonald’s (1991) as well as Lee et al.’s (1997) 
theories, which argue that ambush marketing is a threat to sponsors. Moreover, as Lapin Kulta 
mostly sponsor its own events, inflexibility has not been perceived as a problem at all for the 
brand’s sponsorship. Behrer and Larsson (1998), however, consider sponsorships inflexible, 
which implies that the data diverges from the conceptualization. Fallen impact and recall of 
the message are finally not considered as disadvantageous for Lapin Kulta, since the brand is 
involved in different sporting events during the whole year. Consequently, a mismatch is 
identified between the case and Bennett’s (1999) proposition. 
 
 
6.4 WITHIN-CASE ANALYSIS – KOFF 
 
KOFF’s objectives with sports sponsorship will in this section be analyzed against Pope’s 
(1998) theory. Furthermore, the brand’s sports selection criteria will be described and 
compared to Meenaghan’s (1983) proposition. Thereafter, KOFF’s sports sponsorship 
evaluation will be weighted against Meenaghan’s (1983) evaluation methods. Lastly, the 
advantages and disadvantages perceived with KOFF’s sports sponsorship engagement are put 
side by side with the theories in the conceptualization. 

6.4.1 Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
As indicated by Pope (1998), there are four different sets of objectives for companies 
involved in sports sponsorship: corporate-, marketing-, media-, and personal objectives. The 
corporate related objectives are nevertheless not relevant for KOFF, since KOFF is a brand 
owned by a larger company. The corporate related objectives will be considered as suiting 
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brands as well. The objectives with the brand will consequently be regarded as comparable to 
the corporate objectives. 
 
KOFF’s most important objective with sports sponsorship is to support the brand image, by 
sponsoring sports that transfer a positive image to the brand. This is an objective supported by 
the theories in the framework, since it has been recognized as one of Pope’s (1998) corporate 
objectives. Additionally, another vital objective for KOFF is to sponsor sports in order to 
create visibility, which also has been identified among Pope’s (1998) media objectives.  
 
Corporate Objectives 
Mr. Tennila does not perceive the corporate image to be significant when engaging in sports 
sponsorship. Nevertheless, the brand image is considered as a very significant objective when 
sponsoring sports. As the respondent regards the brand to be a corporation on its own, the 
conclusion is that the empirical findings are in conformity with Pope’s (1998) theory. Another 
objective proposed by many authors in the conceptual framework is public awareness. For 
KOFF, public awareness was formerly considered a very important objective. Today it is 
considered as significant, although the importance has decreased to some extent. 
Nevertheless, since it still is recognized and employed by the brand, a good relation is 
identified between the data and the theory. Public perception is also essential for KOFF, as the 
company desires the brand to be perceived in a positive way. This is in line with Pope’s 
(1998) proposal, which suggests that public perception is an important corporate objective. 
Although, community involvement is not identified as one of KOFF’s main objectives with 
sports sponsorship, it still is acknowledged, which suggest that it fits fairly well with the 
theories set up in the framework. The brand has client entertainment as an objective when 
engaging in sports sponsorship. Thus, the objective matches Pope’s (1998) suggestion. 
Nevertheless, although client entertainment is an objective for KOFF, the respondent still 
admits that it was a more significant objective in the past, when it was unusual for companies 
to bring their customers to games. The last corporate objective considered as imperative for 
KOFF is to compete with other companies, which also is recognized by Pope (1998). 
 
In conflict with what Pope (1998) suggests, KOFF has no objectives of creating financial or 
governmental relations when engaging in sports sponsorship, while these relations are 
handled through other means. Finally, the respondent considers employee relations to be an 
advantage for the sports sponsorship involvement. However, since this variable is not 
regarded as an objective, it does not correspond with the theory suggested in the conceptual 
framework. 
 
Marketing Objectives 
KOFF’s most significant marketing objective is brand positioning. Although it was more vital 
in the past, it is still very important today. This is in accordance with the theoretical strategy 
that proposes that brand positioning is an essential objective for sports sponsorship 
involvement. Pope (1998) further claims that reaching target markets is yet another objective 
for sponsors. The respondent admits that this is an objective for KOFF, while sports 
sponsorship helps reaching the brand’s target audience that consists of men from 25 to 40 
years of age, presumably interested in sports events. Thus, a good correlation is found 
between the findings and the theory. 
 
KOFF has not involved in sport sponsorship with the purpose of creating business relations, 
thus Pope’s (1998) objective has not been pursued by the brand. Regarding the objective of 
increasing sales, the respondent is of the opinion that KOFF had sales objectives in the 
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beginning of the sponsorship involvement. Today, however, there are no such objectives with 
the brand’s engagement in sports. Since this objective is not used, no connection is identified 
linking the empirical data to the theory. Another objective proposed by Pope (1998) that is 
brought up in the conceptual framework is the objective of sampling. However, contradictory 
to the author’s suggestion, the objective is not utilized by the brand, since the distribution of 
beer samples is illegal. 
 
Media Objectives 
Although, the respondent claims that negative publicity or too much publicity can hurt a 
brand’s image, he still identifies the media objectives of generating visibility and generating 
publicity, as two of the main objectives for KOFF’s sponsorship involvement. According to 
Pope (1998) and Meenaghan (1983), these objectives are common when involving in 
sponsorships. Moreover, the objective of target specificity, as suggested by Pope (1998) is 
clearly recognized to be of high importance for KOFF. 
 
In conflict with Pope (1998), KOFF has no objectives of enhancing advertising campaigns 
through sports sponsorship involvements. Nonetheless, Mr. Tennila agrees that it, in some 
cases, could be a significant objective when engaging is sports. As for the last media objective 
of avoiding clutter, KOFF contradicts Pope’s (1998) suggestion brought up in the framework. 
The sponsorship’s ability to avoid clutter is merely perceived as an advantage, and not as an 
objective for the brand. 
 
Personal Objectives 
Regarding the management interest in a sport, the respondent is of the opinion that it could 
have some significance for KOFF’s sponsorship involvement, and consequently this matches 
Pope’s (1998) theory concerning personal objectives.  

6.4.2 Sport Sponsorship Selection 
 
One of the most important criteria identified for KOFF’s sports sponsorship selection is the 
target market of the sport, that is, the customers interested in the sport. This is also recognized 
by Meenaghan (1983), since he perceives the target audience coverage and the popularity of 
an event to be important criteria for sponsorship selection. The popularity of the sports 
activity is imperative for KOFF’s sports selection, since this criterion is perceived as 
increasing the media coverage, which in turn creates more publicity and visibility. Moreover, 
the respondent considers the publicity of an event to be greatly significant, which suggests a 
fairly good correspondence with the criterion of media coverage potential, as proposed by 
Meenaghan (1983). Finally, the last major criterion identified among KOFF’s sports 
sponsorship criteria is the image of the sport, since the respondent believes that sports can 
transfer a positive image to the company. This also correlates with the criterion of image 
association potential brought up in the conceptualization, and consequently a match is found 
between data and the theory. 
 
Moreover, there is a match between Meenaghan’s (1983) suggestion that there should be 
company/product compatibility, and Mr. Tennila’s statement that similarities between the 
sport and the brand is a very important criteria for KOFF’s sponsorship selection. The funding 
requirement is further perceived to be of major significance for the brand’s selection, 
consequently a good correlation between this criterion gathered from the empirical data and 
the previous research is thus discerned. The respondent additionally emphasizes that the 
sponsorship type is another crucial criterion for sports selection, since it affects the budget, 
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and hence relates to Meenaghan’s (1983) proposal. Another imperative criterion brought up 
by Meenaghan (1983) is solus position. Mr. Tennila agrees that it is a preferable criterion, but 
states that it is not realistic to be the only sponsor of a sport. Instead, it is very significant for 
KOFF to be the main sponsor of the sport activities and consequently the brand bases the 
sports sponsorship selection on this variable. As for the preceding criteria, the respondent 
finds the possibility for adverse publicity to be a major criterion when selecting sports to 
sponsor, which is in line with Meenaghan’s (1983) statement, brought up in the conceptual 
framework. 
 
Besides these selection criteria, Mr. Tennila also perceives a sports ability to fulfill objectives 
as an essential criterion. KOFF would never select and/or engage in a sponsorship that could 
not fulfill the brand’s objectives. Thus, the collected data fits fairly well with Meenaghan’s 
(1983) argument. As pointed out by Meenaghan (1983), KOFF considers the opportunities for 
guest hospitality as relatively important, which suggest a quite good match between these. 
Furthermore, in line with what Meenaghan (1983) states, the respondent regards the executive 
preference to have certain influence on the sports selection. The geographical coverage of the 
defined audience, as proposed in the theory, is also essential for KOFF, who primarily focuses 
its sports sponsorship in the Helsinki area. Regarding Meenaghan’s (1983) suggestion that the 
staff knowledge of the proposed sponsorship must be considered, the respondent is divided. In 
general, staff knowledge is not considered as essential for KOFF’s sports sponsorship 
selection. However, the interviewee claims that some key employees that will be involved in 
sponsorship must have some knowledge of and understanding for the sport. Consequently 
staff knowledge is still regarded to some extent when selecting a sport, which somewhat 
matches the theory. The organization of the sponsored activity is also regarded before 
choosing a sport to sponsor, and therefore it is in accordance with Meenaghan’s (1983) 
proposition, although the respondent claims that it does not have a major significance for the 
sponsorship selection. Legal aspects are, according to the interviewee, recognized as 
increasingly important, since many factors, such as under-aged publicity, have to be regarded. 
As a result, legal aspects are essential for KOFF’s sponsorship selection, which is in 
conformity with Meenaghan’s (1983) suggestion.  
 
Divergently from what Meenaghan (1983) suggests, KOFF does not consider the media 
coverage potential of a sports sponsorship. Mr. Tennila asserts that the brand receives plenty 
of media coverage anyway, because of KOFF’s large media and advertising budgets. 

6.4.3 Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
KOFF’s evaluation of sports sponsorship is conducted by purchased media investigations. 
The evaluation, which includes the media visibility in television, radio, and print, is according 
to the respondent, perceived to be the simplest method to use when evaluating the 
sponsorship’s effectiveness. This has also been identified by Meenaghan (1983) who argues 
that measuring of media coverage resulting from sponsorship involvement is a frequently 
used evaluation method, perceived as practicable.  
 
Moreover, regarding the measuring of sales effectiveness, as suggested by Meenaghan (1983), 
Mr. Tennila is of the opinion that it is impossible to measure the sponsorship effectiveness 
through direct measurements. Furthermore, the sales are not perceived to be affected by a 
sponsorship involvement, since KOFF has an all-year-round agreement with the sports, hence 
econometric analysis as well as controlled experiments are not either employed. This indicates 
that the findings mismatch the proposed theory. None of the variables to measure the 
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communications’ effectiveness are either used by KOFF, since these methods previously were 
utilized without success, which therefore disagrees with Meenaghan’s (1983) suggestion. In 
regards to the measuring of continuing appropriateness, KOFF fits fairly well to the theory, 
since the three proposed techniques suggested by Meenaghan (1983) are utilized to measure 
the sponsorship involvement. Except from the purchased measurements, the company does 
not conduct any standardized monitoring of KOFF’s feedback. Nevertheless, the respondent 
points out that all feedback received, by for example the Internet, is carefully considered, 
which to some extent matches Meenaghan’s (1983) proposition. The visibility that KOFF 
gains from the sponsorship involvement is finally compared to the money invested in the 
actual sponsorship, as described in the theory. 

6.4.4 Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
Regarding the perceived advantages of sports sponsorship, Mr. Tennila recognizes three main 
advantages for KOFF’s sponsorship of sports. The first is that it creates media visibility, 
which is in accordance with the theory by Jiffer and Roos (1999), which discusses the 
advantage of gaining exclusivity in a specific sponsorship area, and thereby be able to 
increase the visibility. The respondent agrees and finds exclusivity as very beneficial for 
KOFF, while the brand diminishes its competition by only involving as the main sponsor of 
different sports. The second is that it builds an image association for KOFF, and the 
respondent argues that receiving the right association out of the sport can enhance the brand 
image, which is positive as the brand is exposed to a lot of visibility during sports sponsorship 
involvements. This advantage is in line with McDonald (1991), who suggests that a clear 
synergy between the sponsor and the activity can enhance the company and product image. 
The third, and final advantage that is considered to be vital for KOFF is the possibility to 
reach a specific target market that generally consist of large beer consumers. The theories in 
the conceptual framework do, however, not bring up this variable, and consequently the 
findings are not perceived as matching the theory. 
 
Considering the other advantages discussed in the conceptual framework, the sponsorship’s 
ability to eliminate media noise is considered very advantageous for KOFF, which implies 
that the case is in accordance with Taranto’s (1998) suggestion. Although, the respondent 
claims that too extensive media coverage can hurt the brand and its image, he still argues that 
moderate publicity is regarded as very significant for the brand. Bennett (1999) has also 
identified this benefit, and that sponsorship can be used to obtain positive publicity. 
 
To generate awareness, as suggested by Jiffer and Roos (1999), has further been distinguished 
as beneficial for KOFF, even if Mr. Tennila states that it was observed to be more 
advantageous in the past. The sponsorship’s capacity of influencing the customers’ 
preferences is also seen as an advantage for the brand, which suggest yet another good 
correlation with the theory. One of KOFF’s main objectives is to generate visibility and 
therefore the advantage of having the same theme in different media, which is perceived by 
Jiffer and Roos (1999) as enhancing the sponsorship message, is significant for the brand. 
Another match is found between the brand and Jiffer and Roos (1999), regarding the 
sponsorship’s ability to create pride, since both the respondent and the authors (Ibid) 
identified the advantage. The last factor that is considered to be an advantage for KOFF’s 
sports sponsorship is that the promotion through sponsorship is difficult to avoid for the target 
audience, which also corresponds with Jiffer and Roos’ (1999) theory. Nonetheless, Mr. 
Tennila argues that too much visibility can be negative for the brand, as customers get tired of 
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the promotion. This is, however, not included in Jiffer and Roos’ (1999) proposition, which 
suggests that it is advantageous that the audience cannot escape from the promoted message. 
 
Contradictory to Behrer and Larsson’s (1998) suggestion, that sponsorship achieves internal 
motivation by involving the staff, the respondent did not perceive internal motivation as an 
advantage for KOFF’s sports sponsorship. Moreover, Mr. Tennila does not believe that the 
benefit of goodwill is applicable for the brand’s engagement in sports, which was proposed as 
an advantage by McDonald (1991) and thus, data was found to mismatch the theory. Finally, 
the respondent is hesitant regarding sponsorships being cost-effective promotional methods, 
nevertheless he does not classify it as a clear advantage, and consequently no link is perceived 
between the case and Bennett’s (1999) proposal.  
 
When it comes to the disadvantages of sports sponsorship, Mr. Tennila identifies especially 
two major weaknesses. Firstly, negative publicity as a result of unfavorable behavior by the 
sponsored team is perceived as able to generate a negative image association for the brand. 
Jiffer and Roos (1999) also recognize the badwill risk to be a disadvantage, and thus the 
empirical findings and the theory correlates. The other major drawback of KOFF’s sports 
sponsorship is viewed to be the strong association that the brand has to Helsinki, and which 
can be perceived as if the brand concentrates only on the Helsinki area and overlooks the rest 
of the market. This factor is however not included in the conceptual framework and therefore 
no matches can be found with the theory. 
 
Among the disadvantages brought up in the theory, the respondent recognized the 
controversies and negative attitudes surrounding brewing firms’ engagement in sports as 
creating increasing difficulties for KOFF. Consequently, Mr. Tennila regards this 
disadvantage as a significant drawback, which is in line with McDaniel and Mason (1999), 
who suggest that the brewing industry will soon face restrictions associated to sports 
sponsorship, because of increasing controversies surrounding alcoholic beverages’ 
sponsorships of sports. Behrer and Larsson’s (1999) perceived disadvantage of sponsorships 
not being standardized is also viewed as a major drawback for KOFF’s sports sponsorship 
involvement, since Mr. Tennila argues that it is difficult to know what benefits a sponsorship 
will involve. The inflexibility of sponsorships is also regarded as a noteworthy disadvantage 
for KOFF, while the respondent claims that it is impossible to control such involvements. 
Behrer and Larsson (1998) distinguish the disadvantage of sponsorships being inflexible as 
well, which implies a good correlation between data and theory. McDonald’s (1991) 
statement regarding the difficulty to evaluate sponsorships, is yet another significant 
disadvantage observed with KOFF’s sports sponsorship involvement. 
 
According to Jiffer and Roos (1999), sponsorships can be very time-consuming, thus 
requiring a lot of planning and preparation. The respondent agrees with this statement, but 
further states that sports sponsorship is an important promotional tool, and consequently the 
time spent on them is regarded as moderately disadvantageous. Another disadvantage 
discerned with KOFF’s sports sponsorship engagement is sponsorships being weak message 
carriers. This fits fairly well with Jiffer and Roos (1999), who discuss that sponsorship often 
are weak message carrier, since it seldom is possible to expose anything else than the brand 
name.   
 
In contrast to McDonald’s (1991) and Lee et al.’s (1997) concern regarding the risk of 
ambush marketing, and even if the respondent is conscious of the phenomenon and has seen it 
during different sponsorships, the disadvantage of ambush marketing is not recognized as 
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being a difficulty for KOFF. Furthermore, the long cooperation between KOFF and the sports 
it sponsors is seen as creating a cumulative recognition for the brand, which contradicts 
Bennett’s (1999) disadvantage, which suggest a fallen impact and recall of the message 
almost directly after the sponsorship involvement. 
 
 
6.5 CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 
 
This section compares the investigated cases of our research, based on theories in the 
conceptual framework and outlined by the order of the research questions. 

6.5.1 Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 

Based on Pope’s (1998) theory, the respondent’s answers concerning sports sponsorship 
objectives will be compared. The answers will be presented next to each other in order to 
reveal the similarities and differences between the cases. Objectives that were not perceived 
by the respondents are marked with NO, whereas YES implies important objectives and 
finally, especially important objectives are marked with YES.  
 
Table 6.1 Data Display of the Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 

Objectives Åbro Herrljunga Cider Lapin Kulta KOFF 

 
Main Objectives 
 

- Increase 
visibility 

- Build customer 
relations and 
provide 
entertainment 

 

- Increase visibility 
- Market the firm 

locally 
- To be promoted by 

sports teams 
- Positioning the 

brand 
- To gain repetitive 

exposure 

- Support and 
build a positive 
brand image 

- Increase sales 
- Active member 

of community 

- Support and 
build a 
positive brand 
image 

- Create 
visibility 

Corporate Objectives  
Public awareness YES YES YES YES 
Corporate image YES YES YES YES 
Public perception YES YES YES YES 
Community involvement YES YES YES YES 
Financial relations NO NO NO NO 
Client entertainment YES NO NO YES 
Government relations NO NO NO NO 
Employee relations YES YES NO NO 
Compete with other companies YES YES YES YES 
Marketing Objectives  
Business relations YES NO NO NO 
Reach target market YES YES YES YES 
Brand positioning YES YES YES YES 
Increase sales YES YES YES NO 
Sampling NO NO NO NO 
Media Objectives  
Generate visibility YES YES YES YES 
Generate publicity YES YES YES YES 
Enhance advertising campaign YES NO YES NO 
Avoid clutter YES NO NO NO 
Target specificity YES YES YES YES 
Personal Objectives  
Management interests YES YES YES YES 
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When comparing the main sports sponsorship objectives of our case studies, similarities were 
identified between the two Swedish brands, as well as between the two Finnish brands. The 
most important objective for Åbro and Herrljunga Cider is to increase the visibility of the 
firms. On the other hand, Lapin Kulta and KOFF recognized the major objective to be 
supporting and building a positive brand image. Furthermore, KOFF acknowledged the 
objective of creating visibility as another main sports sponsorship objective, which 
corresponds to the foremost objective of the Swedish brands. The other main objectives 
recognized do, however, not correlate.  
 
Corporate Objectives 
Regarding the public awareness, three of the studied brands, namely Åbro, Herrljunga Cider, 
and Lapin Kulta, perceive the objective as very significant. KOFF also regards public 
awareness to be of importance, although it is not a main sports sponsorship objective for the 
brand. All the four brands identify corporate image as a major objective. Public perception 
and community involvement are perceived to be more or less important for all the brands 
investigated. Table 6.1 further displays that none of the respondents consider financial 
relations to be an objective when involving in sports activities, since the respondents argue 
that these relations are handled through other means. No pattern is found concerning the 
objective of client entertainment, since the respondents’ answers diverge considerably. Two 
of the brands, Herrljunga Cider and Lapin Kulta, do not include client entertainment as an 
objective, while KOFF perceives the objective to be significant and Åbro regards it as a major 
objective with sports sponsorship. Moreover, none of the cases consider government relations 
to be a sports sponsorship objective. The employee relations are vital for the two Swedish 
brands, in contrast to Lapin Kulta and KOFF, who does not regard employee relations when 
engaging in sports sponsorship. Finally, all brands realize the significance of the objective of 
competing with other companies. However, Åbro and Herrljunga Cider put more emphasis on 
this factor than the other investigated cases.  
 
Marketing Objectives 
When it comes to the marketing objectives, three of the four companies do not regard 
business relations. Nevertheless, Åbro considers this objective to be especially imperative 
when involving in sports sponsorship. The importance of reaching a target market is 
recognized by all respondents, although it is more significant for the Swedish brands than for 
the Finnish. Additionally, all brands studied find brand positioning to be crucial when 
engaging in sports. Concerning the objective of increasing sales, the responses differ 
considerably. Åbro and Lapin Kulta suggest that the objective is vital, whereas Herrljunga 
Cider perceives increasing sales to be quite important, and KOFF does not regard the 
objective at all when engaging in sports sponsorship activities. Lastly, sampling is not 
included as an objective for any of the brands’ sponsorship involvement, since the 
respondents claim that it is forbidden to distribute alcoholic beverages.  
 
Media Objectives 
To generate visibility and publicity is seen as great objectives for all case studies, except for 
Herrljunga Cider, who does not classify the objective of generating publicity as exceptionally 
significant.  Two of the respondents, Åbro and Lapin Kulta, perceive the sponsorship’s ability 
to enhance advertising campaigns to be particularly imperative, while the others do not find 
this objective relevant at all when engaging in sports sponsorship. Three of the four 
investigated brands do not involve in sports sponsorship in order to avoid clutter, however, 
Åbro believes it to be rather important. The last media objective, target specificity, is 
recognized by all interviewees as a crucial reason for engaging in sports sponsorship. 
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Personal Objectives 
Management interest is significant for all firms, although it is perceived as more imperative 
for Åbro’s sports sponsorship involvement. 

6.5.2 Sport Sponsorship Selection 
 
The data collected from the cases will here be presented side by side, following Meenaghan’s 
(1983) selection criteria presented in the conceptual framework. This, in order to compare the 
resemblances and differentiations between the four case studies.  If the respondents perceived 
the criteria to be especially important or just significant, this is marked with YES respectively 
YES. Objectives that were not perceived by the respondents are marked with NO. 
 
Table 6.2 Data Display of Sports Sponsorship Selection Criteria 

Criteria Åbro 
Herrljunga 

Cider 
Lapin Kulta KOFF 

 
Main Criteria 
 
 

- Target 
audience 
coverage 

- Possibility 
for image 
association 

- Possibility for 
image 
association 

- Opportunity 
for promotion 

- Agreements 
and benefits 
of the sport 

- Popularity of 
the sport 

- Demography 
of the target 
audience  

- Growth of the 
sport 

- Media 
attention  

- Target 
market 

- Popularity 
of the sport 

- Publicity  
- Image of 

the sport 

Criteria  
Ability to fulfill objectives YES NO YES YES 
Image association potential YES YES YES YES 
Company/product compatibility NO YES NO YES 
Media coverage potential YES YES YES NO 
The funding requirement YES NO YES YES 
Target audience coverage YES YES YES YES 
The opportunities for guest hospitality YES NO YES YES 
Executive preferences YES NO YES YES 
Geographical coverage YES YES YES YES 
Staff knowledge YES NO NO YES 
Sponsorship type YES YES YES YES 
Solus position YES NO YES YES 
The possibility for adverse publicity YES YES NO YES 
The organization of the sponsored activity YES NO YES YES 
Legal aspects of the sponsorship YES YES YES YES 
Popularity of the event YES YES YES YES 
 
Regarding the main criteria for sports sponsorship selection, quite a few similarities were 
found among the brands investigated. Two of the brands, namely Åbro and KOFF, include 
target audience coverage among their main selection criteria. Furthermore, the possibility for 
image association is mentioned as a vital sports sponsorship criterion by Åbro, Herrljunga 
Cider, and KOFF. Finally, the two Finnish brands correlate, as they identify the popularity of 
the sport to be a crucial selection criterion. 
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Table 6.2 further displays the ability to fulfill objectives, which differs considerably when 
comparing the respondents’ answers. However, both Lapin Kulta and KOFF perceive this 
criterion to be significant when selecting a sport to sponsor. On the other hand, the Swedish 
brands diversify noticeably, since Åbro identifies the ability to fulfill objectives as a main 
criterion, and Herrljunga Cider does not regard the criterion at all. Moreover, all four 
investigated brands have image association potential as a crucial sports sponsorship selection 
criterion, which implies a clear pattern between the cases. Concerning the criterion of 
company/product compatibility, half of the studied brands, that is to say Herrljunga Cider and 
KOFF, classify the criterion as imperative for sports selection. In contrast, Åbro and Lapin 
Kulta do not consider company/product compatibility as a criterion. Three of the four 
respondents, identify media coverage potential as a selection criterion, although Herrljunga 
Cider put less emphasis on the criterion. KOFF distinguishes from the other investigated 
cases, since the brand does not regard media coverage potential as a sports selection criterion.  
 
No specific pattern is furthermore recognized concerning the funding requirement, since 
Herrljunga Cider does not observe it as a criterion, while the other brands, especially KOFF, 
identify the funding requirement to be significant for choosing a sport to sponsor. The target 
audience coverage is a vital selection criterion for three of the brands. The fourth brand, 
Herrljunga Cider, does not put as much emphasis on this variable, although target audience 
coverage still is included as a selection criterion. The criterion opportunities for guest 
hospitality, does not reveal any similarities for the Swedish brands, since Åbro perceives the 
criterion very imperative, whilst Herrljunga Cider does not even perceive guest hospitality to 
be a selection criterion. However, the Finnish brands Lapin Kulta and KOFF are in 
conformity, recognizing the criterion to be essential. The next criterion, executive preferences, 
is also considered significant for the two Finnish brands’, as well as Åbro’s sports 
sponsorship selection. Conversely, Herrljunga Cider does not comprise executive preferences 
among their selection criteria. Three of the four investigated brands’ respondents include 
geographical coverage as a criterion, and the fourth, Åbro, regards it as a major factor for 
sports selection. 
 
Half of the respondents, namely those of Åbro and KOFF, suggest that staff knowledge 
should be a criterion for engagement in sports. The other two disagree, as they do not perceive 
staff knowledge to be a necessary criterion for sports sponsorship involvement. All the 
interviewees further select a sports sponsorship activity more or less based on the sponsorship 
type. Nevertheless, Herrljunga Cider and KOFF put more emphasis on this criterion than 
Åbro and Lapin Kulta. Additionally, solus position received incoherent answers, since the 
criterion is highly recognized by Åbro and KOFF, important for Lapin Kulta, but not regarded 
by Herrljunga Cider. Table 6.2 also reveals significant differences, since all brands identify 
the possibility for adverse publicity as very imperative for sports selection, except from Lapin 
Kulta, who does not consider this criterion. Conflicting opinions are, furthermore, apparent 
for the organization of the sponsored activity, which is comprised as a main criterion in 
Åbro’s and Lapin Kulta’s sports sponsorship choice. KOFF also includes the variable in the 
brand’s selection, whilst Herrljunga Cider does not base any selection on this criterion. Every 
investigated case discusses the importance of legal aspects of the sponsorship as a criterion. 
Nonetheless, somewhat differing from the other brands, KOFF does not place legal aspects 
among its main selection criteria. As a final point, the popularity of the sports event is 
identified as a criterion for all the brands’ sports sponsorship selection. The factor is, 
however, regarded as especially important for Åbro, Lapin Kulta, and KOFF. 
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6.5.3 Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
The respondents’ answers are outlined in table 6.3 and 6.4, in the same manner as in the 
previous sections. This, with the intention of detecting the similarities and differences 
between Åbro’s, Herrljunga Cider’s, Lapin Kulta’s, and KOFF’s evaluation of sports 
sponsorship. The responses follow Meenaghan’s (1983) suggested evaluation methods, and a 
YES is displayed in the table where the method is used, whereas NO suggests that the 
respondents do not recognize the measurement for the brands’ sponsorship evaluation. 
 
Table 6.3 Data Displaying Methods of Measuring Sports Sponsorship Effects 

Methods Åbro 
Herrljunga 

Cider 
Lapin Kulta KOFF 

 
Measuring sales effectiveness     
Direct measurement NO NO NO NO 
Econometric analysis NO NO NO NO 
Controlled experimentation NO NO NO NO 
Measuring communications effectiveness     
Awareness YES NO YES NO 
Recall YES NO YES NO 
Attitude surveys YES NO YES NO 
Psychological measurement YES NO YES NO 
Sort and count YES NO YES NO 
Measuring media coverage     
Duration of television coverage YES NO YES YES 
Extent of press coverage YES NO YES YES 
Monitored radio coverage YES NO YES YES 
Measuring continuing appropriateness     
Audience level YES NO YES YES 
Market perception YES NO YES YES 
Extent of media coverage YES NO YES YES 
Monitoring feedback YES NO YES YES 
Cost-benefit analysis NO NO YES YES 
 
For the methods of measuring sales effectiveness, none of the brands were observed using 
direct measurements, econometric analysis or controlled experimentation, which indicates a 
correlation between the case studies. Furthermore, regarding the measuring of 
communications effectiveness, the variables awareness, recall, attitude surveys, psychological 
measurements, as well as sort and count show the same pattern. Åbro and Lapin Kulta make 
use of these measurement methods when evaluating the sports sponsorship effectiveness, in 
contrast to the other two brands.  
 
The duration of television coverage, extent of press coverage, as well as the monitored radio 
coverage that are comprised in the media coverage measurement are all recognized by the 
respondents as effective evaluation methods. The only exception is Herrljunga Cider, who 
does not evaluate the brand effectiveness when involving in sports sponsorship in any way. 
The same pattern as for the previous measurement method can be perceived for audience 
level, market perception, and extent of media coverage. Consequently, the measurement of 
continuing appropriateness is used by Åbro, Lapin Kulta, and KOFF. 
 
Three of the four investigated cases monitor the feedback received as a complementary way 
to the standardized evaluation methods used, which discloses a perfect match between the 
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studied brewing brands that regard evaluation as an important factor for sports sponsorship 
involvement. Finally, an obvious pattern is observed regarding the cost-benefit analysis, 
where the two Finnish brands measure the expenditures compared to the benefits of sports 
sponsorship, whereas the Swedish brands do not consider the method as useful. 
 

Table 6.4 Data Display of when to Evaluate Sports Sponsorship Involvements 

Time for Evaluation Åbro 
Herrljunga 

Cider 
Lapin Kulta KOFF 

Before YES NO NO NO 
During YES NO NO YES 
After YES NO YES YES 

 
Regarding the time for the evaluation, only one pattern could be distinguished among the 
brands that actually evaluate their sports sponsorship. All three brands evaluate the 
effectiveness of the sponsorship after the sports event. However, besides of this, no other 
correlation was identified between the investigated cases. 

6.5.4 Perceived Advantages and Disadvantages of Sport Sponsorship 
 
Table 6.5 below displays the advantages of sports sponsorship perceived by the investigated 
cases, in order to find out the resemblances and differentiations between the brands.  
 
Table 6.5 Data Display of the Perceived Advantages of Sports Sponsorship 

Advantages Åbro 
Herrljunga 

Cider 
Lapin Kulta KOFF 

 
Main Advantages 

- Popularity 
of the sport 

- Increases 
visibility & 
exclusivity  

- Easier to 
sponsor 
sports than 
cultural 
sponsorships 

- Creates 
awareness 

- Creates 
visibility 

- Reaches 
the local 
customers 

- Can help 
support 
and/or build 
the brand by 
associating 
it with a 
sport that 
has the right 
features 

- Creates 
media 
visibility 

- Builds an 
image 
association 

- Possibility 
to reach a 
specific 
target 
market 

Advantages  
Builds/transfers positive image association YES YES YES YES 
Eliminates media noise YES YES YES YES 
Generates awareness YES YES YES YES 
Influences public preferences YES YES YES YES  
Achieves internal motivation YES YES YES NO 
Builds goodwill YES YES YES NO 
Same theme in diverse media YES YES YES YES 
Creates exclusivity YES YES YES YES 
Creates pride YES YES YES YES 
Difficult to avoid for target audience YES YES YES YES 
Generates publicity YES YES YES YES 
Cost-effective promotional method NO YES NO NO 

 
The advantages are based on the conceptual framework and are marked with a YES if they 
are perceived as significant advantages. Furthermore, YES implies advantages, while NO 
entails that the advantage is not recognized by the respondent. 
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Three of the four respondents regard visibility as a main advantage for their brands, namely 
Åbro, Herrljunga Cider, and KOFF, when sponsoring sports. Furthermore, both Finnish 
brands identify the sports sponsorship’s ability to build an image association as particularly 
beneficial. Herrljunga Cider and KOFF also suggest that it is very advantageous that the 
sports sponsorship can reach a specific target market.  
 
Regarding the first advantage brought up in the conceptual framework, all respondents 
distinguish the creation of a positive image association to be a benefit for their brands. 
However, the respondent at Herrljunga Cider does not classify it as a main advantage of 
sports sponsorship. Half of the brands, one Swedish and one Finnish, include the benefit of 
eliminating media noise among their main advantages when engaging in sports. The other two 
also see this advantage as positive, although it is not perceived as major. According to the 
respondents, sports sponsorship generates awareness and influences public preferences. The 
two Swedish brands and Lapin Kulta even regard these factors as significant advantages. No 
pattern is discerned concerning the internal motivation that is achieved through sponsorship. 
The two extremes are Åbro, who views this variable as one of the main benefits and KOFF, 
who does not observe internal motivation as an advantage with its sports sponsorship. There is 
not either an obvious correlation between the brands’ perception regarding the sports 
sponsorship advantage of building goodwill. The only similarity found is between Åbro and 
Lapin Kulta, which classify the advantage as vital. Moreover, these two brands also consider 
the next advantage, that sports sponsorships provide opportunities to use the same theme in 
diverse media, as an important benefit. However, although Herrljunga Cider and KOFF do not 
put the same emphasis into this advantage, it is still recognized.  
 
While comparing the respondents’ perception of sports sponsorship as a tool to create 
exclusivity, the two Swedish brands and KOFF were in conformity, by observing it as a major 
advantage. Somewhat diverging, the Lapin Kulta’s respondent classified the creation of 
exclusivity as a less significant benefit. All the brands believe it to be advantageous that 
sports sponsorship creates pride, especially the respondent at Åbro, who sees it as one of the 
main advantages for the brand’s sports sponsorship involvement. Åbro, Lapin Kulta, and 
KOFF further identify the difficulty for the target audience to avoid the sponsorship as 
beneficial, while Herrljunga Cider highlights this advantage as more significant. All of the 
cases show support for the advantage that sports sponsorship creates publicity. Åbro and the 
Finnish brands, however, classify the benefit as more noteworthy than Herrljunga Cider. 
Finally, the cost-effective advantage of sponsorships as described in the conceptual 
framework shows a clear pattern, as it is rejected by three of the cases, namely Åbro, Lapin 
Kulta, and KOFF. 
 
The data collected from the case studies will be presented and compared, based on the 
disadvantages outlined in the conceptual framework. This will facilitate the identification of 
similarities and differences between the four brands. As in the preceding sections, table 6.6 on 
the next page shows how the respondents perceive the disadvantages of the brands’ sports 
sponsorships.  The importance of the factors is marked with a YES, when the disadvantage is 
significant, whereas YES suggests that the variable is a disadvantage, and NO implies that it 
is not recognized by the respondent. 
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Table 6.6 Data Display of the Perceived Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 

Disadvantages Åbro 
Herrljunga 

Cider 
Lapin Kulta KOFF 

 
Main Disadvantages 

- Drop of 
customers 
supporting 
other teams 

- Undesired 
behavior 
among fans 
and players 

- Customers 
expecting 
free game 
tickets 

- The 
controversy 
of beer 
companies 
sponsoring 
sports 

- Negative 
publicity 
because of 
unfavorable 
behavior. 

- Negative or 
undesired 
image 
association 

Disadvantages  
Ambush marketing NO NO NO NO 
Controversies and negative attitudes YES NO YES YES 
No standardization NO NO YES YES 
Inflexible NO NO NO YES 
Difficulties in evaluation NO NO YES YES 
Time-consuming NO NO YES YES 
Weak message carrier YES NO YES YES 
Badwill risk YES YES YES YES 
Fallen impact and recall of the message NO NO NO NO 
 
Regarding the main disadvantages perceived by the respondents, both Åbro and KOFF 
mention negative publicity because of unfavorable behavior by the sponsored team. This is 
the only pattern revealed among the brands’ major disadvantages.  
 
Although, some of the respondents have recognized the phenomenon of ambush marketing, 
none showed any support for the concept being disadvantageous. The Finnish respondents 
have experienced disadvantages as a result of controversies and negative attitudes towards 
beer brands sponsoring sports. Additionally, the respondent at Åbro also mentions this 
disadvantage, but is not regarding it as a main drawback with sports sponsorship. In contrast, 
Herrljunga Cider has not experienced any controversies or negative attitudes towards their 
sponsorship activities. Another pattern is further distinguished regarding the disadvantage that 
sponsorships are not standardized, since both the Swedish brands reject this disadvantage. On 
the other hand, the Finnish brands recognize that sports sponsorships are not standardized, and 
KOFF especially stresses this drawback. Moreover, a correlation is identified between the two 
Swedish brands and Lapin Kulta, as they contradict the statement that sponsorship is an 
inflexible promotional method.  On the contrary, KOFF disagrees with the other investigated 
cases, since the respondent considers the inflexibility of sports sponsorship as very 
disadvantageous.  
 
The two following disadvantages highlight that sponsorships are difficult to evaluate as well 
as time-consuming. These are also discerned by the two Finnish brands, although KOFF 
emphasizes the drawback of evaluation difficulties as more significant than Lapin Kulta, 
while the latter perceives the disadvantage of sponsorship being time consuming as more 
important. In conflict with the Finnish brands, Åbro and Herrljunga Cider do not consider the 
evaluation difficulties and time consumption of sponsorships to be negative. The disadvantage 
that sponsorships are weak message carriers compared to other promotional tools, received 
ambiguous answers. Lapin Kulta’s and KOFF’s respondents perceived this disadvantage, 
which suggests a correlation between the Finnish brands, while Åbro’s respondent stressed it 
as a significant drawback, and the interviewee at Herrljunga Cider does not consider sports 
sponsorship to be a weak message carrier. Although all cases recognize the badwill risk with 
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their sports sponsorship, three of them, namely Åbro, Lapin Kulta, and KOFF, especially 
stress the magnitude of this drawback. The last disadvantage, fallen impact and recall of the 
message, is finally not identified by any of the respondents to be a disadvantage for their 
brands, and consequently a clear pattern between the cases is discerned. 
 
 
6.6 SUMMARY 
 
This chapter has presented the analyses of the collected data by using within-case, and cross-
case analysis techniques as suggested by Yin (1994). The next chapter will present our 
findings and conclusions of the research conducted, as well as implications for management, 
theory, and further research. 
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 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, we will conclude the empirical findings of our research. In order to do 
this, we will state each of our research questions, outlined in chapter one, once more and 
attempt to answer them based on our conducted research. Specific conclusions will also be 
drawn from this thesis’ limited sample of companies. However, because of our study’s 
qualitative approach, the findings and conclusions will not be generalized. The outcome will 
hopefully help us reach our stated purpose, which is to gain a better understanding of how 
and why firms in the brewing industry sponsor sports events. 
 
 
7.1 GENERAL CONCLUSION 
 
A general conclusion that can be made is that Swedish firms use the corporate brand to 
sponsor sports events, since Swedish law prohibits alcohol companies to sponsor sports 
events with their product brands. On the other hand, the Finnish brewing companies utilize 
their product brands in sports sponsorship. Overall, we have come to the conclusion that 
corporations preferably use their product brands when sponsoring sports, since corporations 
usually are valued based on the brands they own. 
 
 
7.2 HOW CAN THE BREWING COMPANIES’ OBJECTIVES IN 
SPONSORING SPORTS BE DESCRIBED? 
 
For the investigated cases, our research shows that there are several objectives that can be 
identified among brands in the brewing industry sponsoring sports. The most frequently stated 
objectives recognized by all four respondents are to build corporate/product brand image, to 
position the brand, to generate visibility, as well as to reach a specific target market. 
 
Regarding corporate related objectives, the cases all showed significant importance for the 
corporate/product brand image. This indicates that this objective is essential for brands in the 
brewing industry engaging in sports sponsorship. It seems like one reason for this pattern 
could be that brewing brands gain a positive brand image as a result of the public’s perception 
of sports sponsorship. According to our research, customers usually regard sponsorship as a 
charitable activity that assists in the development of sports, and are therefore preferred to 
traditional advertising. Moreover, we assume that brands involve in sports sponsorship in 
order to receive a more positive image. Our perception is that brewing brands possibly have 
the desire to avoid the unhealthy image that alcoholic beverages embrace, by associating 
themselves to healthy sports. Another clear pattern observed in our analysis is that none of the 
brands include financial- and government relations as objectives for their sports sponsorship 
involvement. The explanation is that these relations are handled through other means. 
However, we also believe that government relations could be difficult to achieve, because of 
augmented legislation and negative public opinions regarding the alcohol-sport combination.  
 
When discussing the marketing objectives with sports sponsorship, the most crucial objective 
recognized by the four cases, is the objective of positioning the brand. On the other hand none 
of the brands classify sampling as a sports sponsorship objective, since it is illegal to 
distribute samples of brewing products during sponsorship arrangements in these two 
countries. Concerning the media objectives, two were discerned as main objectives for all

7
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investigated cases. The first, generate visibility, was emphasized by three of the brands 
already in the opened question, which strengthens the importance of this objective. In our 
opinion the visibility gained from sports sponsorship is important for companies and brands in 
general, since the company/brand name is perceived the whole time during the sponsorship 
arrangements on for example sports equipments and in arenas. Target specificity is the other 
commonly stated media objective. The revealed pattern for this objective, is according to us, 
due to the relatively easiness of reaching a specific target market that generally consists of 
middle-aged men presumably interested in sports. Moreover, we believe that sports 
segmentation is quite easy to conduct, which facilitates for companies and brands to reach 
their specific target audience. The personal objectives, regarding the management interest, are 
finally mentioned to be of significance for all companies, which was a bit unexpected but 
nevertheless understandable since manager’s interests in, and relations with a sport can 
facilitate the sports sponsorship arrangement.  
 
When it comes to divergences between the Swedish and the Finnish brands, the most obvious 
dissimilarities were found concerning the objectives of employee relations, competition with 
other companies, and reaching a target market. The findings show that the two Swedish 
brands distinguish the employee relations as major objectives, while the two Finnish brands 
does not even consider employee relations as an objective with their sports sponsorship. We 
have been unable to discern the underlying reason behind this occurrence, however, we think 
that this could depend on the size of the firms, since small firms have closeness to their 
employees that larger companies do not have. Furthermore, the competition with other 
companies/brands is an objective less emphasized by the two Finnish brands, which could be 
due to the fact that Finnish beer brands are owned by large corporations. We believe that the 
competition is more focused between these corporations, than between the individual product 
brands. The last difference found between the four cases is their opinions about the objective 
of reaching the target market, where the Swedish brands include it among their main 
objectives, whereas the Finnish respondents do not perceive it as a crucial objective. This may 
be because the Finnish cases concentrate on more specific target markets for their brands, 
while the Swedish cases seem to focus on people interested in sports in general, and not on a 
specific target audience. 
 
To sum up how the objectives of brewing companies sponsoring sports can be described, our 
main findings and most commonly stated objectives from this thesis will be listed below: 

- Support and build a positive brand image 
- Position the brand 
- Create and/or increase the visibility of the brand 
- Reach a specific target market 

 
 
7.3 HOW DO FIRMS IN THE BREWING INDUSTRY SELECT A 
SPECIFIC SPORT FOR SPONSORING? 
 
The analysis of this thesis reveals that the most significantly perceived criterion, for sports 
sponsorship involvement among brands in the brewing industry, is the image association 
potential. In our opinion, the cause for this discovery is that brands desire to avoid 
connections to sports where drug incidents have occurred. Instead, they strive to associate 
themselves with healthy sports in order to improve the brand image and create a positive 
public perception.   
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Besides this image association potential, no other criteria were found to be identical between 
the four cases, and consequently no obvious pattern was identified. Nevertheless, the cases 
corresponded fairly well regarding the target audience coverage, the legal aspects of the 
sponsorship, the possibility for adverse publicity, as well as the popularity of the event, where 
three of the four cases regarded these criteria as major for their sports sponsorship selection. 
Regarding the significance of target audience coverage for sports sponsorship involvement, 
we presume that it depends on the fact that brewing brands desire to sponsor sports where the 
beer consumption is extended. Our perception is that beer consumption is more common 
among, what we regard as masculine sports, which we believe also are sports that our 
investigated brands sponsor. The legal aspects of sponsorship is also recognized to be an 
essential selection criteria for the sponsorship involvement. Our view is that many laws and 
regulations exist concerning brewing companies and brands sponsoring sports. Hence, these 
firms and brands have to be especially careful in their selection of sports. Moreover, legal 
aspects should be considered, as it is inappropriate for brewing brands to sponsor youth sports 
teams. Sports sponsorship can comprise the risk for adverse publicity, which is a sports 
selection criterion carefully regarded by all the brands, except from one. Our belief is that the 
case studies desire to be perceived as having “clean” brands, and consequently they try to 
avoid sports that have encountered difficulties such as drug incident problems. Three of the 
four cases further suggest the popularity of the sport to be a main criterion for their sports 
sponsorship selection. We are of the opinion that since all four brands classified increase 
visibility as an objective, the criterion of sports’ popularity helps them reach this specific 
objective. The popularity of a sport is perceived as determining the size of the audience, and 
obviously the larger audience the better visibility the brand gets. We further believe that the 
sport’s popularity can increase the media coverage and the publicity. 
 
Moreover, it was difficult to find any specific patterns in the sports sponsorship selection that 
differentiates the Swedish from the Finnish brands. This gives the impression that the 
selection of what sports a brand should sponsor is unsystematic although they are active in the 
same industry, and that brands today still are searching for diverse criteria when choosing a 
sport to sponsor. 
 
In order to briefly summarize how firms in the brewing industry select a specific sport, we 
will list the most important criteria drawn from this study: 

- Image association potential 
- Target audience coverage 
- Legal aspects of the sponsorship 
- The possibility for adverse publicity 
- Popularity of the sport 

 
 
7.4 HOW DO BREWING COMPANIES EVALUATE THEIR 
SPONSORSHIP OF SPORTS? 
 
Derived from this study’s findings, many similarities were found between the three brands 
that actually evaluate their sports sponsorship. However, one case diverged since the brand’s 
sponsorship effectiveness is not evaluated. Based on our research, we conclude that the 
decision regarding whether to evaluate or not depends on the size of the company, as well as 
on its financial resources.   
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None of the brands measure the sales effectiveness of their sports sponsorship. We are of the 
opinion that this deviation is due to the fact that it is difficult to derive sports sponsorship 
effects on sales, since increased sales can depend on other promotional efforts. Furthermore, 
with fast-moving consumer goods such as brewery products, it could be hard to evaluate the 
sponsorship based on sales, since too many products are circulating. Regarding the 
measurement of communication effectiveness, half of the brands use all of the measurements 
included in that method. The reason for this might be a coincidence, as no specific pattern was 
revealed, which as a result makes it tricky for us to draw any conclusions.  
 
Measuring media coverage was identified as an evaluation method for all brands with a sports 
sponsorship evaluation. In all investigated cases, the measurements are bought from market 
research firms, and hence, three of our brands include television-, press-, and radio coverage 
as tools to measure their sports sponsorship effectiveness. We believe that this pattern derives 
from one of the brands’ main sports sponsorship objectives, which is to generate publicity. All 
three brands were also perceived to measure the continuing appropriateness of the sports 
sponsorship involvement, by looking at audience level, market perception, as well as extent of 
media coverage. Our view is that these measurements are conducted in order to find out if the 
brands’ objectives of generating visibility (while the audience level affects the visibility), 
influencing public perception, and creating publicity are achieved.  
 
Another correlation that was recognized is the brands’ monitoring of feedback as a mean to 
evaluate the sports sponsorship effectiveness. We consider the reason for this pattern to be the 
brands’ desire to satisfy its customers, as well as to improve its image. Furthermore, it could 
also be interesting for the brand to determine the public’s perception, with the intention to 
detect the strengths and weaknesses of its sports sponsorship involvement.  
 
The only major difference observed between the Swedish and the Finnish brands was the use 
of a cost-benefit analysis, as a method to evaluate sports sponsorship effectiveness. The 
Finnish brands employ cost-benefit analysis in contrast to the Swedish brands, who do not 
regard this as a useful evaluation method.  Our perception is that it is difficult to outline the 
specific costs and benefits involved with sponsorship if the brand has limited financial 
resources. Additionally, it may also be easier to conduct a cost-benefit analysis for a specific 
product brand, than for a corporate brand including several different products and promotional 
tools.   
 
Our finding regarding the time for the brands’ sports sponsorship evaluation is that the three 
brands conducting evaluations, also measure the effectiveness after the sports event. 
Nevertheless, we find it difficult for the cases to define if the evaluation is conducted before, 
during, or after the sports arrangement, since all brands have long-term agreements with the 
sponsored sports. Although, some sponsorship involvements are seasonally bound, the brands 
still sponsor the sports events all the year round. 
 
As a brief summary, we will list our findings regarding how brewing companies evaluate their 
sponsorship of sports: 

- Measuring the media coverage received from sports sponsorship involvement 
- Measuring the continuing appropriateness of the sports sponsorship engagement 
- Monitoring the feedback  
- Evaluating the sports sponsorship effectiveness after the sports event 
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7.5 HOW DO BREWING COMPANIES PERCEIVE THE ADVANTAGES 
AND DISADVANTAGES INVOLVED IN SPORTS SPONSORSHIP? 
 
Concerning the perceived advantages involved with sports sponsorship, no obvious patterns 
were discerned. Yet, many different advantages that are more or less important were 
recognized by the investigated brands. The most significant and frequently discussed 
advantages connected to brands’ sports sponsorship involvements are the sponsorship’s 
ability to build and transfer positive image association, generate awareness, as well as 
generate publicity.  In our opinion, these advantages are connected to the brands’ objectives 
of creating a corporate image, generating public awareness, as well as generating publicity. 
Therefore, and due to the fact that the advantages are the result of successful brand objective 
fulfillment, we do not find these findings to be abnormal. Additionally, the sponsorship’s 
ability to influence public preferences is also perceived as a noteworthy advantage for the 
investigated brands. Our perception is that this advantage results in a preference for the brand, 
in front of those of competitors, which is an objective stated by all four of the investigated 
brands.  
 
Derived from our analysis, three of the case studies reject the idea of sponsorships being cost-
effective promotional methods. This deviation could, according to us, be a consequence of the 
perceived difficulties in measuring sports sponsorship effectiveness. Furthermore, we became 
quite surprised when discovering that the only brand that does not evaluate its sponsorship 
effectiveness, still perceives the cost-effective promotional method to be an advantage for its 
sports sponsorship engagement. However, we cannot find any rational explanation to why this 
factor is perceived as advantageous by this case study. One reason can be that due to the fact 
that this brand has not evaluated its sports sponsorship involvements, the brand cannot either 
be able to accurately discern the cost effectiveness of sports sponsorship. 
 
The Swedish brands, as compared to the Finnish brands, put more emphasis on the advantage 
of creating exclusivity. The underlying reason may generate from the fact that the Finnish 
brands are owned by large corporations, which consist of several brewing brands sponsoring 
sports. The two investigated Finnish brands are possibly not the primary brands for these 
companies’ creation of exclusivity.   
 
When it comes to the disadvantages, our case studies show great support for the disadvantage 
of badwill risk involved in sports sponsorship. The reasoning behind this occurrence can be 
due to the fact that unfavorable behavior can generate negative image association for the 
brand, which would contradict the brands’ stated objectives, as well as interfere with the 
image association criterion for sports selection.  
 
Another clear pattern that is observed from our analysis is that ambush marketing is not 
classified as a disadvantage with sports sponsorship. As none of the brands have experienced 
this disadvantage, we conclude that ambush marketing is rare in connection with sports 
sponsorships in Sweden and Finland. Moreover, another deviation that was recognized by all 
the four investigated brands is the drawback of fallen impact and recall of the message. Our 
research shows that the case studies do not involve in occasional sports events, but rather 
sponsor the activities during the whole year. As a consequence, we believe this occurrence to 
be the reason while the impact and recall of the message does not decrease after the sports 
events.  
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Regarding the controversies and negative attitudes involved with alcohol brands’ sports 
sponsorship involvement, both of the Finnish brands recognize this drawback as major, 
whereas the Swedish brands put less emphasis on this disadvantage. Our view on this matter 
is that the Swedish cases involve in sports sponsorship with their corporate brands, which is 
less controversial than sponsoring sports with the product brand that is done by our Finnish 
case studies. Another divergence between the Finnish and the Swedish brands is distinguished 
as the lack of standardization in sports sponsorship, since the Finnish brands regard it as a 
disadvantage in contrast to the Swedish cases. We have not been able to identify the 
underlying reasons for this phenomenon and think that it might be a coincidence that some 
brands recognize the lack of standardization of sports sponsorships, whilst other do not. 
Difficulties in evaluation was also perceived as a disadvantage by the Finnish brands, whereas 
the Swedish brands did not recognize this drawback. Our perception is that the Finnish brands 
more carefully evaluate their sports sponsorship involvements, and therefore are more aware 
of the difficulties that sports sponsorship evaluation embraces. Finally sports sponsorship is 
regarded as time-consuming, which also is discerned as a disadvantage among the brands in 
Finland. However, the investigated brands in Sweden do not classify the time consumption of 
sports sponsorship involvements to be inconvenient. This pattern could depend on the size of 
the firms behind the brands, since our perception is that larger corporations, such as in our 
Finnish cases, possibly are more involved in sponsorship activities and consequently spend 
more money and time on the sports sponsorship engagements.   
 
In order to give a brief summary of how brewing companies perceive the advantages and 
disadvantages involved with sports sponsorship, our findings derived from this study will be 
listed below: 
 
Advantages: 

- Builds/transfers positive image association 
- Generates awareness 
- Generates publicity 
- Influences public preferences 

 

Disadvantage: 

- Risk for badwill 
 
 
7.6 IMPLICATIONS 
 
In this last section, the implications for management, theory, and further research within the 
area of sports sponsorship will be provided. The following implications are based on the 
empirical data, the analysis, as well as the findings and conclusions derived form this study. 

7.6.1 Implications for Management 
 
After having investigated how brewing firms sponsor sports events, we have a few 
recommendations for management that both concerns the specific brewing firms in our case 
studies, as well as other corporations using sports sponsorship or planning to do so. 
 
First of all, this research has shown that it is essential to state clear objectives for brands’ 
engagement in sports sponsorship activities, as it helps the selection of what sports to sponsor, 
as well as facilitates the evaluation of sports sponsorship effectiveness. This in turn, assist the 
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brand in identifying advantages and disadvantages with sports sponsorship, as the outcome 
collected in the evaluation can be compared to the objectives stated for the initial sports 
sponsorship involvement. Moreover, a suggestion could be to set fewer objectives, in order to 
be able to reach all of them and succeed in evaluating the sports sponsorship more effectively.  
 
We also believe that firms should put more emphasis on the evaluation of their brands’ sports 
sponsorship, since this indicates whether or not it is worthwhile continuing to sponsor sports, 
and while it points out advantages and disadvantages with the actual sports sponsorship 
involvement. 
 
Regarding the perceived advantages and disadvantages involved with sports sponsorship, we 
are of the opinion that firms should carefully consider these, since they suggest how to 
develop or change the objectives, selection criteria, and evaluation methods for future sports 
sponsorship involvement.  

7.6.2 Implications for Theory 
 
This research has explored, described, and tried to explain how and why firms in the brewing 
industry sponsor sports events. By increasing the understanding in this area as well as testing 
parts of previous studies on Swedish and Finnish brands, we consider that we have made a 
contribution to previous studies. Moreover, the theories in our conceptual framework were 
found to be applicable for studying brands in the brewing industry sponsoring sports, which 
thereby further reinforces the theories. 
 
However, although the conceptual framework brought up some theories that we found 
correlated to the thesis’ empirical findings, some weaknesses were perceived. First of all, 
Pope’s (1998) theory discusses the objectives from a corporate perspective, which suggests 
that the theory is not aimed for brands and consequently we recommend that the theory should 
be further developed. Furthermore, our research indicates that the measuring of sales 
effectiveness for evaluating sports sponsorship is not included as an evaluation method for 
brands in the brewing industry. Therefore, we propose a revision of Meenaghan’s (1983) 
sponsorship evaluation theory.  
 
Bennett’s (1999) proposition that sponsorships are cost-effective promotional methods can be 
discussed, since most of the investigated brewing brands do not recognize this as an 
advantage with their sports sponsorship involvement. Hence, we question the accuracy of the 
statement that sponsorships are cost-effective promotional methods. 
 
Finally, the employed sponsorship theories for this study do not separate firms/brands that 
sponsor occasional events from long-term sponsorship commitments, which implies a 
weakness in the theories, and thus, we recommend a further development of the theories. 

7.6.3 Implications for Further Research 
 
During our research, we have encountered several interesting issues connected to the purpose 
of this study. Nevertheless, it has been beyond the scope of our study to investigate all of 
them, and consequently we will include these areas as implications for further research: 
 
§ A comparison between corporate brands and product brands engaging in sports 

sponsorship deserves further research, as similarities and differences could be observed. 
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§ Ethical issues connected to brewing firms/brands sponsoring sports is an increasing and 
frequently discussed subject. A closer investigation into this area could help explain the 
ethical issues involved for brewing firms/brands engaging in such a contradictory 
activity. 
 

§ Comparative studies could also be conducted within another alcohol industry or within 
the tobacco industry, since these also are great sponsors of sports events. 
 

§ The investigation concerning brewing firms/brands sponsoring sports events could also 
be conducted in other Scandinavian countries in order to detect a pattern among these 
countries. 
 

§ Another suggestion that might be possible is to investigate the sports sponsorship 
activities from the sports entities’ perspective.  
 

§ Brewing firms/brands sponsoring an individual athlete or a whole league are other areas 
tightly connected to this thesis that might require some further research. 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE – ENGLISH VERSION 
 
 
General Information 
 
Company name: 
Respondents name and title: 
Number of employees: 
Annual turnover (SEK): 
Year of company establishment: 
Approximate expenses of marketing budget spent on sponsorship: 
Approximate percentage of the company’s sponsorship budget spent on sports sponsorship: 
What sports does your company currently sponsor? 
How often does your company engage in sports sponsorship? 
 
 
Part 1: Objectives with Sports Sponsorship 
 
1. What do you perceive as your main objective/objectives when sponsoring sports? 
 
2. What are your corporate objectives with sports sponsorship? 
 
3. Please discuss the importance of the corporate objectives listed below: 
 
Corporate Objectives Not important Important Very important 
    
Public Awareness    
Corporate Image    
Public Perception    
Community Involvement    
Financial Relations    
Client Entertainment    
Government Relations    
Employee Relations    
Compete with other Companies    

 
4. What are your marketing objectives with sports sponsorship? 
 
5. Please discuss the importance of the marketing objectives listed below: 
  
Marketing Objectives Not important Important Very important 
    
Business Relations    
Reach Target Market    
Brand Positioning    
Increase Sales    
Sampling    

 
6. What are your media objectives with sports sponsorship? 
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7. Please discuss the importance of the media objectives listed below: 
 
Media Objectives Not important Important Very important 
    
Generate Visibility    
Generate Publicity    
Enhance Ad Campaign    
Avoid Clutter    
Target Specificity    

 
8. What are your personal objectives with sports sponsorship? 
 
9. How important is management interest when engaging in sponsorship activities? Please 
discuss. 
 
10. Do you have anything to add? 
 
 
Part 2: Selection of Sport Activity to Sponsor 
 
1. What criteria do you consider when selecting a sports activity to sponsor? 
 
2. Which of these criteria do you find important when selecting a sports activity? Please 
comment. 
 
Selection Criteria Not important Important Very important 
    
The ability to fulfill objectives    
Image association potential    
Company/product compatibility    
Media coverage potential    
The funding requirement    
Target audience coverage    
The opportunities for guest hospitality    
Executive preference    
Geographical coverage    
Staff knowledge    
Sponsorship type    
Solus position    
The possibility for adverse publicity    
The organization of the sponsored activity    
Legal aspects of the sponsorship    
Popularity of the event    

 
4. Do you have anything to add? 
 
 
Part 3: Evaluation of Sports Sponsorship 
 
1. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of the sports sponsorship? 
 
2. Which of the following evaluation methods do you employ? Please explain. 
§ Measuring the sales effectiveness 
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- Direct measurement (quantity of mail order and direct mail) 
- Econometric analysis (past data on sales and factors determining sales) 
- Controlled experimentation (test marketing) 

§ Measuring the communications effectiveness 
- Awareness 
- Recall 
- Attitude surveys 
- Psychological measurement 
- Sort and count (e.g. requests for information and samples) 

§ Measuring the media coverage 
- Duration of television coverage 
- Extent of press coverage 
- Monitored radio coverage  

§ Measuring the continuing appropriateness 
- Audience level (extended audience, live audience, and participant involvement) 
- Market perception 
- Extent of media coverage 

§ Monitoring feedback 
§ Cost-benefit analysis (no commercial sponsorship objectives) 

 
3. When do you conduct the sports sponsorship evaluation? Please comment. 
 
4. Do you have anything to add? 
 
 
Part 4: Advantages and Disadvantages of Sports Sponsorship 
 
1. What advantages do you perceive with sports sponsorship? 
 
2. Please discuss how you perceive the advantages listed below: 
 
Advantages No Advantage Advantage Major Advantage 
    
Builds/transfers positive image association    
Eliminates media noise    
Generates awareness    
Influences public preferences    
Achieves internal motivation    
Builds goodwill    
Same theme in diverse media    
Creates exclusivity     
Creates pride    
Difficult to avoid for target audience    
Generates publicity    
Cost-effective promotional method    

 
3. What disadvantages do you perceive with sports sponsorship? 
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4. Please discuss how you perceive the disadvantages listed below: 
 
Disadvantages No Disadvantage Disadvantage Major Disadvantage 
    
Ambush marketing    
Controversies     
No standardization    
Inflexible    
Difficulties in evaluation    
Time-consuming    
Weak message carrier    
Badwill risk    
Fallen impact and recall of the message    

 
5. Do you have anything to add? 
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INTERVJUGUIDE – SVENSK VERSION 
 
 
Generell Information 
 
Företagsnamn: 
Respondentens namn och befattning: 
Antal anställda: 
Årlig omsättning (SEK): 
År då företaget grundades: 
Ungefärlig del av marknadsförings budget som läggs på sponsring: 
Ungefärlig procent av företagets sponsorbudget som läggs på sportsponsring: 
Vilka sporter sponsrar ert företag för närvarande? 
Hur ofta är ert företag involverad i sportsponsring? 
 
 
Del 1: Mål med Sportsponsring 
 
1. Vilket/Vilka är ert/era främsta mål med sportsponsring? 
 
2. Vilka är era företagsmål med sportsponsring? 
 
3. Vänligen diskutera vikten av följande företagsmål: 
 
Företagsmål  Ej viktigt Viktigt Mycket viktigt 
    
Medvetande hos allmänheten    
Företagsimage    
Allmän uppfattning    
Samhällsengagemang    
Finansiella relationer    
Underhållning av kunder    
Relationer till regering    
Relationer till anställda    
Konkurrera med andra företag    

 
4. Vilka är era marknadsföringsmål med sportsponsring? 
 
5. Vänligen diskutera vikten av följande marknadsföringsmål: 
  
Marknadsföringsmål Ej viktigt Viktigt Mycket viktigt 
    
Affärsrelationer    
Nå målmarknad    
Varumärkespositionering    
Öka försäljning    
Varuprover    

 
6. Vilka är era mediemål med sportsponsring? 
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7. Vänligen diskutera vikten av följande mediemål: 
 
Mediemål Ej viktigt Viktigt Mycket viktigt 
    
Generera synlighet    
Generera publicitet    
Förstärka reklamkampanj    
Undvika mediebrus    
Nå specifik målgrupp    

 
8. Vilka är era personliga mål med sportsponsring? 
 
9. Hur viktigt är företagsledningens intressen vid involvering i sponsringsaktiviteter? 
Vänligen diskutera. 
 
10. Har du något att tillägga? 
 
 
Del 2: Val av Sportaktivitet att Sponsra 
 
1. Vilka kriterier överväger ni vid val av sportaktivitet att sponsra? 
 
2. Vilka av dessa kriterier anser ni viktiga då ni väljer en sportaktivitet? Vänligen kommentera 
dessa. 
 
Kriterier  Ej viktigt Viktigt Mycket viktigt 
    
Förmågan att uppnå mål    
Möjlig image association    
Företag/produkt förenlighet    
Möjlig mediatäckning    
Budget    
Täckning av målmarknad    
Möjlighet för gästfrihet    
Företagsledningens preferenser     
Geografisk täckning    
Kunskap hos anställda    
Typ av sponsring    
Enda sponsor av aktivitet    
Ofördelaktig publicitet    
Organisationen bakom sportaktiviteten    
Lagliga aspekter    
Popularitet av sportaktiviteten     

 
4. Har du något att tillägga? 
 
 
Del 3: Utvärdering av Sportsponsring 
 
1. Hur utvärderar ni sportsponsringens effektivitet? 
 
2. Vilken av följande utvärderingsmetoder använder ni er av? Vänligen kommentera. 
§ Mätning av försäljningens effektivitet 
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- Direkta mätmetoder (kvantitet av order via brev och direkt order) 
- Ekonometrisk analys (historisk data baserad på försäljning och de faktorer som påverkar 

försäljningen) 
- Kontrollerade experiment (testmarknadsföring) 

§ Mätning av kommunikationernas effektivitet 
- Medvetande 
- Ihågkommande 
- Attitydundersökningar 
- Psykologiska mätningar 
- Sortera och räkna (t.ex. efterfrågan av information och varuprover) 

§ Mätning av mediatäckning 
- Längd (varaktighet) av TV täckning  
- Omfattning av presstäckning 
- Kontrollerad radiotäckning  

§ Mätning av kontinuerlig lämplighet  
- Publiknivå (utökad publik, live publik och deltagarnas involvering) 
- Marknadens uppfattning 
- Omfattning av mediatäckning 

§ Kontrollera feedback 
§ Kostnads-fördels analys (inga kommersiella sponsringsmål) 

 
3. När utvärderar ni er sportsponsring? Vänligen kommentera. 
 
4. Har du något att tillägga? 
 
 
Del 4: Fördelar och Nackdelar med Sportsponsring 
 
1. Vilka fördelar ser ni med sportsponsring? 
 
2. Vänligen besvara hur du uppfattar nedanstående fördelar: 
 
Fördelar Ej Fördel Fördel Stor Fördel 
    
Skapar/förmedlar en positive image association    
Eliminera mediebrus    
Genererar medvetande    
Påverkar kunders preferenser    
Åstadkommer intern motivation    
Skapar goodwill    
Samma tema i olika media    
Skapar exklusivitet    
Skapar stolthet    
Svår att undvika för målgruppen    
Skapar publicitet    
Kostnadseffektiv marknadsföringsmetod    

 
3. Vilka nackdelar ser ni med sportsponsring? 
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4. Vänligen besvara hur du uppfattar nedanstående nackdelar: 
 
Nackdelar Ej Nackdel Nackdel Stor Nackdel  
    
Ambush marketing    
Kontroversiell    
Ingen standardisering    
Oflexibel    
Svårigheter att utvärdera    
Tidskrävande    
Svag bärare av budskap    
Badwill risk    
Minskat intryck och ihågkommande    

 
5. Har du något att tillägga? 
 
 


